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39 Senators, it is said, are in favor of
any amendment.According to the estimate of the Director of the Mint the total
gold production in the United States last,
year was $(>5,782,1)77 as against $57,303,000
for 1897.Several important retirements
in the army will occur during the current
year.
Brig Gen. Stanton, paymaster general, will retire on the 30th inst., Brig.
Gen. Flager, chief of ordinance, June 4;
Brig. Gen. Sumner, in August next, and
Brig. Gen. Sliafter on Oct. 10.The majority of the House judiciary committee
favor declaring that Gen. “Joe” Wheeler
of Alabama, (ol. D. G. Colson of Kentucky, and (VI. James 11. Campbell of
Illinois cann<>r retain their seats in Congress while holding their volunteer commissions.The Senate has got the Paris
treaty and it is now in the hands of the
committee on foreign affairs.
Doubtless
it. will be promptly reported with the endorsement, “ought to be ratified.”.... Assistant Attorney General Boyd has rendered an opinion, which has been approved
by tlie attorney general, in which he holds
that the tax provided for in section 29 of
the war revenue act should be levied upon
such portions of a deceased person's estate as constitutes legacies or remains to
be paid out to distribute, and not upon
the gross amount which shall come into
the hands of the administrator or executor.. ...Senator tiallinger. Jan. 9th, offered
an amendment to the Naval
Appropriations Bill, appropriating two millions
of dollars to pay the officers and men of
the navy and the marine corps as bounty
or allowances for the capture or destruction of the ships in the war with Spain.
President McKinley's message to the Filipinos should be read by everybody, especially those who make a bugbear of territorial expansion.
In conclusion lie says:
“Finally, it should be the earnest and
paramount aim of the military administration to win the confidence, respect and
affection of the inhabitants of the Philippines, by assuring to them in every possible
way that full measure of individual rights
and liberty will be the heritage of free
people, and by proving to them that the
mission of the United States is one of
benevolence, substituting the mild sway
of justice ami right for arbitrary rule.”
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■•nations to nieces and neplirelatives the residue goes
!i id.The
reply ot Lord
be
proposal of Emperor
disarmation conference of
which is just published,
< "idial
co-operation of the
ment and asks for an iudiheads of the discussion at
.A Paris despatch says
informed quarters there it
probable that France and
will reach an agreement on
kind shore question which
m
tory to Great Britian_
Mwson states that a number
steamers will be lost when
'k> up in the spring. Some
in very unprotected places
•My escape being wrecked.
of the Moran fleet is
h;*r fifty miles below (Jirv. rnor Smith
of Vermont
Hit- vac.iut United States
n That State to Hon. B. F
1
pelier.The Havana Elecon pauy, capi a1 *5,000,0< )0.
•oporation under the New
The biggest ship the world
will be launched at Belfast.
m
Saturday. She will be
Oceanic, and is destined to
'f the White Star fleet. Her
is 704 feet and what this
he gathered from a comparibirgestship now afloat, the
h m der Grosse, whose
length
Her greatest predecessor was
honed Great Eastern, whose
xeeeds by 24 feet.Accordadvices from Dawson,
the
'■till be called upon to relieve
'Miers in the Klondike.
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ie overcrowded
and finances
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any more wholesale charity,
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Among the cabinet makers and upholsterers reported we find Warren Bros.,
Searsmont; F. O. Day, Brooks; Arthur B. Hatch,
Morrill, cabinet work; W. J. Knowlton,
Liberty, spring beds; E. S. Batchelder,
Moutville, chairs ; Eben M. Sanborn, R. H.
Coombs & Son, Spencer & Wilson, G. C.

Lower, Belfast, upholstering.
Member of the Board of Agriculture.

meeting of the Agricultural Societies of
Waldo County to elect a member of the
Maine Board of Agriculture for the ensuing
A

three years

Belfast Tuesday
called to order by Joseph Ellis of Brooks,
President of the oldest society—the Waldo
County. L. F. Hurd of Liberty was chosen
chairman and W. H. Moody of Liberty,
was

secretary.
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Whisperings.

If

the

HeraM’s canvass of the Senate
the treaty will be ratified a'
^ i'h°w* tliat 62 Senator
of ratification, or two roon
cessary two-thirds. To amend

“'.. “

The chairman

was

made

a com-

credentials, and reported 11 delegates present, as follows: Waldo County
society, Joseph Ellis, G. G. Abbott, Howward Murphy, E. M. Cunningham,-!; West
mittee

Waldo,

on

Moody, L. F. Hurd, S. G. Norton, J. It. Lamsou, 4; W aldoand Penobscot,
I. G. Reynolds, Edwin Jenkins, F. F. Grant,
W. H.

Messrs Lamson, Jeukins and Abbott were
made a committee to receive sort and count
votes.
The ballot for a member of the
Board of Agriculture resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes cast, 10; necessary
choice, G; Joseph Ellis had 8; Wm. H.
Moody had 2, and Mr. Ellis was declared
elected. Adjourned.
Mr. Moody, the retiring
member, has
served G years and has been an active and
efficient member. Mr. Ellis is one of the
most successful farmers of Waldo County
f«»r

a

and will prove

1

tig

the Court House in
forenoon.
The meeting

held at

was

a

worthy

successor.

Wedding Bells.
Barbour-Hamaker. The home of Capt.
Mrs. Benjamin G. Barbour, Deer Isle,
the scene of a very pretty home wedding on Monday evening, January 2, when
their son Capt. Charles E. Barbour of Deer
Isle was united in marriage to Mrs. Alice M.
iiamaker of Lockford, California, by Rev. S.
vV. Chapin.
The bride was very becomingy attired in a handsome costume of green
bed ford cord trimmed with white silk. The
happy couple were the recipients of many
oeautiful and useful gifts. They will make
their future home in Deer Isle.
md
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not taxed
Rate of taxation
Real estate,
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6,666
801
0185

resident.777..7.

$1 876,780
122,600

non-resident.
resident.
non-resident.
Total value.
Money at interest.
Uebt..
Personal estate,

809.407
1 LlOO

2,819,887
145,700
611,700
290,770
64,733
155,530
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Stock in trade.

Livestock..7.7.

Bank stock (, vned
Trust Co. stock owned.
Railroad property.
Street railroad property.7.
Electric company property.

1,334
4^

4,640

8,560
6,500
13,420

Sawmills...

mills.
3
Machinery
Shipping, tons..
1,414
Bicycles

94
648
257

Carriages.
Musical instruments.
Furniture..

..

Waldo
Belfast. County.
Hens.
Number .10,137 123,215
Value of poultrv produced.
$3,379 $ 36,200
eggs
0,758 $109,625
**

...

Number.
Value of poultry.

eggs.'..

Ducks.
Number.
Value of poultry.
••

Ct'*--se.
Number
Value «>f

eggs.'...

15

289

$20
$10

$942
$39

31

$40
$20
13

1,487
$5,662
$1,146

pauy property, and Nortbport $3,850.
The shipping owned is reported
lows :
Towns.

1

poultry, $5,035;
The towns of

|

>\

aiuo

value of eggs, $1,000.
Jackson, Lincoinville, Sears-

County Veterans’ Meeting.

•

1

•ailed to order

and the following program

carried out :
Music by the band; prayer by Rev. F. S.
Dolliff; music by the band ; address of welcome by Miss Mamie Hobbs;
response by
Comrade A. J. Billings; reading by Millie

Since the foregoing was in type we have
received the address of welcome by Miss
Mary A. Hobbs, as follows:
Mr.

President, Comrades,. Ladies of the
Relief Corps and friends: It is said that
obedience is a soldier’s duty, and being a
soldier’s daughter, as well as president of

the W. R. C., the Commander of the Post
assured me that it was my duty to speak a
few words of welcome to you on this occassion. I deeply appreciate the honor bestowed
upon me and will endeavor 10 perform the
duty to the best of my ability. But I am
only a novice in the art of speech making aud
I hope the Comrades will show me as much,
or perhaps a little more charity, than
they
would have shown a raw recruit in the days
of 'til had he failed to obey orders in true
soldierly style. Comrades, in behalf of Geo.
G. Davis Post and W, R. C., I welcome you
to-day with a welcome far deeper thau
words can express. You may rest assured
that the heart of every veteran of this post,
is
tilled
to
over-flowiug with a welcome
which only you, who have stood
shoulder
to shoulder
aud
faced deatli
together, can understand. Since you met
w ith us a year ago last October our country
has been enveloped in a dark cloud of war,
aud although the struggle was short,'and
the early dawn of peace, is but another proof
that “God always protects the right.”
Yet
many homes are desolate because of the
loved ones who marched awray and gave
their lives for their country. They were
brave and loyal aud we give to them the
full measure of honor which is their due
aud yet in the midst of all this we do uot
forget that it is owing to you that we today have no North or South, but are a united people, strong aud powerful, aud able to

gain a speedy aud triumphaut victory over
a tyrannical
foreign foe. Comrades, you
fought aud suffered for four long weary
years to remove the blot of slavery from
our flag, and at length you returned to your

homes a victorious remnant of a mighty
army aud proudly proclaimed to the world,
that we had a natiou indivisible, one country and one flag, and now you are boys
together again.
Grim and grizzled and gray,
And your hearts are as full of that far away
As ours is full of to-day.
How can one cover with ringlets,
The crown of a frosty head,
And how can one bridge with a story,
The gulf of a day that’s dead?
We can not give you hack those four years
of your life, and we know you do not regret
them, hut count them as years well lost,
since they gained for us the grandest nation on earth and for you an eternal and
deathless fame. But we are not ungrateful,
and the loyal people of this country have
tried and will continue to endeavor to repay

Tons.
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Value.

Belfast.. 1,414
Isleshoro.
4,312
Lincoln ville.
Nortliport. 117

$

0,880

22,810
1,135
351
018

Prospect.
Searsport .8,094
Stockton Springs.
807

40,840

Swanville.

1

3.571
184

Winterport.

708

2,297

Total.$84,087
In wharf property Belfast reports $22,700;
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j

21,0<h)
820,507

17

mont, Swanville and Winterport report no
debt.
Brooks reports owning $1,500 wate corm-

301

$28
poultry.
$1,236
83
eggs .'.
$
The town of Stockton Springs, in which
trench Bros.' duck yards are located, reported as follows: number, 1,100; value of

84,687

33,450
60,632
5,017
66,801
46,329
27,900
83,915

town

•*

Turkeys.

6,880

22,700
10,000
1.880
29,070
] 5,930
22.200

School houses.
Total personal property.

Considerable space is devoted to the poultry industry, the statistics showing as follows :

23,185
39,200

32,500

Wharf property.
Estates held in trust.

Frankfort, >1.4U0, Prospect, $250; Searsport,
$8,700; Stockton Springs, $400; total, $33,450.

Unity reports $50,532

in

estates

held in

trust.
a

portion of gratitude which is your due,
yet had we as many years as there are
in the skies in which to express our

and

stars

gratitude,

the end of time would

come

and

find us still unable to pay the debt. Comrades, oin-e again 1 bid you welcome and the
only favor we ask of you in return for what
vve have been able to do to make this an enjoyable occasion to you is that you will
come again soon and we will try and do better, and may this new year bring happiness
ami

prosperity

to all.

News ot the Granges.
At, the last regular meeting of Grauit.e
Grange, North Searsport, the officers-elect
were installed by Past Master Thayer.
A

harvest feast followed the installation and
very

pleasant

evening

was

a

spent.

The officers of South Branch Grange, Prospect Village, were installed Jan. 7th by Past
Master B. M.

Eames, assisted by his daugh-

ter, Miss F. Viola Eames. A goodly number from Granite and Stockton Granges
were present. After the installation a harv est
The
feast was served in the dining room.
program was very much enjoyed, especially
the song by Mell Clark of Granite Grange,
and the whistling solo by little Catherine L.

Littlefield.
Brother B. F. Foster of Dirigo Grange,
Freedom,assisted by brother John W. Farrar
of Searsmont, installed the officers of Union
Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, last Saturday evening. The members had the
privilege of inviting their friends and the
hall was well filled, many coming from out
of

town.
After the installation a short
program was enjoyed, and brothers Foster
and Farrar entertained the company by
pleasing addresses. Then all adjourned to
the dining room, where a bountiful supper
awaited them.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, met at the hall
Jan. 7th to install their officers for the ensuing year. Quite a number of visitors were
present and with remarks from the new
officers and visiting members it wras a very
pleasant and profitable meeting. The officers
were ably installed by
Brother DollifT of
Knox, aud were as follows: Master, Frank
Clement,; Overseer, Joseph Bartlett; Lecturer, Myra Browru ; Steward, Chester Whitten; Asst. Steward, Joseph Brown; Chaplain, Mrs. H. Holmes; Secretary, Mrs. Mary
Moulton; Pomona, Mrs. Alice Bartlett;
Mrs.

Whitten; Ceres, Mrs.
Annie Clement; Lady Asst., Steward, Miss
Vesta Getchell.
Flora,

Deaths

Jan.

2
5.
March 3.
6.
April 18.
24.
May 2.

25.

June 2.;.

July
Sept.

25.
23.
Nov. 27.
Dec. 29.

Alice

in

He had

and

well

cupation, an honest, upright man, and a
good citizen. He was thrice married, his
wives being formerly Abigail
Bieknell,
Patience Hook and Sally Creasey.
He
leaves one son, Rev. Edward Cunningham,
and one daughter, Rachael Weed, who lives

manner.

making

1898.

Searsmont in

His, wife, formerly Roxy

..

Cora M. Toothaker .15

Temperauce Roakes.81

9
2

Heal child.
9
George Morrill.82
The names of persons that formerly lived
in town, but died away and were brought
here for burial:
May 29. Ira Brewster, died in
Massachusetts.72
2
Aug. 28. Ivra Heal, died in Portland.27
Nov. 3. Cyrus
T.
Hemingway
died in Massachusetts .85
Dec. 5. Ithiel Pease, died in Belfast.73
6
10.
Matilda P. Adams, died
in Massachusetts.78
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the North church Y. P. S. C. E.; a
basket of roses and pinks, Mrs. Mary Leering and family; bouquets of pinks, Mrs. R.
W. Pattershall and Miss Edith Mason; bouquet of 23 pinks, Miss Lizzie Clary; Mrs.
Sherman Swift and Miss Marie Kingsbury;
pillow from Rebekah Lodge; pillow from
the family; crescent from “The Boys;’
wreath from “The Girls;” bouquet of pinks,
Miss Annette Brown and Mrs R. C. Sheldon ;
bouquet of pinks, Mrs. John Dolloff; bouquet roses and pink, Mrs. J. S. Davidson;
bouquet roses and pinks, Mrs. S. B. Cunning
ham jbouquetof pinks, Almon and Bessie McMahan ;eross from the class of ’!N> jbouquet of
pinks and roses, Mrs. A. J. Lufkin; bouquet
from

Waldoboro, the

son

of Charles Havener

and Mary Wim-henpaw. He was married first
to (Mara L. Roberts and afterward to Alice
Truudy. He was a meat dealer bv occupation.
Mr. Havener is survived by one soil,

Charles Havener of Rockland.

Joseph

Mary A. and the late Willard P. HarriEsq., and was born in Waldo in 1855.

was

elected by the full party strength to the poparents moved to Belfast the next year, sitions which
they have creditably filled
and she has since lived here.
She was the
This proceeding
during one or more terms
second wife of Dr. George W. Stoddard, his
took a long time as the elections were by
first wife being her older sister Amanda.
ballot. The nominees of the Democratic
She leaves to mourn their loss, her
husband, caucus received as high as four Democrati c
her aged mother.one daughtei ,Miss Abbie O.
votes. As there are over twenty Democrats
Stoddard, two brothers, James S. Harriman in the legislature, this indicated that most of
of Belfast and George F. Harriman of New
them preferred to go home to dinner rather
York.and one sister, Miss Mary P. Harriman than remain to cast
complimentary votes tor
of Belfast. A brother, Joseph W. Harriman,
their uomiuees.
Before the proceedings
I
died in the army during the civil war, and a
three of the four surrendered to hunger, for
sister died several years ago. She was a
when it came time to vote for the councillors, the Democratic nominees got only one
member of the Methodist church, and as
vote each. The State officials thus elected
long as her health permitted was a regular
were:

for the church
and auxiliary societies. She leaves a large
circle of frieuds, and the family have the
sincere sympathy of all in their bereavement. The funeral was held at her late
home, 120 High street, Saturday at noon,
Rev. G. G. Wiuslow officiating, assisted by
Rev. S. L. Hanscom of Thomastou. The
floral tributes were very numerous and
beautiful.

Secretary of State, Byron Boyd.
Attorney General, William T. Haines.
Assessor, George Pottle.
Printer, Clarence B. Burleigh.
Binder, H. E. Smith.
Councillors, Albion P. Gordon, Charles
Sumner Cook, Albert G. Blunt, John F.
Hill, Sidney M. Bird, Henry W. Mayo, Don
A. H. Powers.
Of these gentlemen one is a Democrat.
Mr. Pottle is that party’s representative on
the board of State assessors, the law requiring that both parties shall be represented on
the board.
The elections over, the two branches retired to their own chambers where the presiding officers read the committee appoint-

worker

State
State
State

Died in Wes: Winterport Jan. 3, 1899, Mrs
Lyman Clark, aged 67 years. Mrs. Clark
had been poorly for some, but of latekfailed
rapidly and suffered much until her death,
but bore all patiently. She had been a resident of Winterport for many years and was

from her late residence in West
Winterport, at 1 p. in. Jan. 7th, Rev. Frank
S. Doliitf of Jackson officiating.

Sally Clark died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Michael Collins on Miller
street, Sunday afternoon, in the eightyMrs.

third year of her age. t>he was born in Northport, her maiden name being Clark
She
was the widow of Ira Clark and lived in
Northport all her life until about two years
ago, when she came to Belfast to live with
her daughter. She leaves three sons and
three daughters : James H. of Belfast; Wilbert of Belmont; Harrison of Searsmont;
Elvira Jackson of Belmont ;Cliarlotte O’Donnell of Lowell, Mass., and Mary Collins of
Belfast. The funeral was held Tuesday
forenoon. She leaves 21 grandchildren and
8 great grandchildren.

and Mrs. C. A Stevens returned Mona short visit in Searsport.

Mr.

day

from

Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. Critchett went to
for a short visit

Bangor yesterday

John D. Fraser returned Tuesday from a
visit of three weeks in Pictou County, JN. S.

Mrs. B. B. Grant of Boston is visiting her
parents, Mr and Mrs. Joseph H. Trusseil.
E.

Nealley

H.

Monday

on

Monroe was in town
Rockland on business

of

his way to

Mrs. E. C. Woodbury went to Bucks port
to visit her daughter, Mrs. W II
Maffitt.

Saturday

Wm. H. Bray w'ent to Dark Harbor last
put electric wiring into a cottage for
A. A. Pendleton.

week to

Warren Jackson Berry of Rockland visited
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Jackson, the past week.
his

Belfast and

Spencer, Mass., caught
Unity Pond Friday.

12

son Herbert of
fine pickerel at

Charles E. Johnson of Waterville, who
formerly a lawyer iu Belfast, visited
friends here last week.

was

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost left
Monday for
Boston and New York on a trip of business
and pleasure combined.

visit his

John M. Vogel 1 and F. A. Perkins of Gastine were in town Monday, returning home
from a business trip to Boston.

Miss Edith Williams arrived home last
a short visit from Brunswick,
where she has a millinery establishment.

Thursday for

Bernice Rogers returned to Colby
last Thursday, after spending

Mi88

University
her holiday
and

vacation with hi

Mr. R. L. Ilsley returned
Abington, Mass., Saturday,

of

a

parents, Mr

r

Mrs. R. W. Rogers.

few weeks

as

to his school m
after a vacation

the

guest of Mr. and Mrs
1 VVaterviile Mail.

Llewellyn Morrill.

The engagement is announced <»f Miss Mae
Piiishury of Belfast and I»r. Robert A.

E.

Holland

of

Portland,

practicing

now

in

Calais.

The wedding will take place April
5th at the Catholic church :n this city.
Of the

men who sailed from
maiden trip of the fishing schooner City Belle, built by Cyrus Patterson for Capt. 1\ K. Clark, three arc nonliving; Geo. I). McCrilus, Esq., Bellas*.
John O. Johnson, Liberty; and (in-, r

Belfast

of 15

crew

1852

in

on

the

a

Her

wras

H. H. Carter and H. H. Carter, Jr., went
Boston last week on business.

to

■•

mau.

funeral

Mrs. J. T. Conant went to Camden Monto remain until spring.

day

Buck died at his home in Bucks6th, of penumonia, aged 80 years.
ship builder, having built more Ames, Washington, D. U.
vessels than any other builder outlie Penobscot river.
Among new mem hers of the sc- re* j s
He was a lineal descendant of
;n rne
Col. Jonathan Buck, the founder of Bucks- ! force, though Im lias before held nhi.
State department, is L. A D.-i
\ugnsta,
port.
who takes the place made \acair by the
resignation of A l Brown. Mr. Broun is
now the. postmaster of Belfast, and Ho
deInauguration l)a\ at Augusta.
partment. as well as all those about the
Jan. 5t.li was inauguration Jay at the State ! State House, will m;ss the gen: id o.im. in
!
and efficient, assistant of
,i,.p,riCapitol. It, began with the announcement lunahle
im-ut.
Mr. Brown wi
he j•;
o so oe
of the tabulation of the vote for Governor. j -'I
the mjeetiugs of this s,-ssi- n. and
wI
Then Gov. Powers was escorted to the hall ! he always welcomed by his former associates.
Journal
[Kennebec
where the Senate and House were waiting
for him. The oath was administered and
Letters have been received from \V
the Governor read his message, which is A. Clark, who with Mrs C ark .s spending
He finds
printed elsewhere. From first to last the the winter at Ormand, Fla.
address received the closest attention and Ormand a very attractive place and Ho
there was long and loud applause at, its close. people kind and hospitable. The
mat.- >s
After this the State officials were elected, about like our mid summer weather.
l’he
the gentlemen nominated by the Republican soil on the beach is .,f red and white, sand—
as hard as marhh
caucus of the night before of course being remaking ;t dciiglitlul for
L.

port Jan.

He

Sarah B. Stoddard dietl at her home on
High street last Thursday after a long and
painful illness. She was the youngest child

lyn Clark of Winterport—one brother, Mr.
Henry Larrabee of Winterport, and several
grandchildren to mourn their loss. Her

visit in Orland.

Carl Cole of this city lias enlisted in the
17th Massachusetts volunteers, which left
Washington Tuesday for Manila.

m

Mrs. C. S. Webber and Miss llattie M.
Black
bouquet roses and pinks, Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. South worth ; bouquet 23 pinks,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham; bouquet
of pinks, Miss Mae Pendleton,

highly respected by all who knew her. She
was a faithful, industrious wife, an affectionate and indulgent mother, a kind, obliging
neighbor, and one who always did her part
well. She was very pleasant in her ways
and will be greatly missed by a large circle
of friends.
She leaves a husband, two
daughters—Miss Frances Clark and Mrs.
Sumner Stevens of Winterport—two sous,

John W. McIntyre returned Monday from
a

Frank J. Miller died in Boston, Mass.
Jan. 2d of penumonia after an illness of one

William H. Havener, one of Rockland's
oldest residents,died Jan. 4th at the home of
his sun, 194 North Main street, at the age of
88 years, 10 months.
The deceased was horn

roses anti pinks, O. J. Dickey ; bouquet of 23
pinks, Miss Williams and Miss Ginn; bouquet of pinks, Mrs. If. J. West; bouquet of
pinks. Mrs. E. P. Carle; 3(5 pink roses with
palm leaves, S. F. Spofford and Charles
Spofford, Springfield, Mass.; bouquet of
pinks, Mrs. W. Havner; bouquet of pinks.
Miss Brown and Miss Shepherd; bouquet of
pinks, Mrs. Bradford I*. Gardner; bouquet
of pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Pattee; bouquet lilies of the valley, Misses Elizabeth
and Sarah Jones; bouquets roses and pinks,

Cliftondale,

Thomas Rice left Monday for Boston to
sons George and Fred, who recently returned from Klondike.

w'eek, aged 66 years and 7 months. The
funeral was held Jan. 5th at 2 p..m. from his
late home, 74 Broad street, and interment
was in Cedar Grove
Cemetery. He was the
son of Uriah and Mary Miller and was born
iu Lincolnville, Me. The family moved to
Appleton, where he spent most of his boyhood days. He served seven years in U. S.
Navy, which left him in poor health,and had
since resided most of the time in Boston.
He leaves a wife, who kindly cared fur him
in his illness, to mourn her loss.

beautiful, and included a bouquet
of pink from Mrs. James VV. Knowlton and
Miss Mary Knowlton; a bouquet of pinks

went to

Swanville; three brothers, Nathan E. Nickof Swanville, Jonathan Nickerson of
Searsport and Riley Nickerson of Prospect;
and two sisters, Almira Nickerson of Swanville and Eliza Robbins of Searsport.

erson

and very

earnest

Miss Louise Ferguson
Mass., Monday.

F. A. Shaw of

George S. Mills officated, and Aurora
Rebekah Lodge, Odd Fellows, attended in a
body. The floral offerings were numerous

attendant and

PERSONAL.
Edward Sibley was iu Fairfield yesterday
on business.

arrived here

Mrs. Mary W. Crosby died at her home in
Swanville Sunday, Jan. 1st, after a brief illness, of pneumonia, at the age of 55 years, 10
months and 7 days. She wras born in Belfast, a daughter of the late Jonathan and
Martha Nickerson, and was the widow' of
Thos. A. Crosby of Swanville, who was a
member of Co. D, of the 11th Maine Infantry. She leaves one son, Alvin T. Crosby of

The funeral of Miss Elizabeth E. Harrison
held Saturday afternoon at the home of
her parents on Lincolnville avenue. Rev.

Wibert Clark of Massachusetts and Llew’el-

Years. Mo.
Hiram Pierce.83
6
Maud E. Soule.21
9
Elizabeth J. Clark.68
6
Fannie Brown.
26
Susan F. Thompson.73
7
Isaac Robbins.64
Addie Wing.38
Eben Wellman.82
2
Richards child.
John Shibles...84
11

remains

abandoned here and the mills,
in the hands of other parties, w’ere changed
over to leather-board
He was a nephew of
the late Azro Russell of this city. He was
a large owner in the paper mills of Bellows
Falls, Vt., Franklin, N. H, and Lawrence,
Mass. He has served two terms in Congress.
He leaves a ife.one son and two daughters.

was

of

The

received here Tuesday evening
announcing the death of William Augustus
Russell of Lawrence, Mass. Mr. Russell became interested in the paper mills of Belfast
in 1859, and continued as a member of the
firm of Wm. Russell & Son, and later of the
Belfast Paper Co., until 1878, when paper
Word

a very retentive
memory
read in history and current
events.
Whatever he saw or read he remembered, and he had the faculty of imparting his ideas to others iu a clear and intelliwas

California.

in

yesterday and were taken to Belmont for
burial- Services at the grave were conducted by Rev. G. G. Winslow.

13.420
22,075

2.000
10 700

2

Other

friends.

life until about two years ago,when he went
to live with his son. He was a farmer
by oc-

Gatchell of Jackson, is deceased, but he
Amt.
leaves one son, George M. Cook of Newton,
Mass., and one daughter, Mrs. Annie Mitchell of Boston. He leaves three sisters and
$5,961,426 one
brother—Julia A. Chase of Council
934,364
1,915,823 Grove, Kansas; Hannah Johnson of Atkiu32.360
8,843,973 son, Maine; Mary Deeriug and Eli Cook of
214.166
Belfast. He was a member of Phoenix Lodge
424,773 of Masons. The body arrived here Tuesday
663,546 evening, and the funeral was held at the
259,985 |
6,140 home of Mrs. Deering at, the corner of Cedar
20,000 and Pearl streets,
yesterday forenoon.
6,500

No.

102

|

Warren Chandler Cunningham,formerly of
Belmont, died at the home of his son, Rev.
EdwardCunningham of Islip,N. Y., January
9th, at the age of 95 years. Mr. Cunningham
was born in Belmont, and lived there all his

Jacob G. Cook, Esq., formerly of this city
died at the home of his son, George M. Cook,
in Newton, Mass., Sunday evening,
January
8th, after a long illness, at the age of 72 years.
He was a native of Jackson, a son of James
and Joanna Cook, and lived in that town
until he moved to Belfast in 18(35.
He first
worked as clerk in the store of his brotherin-law, Edward Chase, and afterwards went
into business for himself at. Jackson village.
In Belfast he went into the meat and
provision business, at first in
company with
Lewis C Smith and later with his brother
Eli. He was elected Register of Deeds, and
assumed the office Jan. 1, 1883. He held the
office twelve years, and soon after retiring
he went to Massachusetts to live with his
children. lie was from early life greatly interested in public affairs, and while living in
Jackson held many positions of trust in the
town.
He was a selectman several years
and was at times Clerk, Treasurer or Collector. As Register of Deeds lie was a faithful, accurate and accommodating official.
He was a man of very generotis impulses
liberal to the poor, and ever loyal to his

gible

County.

Amt.

No.

polls taxed..j 297

pro tern.

he decree of distribution
m Ltd and Stanford was tiled
■it. San Francisco, Jan 0th.

154,806
205,388

Trov

jointers, Holmes’ stave mill,
i Hall’s counterpoise polishing machines for
| granite, derricks and other granite machin- McCarty ; music; remarks by Rev. D. Brackett; song by Miss Mae McTaggart; remarks
ery, Unity Hussey plows, and do general
by Rev. F. S. Dolliff; reading by Miss
machinery work. The capital is $9,500 aud
Jessie Peabody; music; remarks by A. J.
10 hands are employed the year round.
I. F. Allen, Liberty, is proprietor of a Billings, John Gordon and President Jones.
The meeting closed with singing the Star
foundry and machine shop, his patronage
Spangled Bauuer. [John Gordon, secretary
being mostly local
stave

liberty.
Lineolnville.
Monroe.
Nl°ntville.
Morrill.
Northpcrt
Palermo..
Prospect-.
hearsl,nrt.
Searsmont.
Stockton Springs

139
160

239,599

Unity..

No. of

mouths in the year.
Carpenters’ tools
a part of the product.
The average

Hall’s

..

Waldo

also

number of employes is 10.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. manufacture Hege’s improved circular saw mill,

...

332,591

142,290
200,650

Thorndike.

of the secretary, who was detained at home
Under the head “Foundries aud machine ; by sickness, Comrade John Gordon of
Brooks was appointed secretary pro tern.
shops’' the report names B, Iv- lley & Co I
Comrades Plummer of Monroe, Hjggins of
Belfast Foundry & Machine Co.; F.
axes,
Thorndike and Whitten of Jackson were apA. Howard & Son, G. T. Read, machinists,
pointed a committee ou time and place
Belfast; and I. F. Allen, foundry and maof next meeting, and reported as follows:
chine slo.p, Liberty. Descriptive paragraphs
Time, Feb. 2d: place, E. M. Billings Post,
appear, as follows:
Monroe. Remarks were made by Rev. F.
B. Kelley & Co., Belfast, are proprietors
S. Dolliff of Jackson. The noon recess folof an axe factory which usually runs about
lowed. At 1 p. m. the meeting was again
ten

Knox.

*93

241,209
255,544

The Waldo County Veteran Association
Among the new industries the report
met with G*-o. C. Davis Post, Brooks, Jan.
gives the enlargement >f the granite works
5, 18UU. The meeting was called to order by
at Frankfort at a cost of $40,000, the
com-j President, Lorenzo Jones. In the absence
pany giving employment t" 500 men.

are

Islesborough.
Jackson.

*2,949,1183
104,177
261,957
220,973
208,668
167,627

Thorndike.

247,099
140.418
199,432

1

■

■

1.795
2.063
1.579

7.325
568
2.102
2,? 75
2.389

Total neat stock ...13.685 13.244 14,391 14,516 14,886

■

■

....

7,323
600
1,374

13( ,(133

Estates.

Belfast.

1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898
Horses and colts... 8.917 8,32s *,;;42 s.o.34 7.770
Hieep.-4,970 22,357 22.U S 17.602 17.7X9
Swine.
2.422
2.X9X 3,3*6 2,925 2,377
7.724

249,103
287 338

255,247
153,822
302,590

Total.

139,515
192,235
196,870

Board of

a

...1,297
Belfast.
121
Belmont.
207
Brooks.
Burnham. 199
Frankfort. 331
Freedom. 145

jg9g

185,771
204,735
161,963
303,782

as

Polls.

$2,819,887
93,933

134,191

171,860
604,005

Swanville

ing is the table:

1.001

..

Searsmont
Stockton Springs

in 1898 in sheep: a decrease in swine;
decrease in cows and oxen; a decrease to
J
j 1896 in J-year-olds and an increase since; a
decrease in ‘2-year-olds to 1895 aud an in(
| crease since; an increase m yearlings to 1896
and a decrease since; and a decrease in the
total to 1895 and an increase since
Follow-

925

291,035

Prospect.
Searsport.

crease

7.596

248,921

Palermo.

a

923

131J5

..

Northpcrt

ty:
The statistics of farm animals show that
during the past live years there has been a
steady decrease m the number of horses
and colts; a decrease to 1897 and an in-

7,252

196,881

Montville.

Industrial and Labor
Statistics, of his twelfth annual report. We
make the following abstract of matters relating to live stock industry of Waldo Couu-

<'"WX.
oxen
5-\ r-olds.. ..
Is
2-yi

137,000

Monroe.

of the Maine Bureau of

1

285,528

Liberty..

The Journal acknowledges the receipt
from Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner

v

Islesborough.

188,845

.Jackson.
Knox.

Industrial and Labor Statistics.

J

195,125
154,860

acting

A9ae8,(irs

F

of 1897:

Burnham.
Frankfort.
Freedom.....

Obituary.

atatement of the number of
of va,uation as fixed by
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_
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Following is the valuation of the various !
county for 1898, as returned by !
tyie local Assessors, compared with the vallg97_
Belfast. ....$2,869,380
Belmont..
93,443

!.-

;

Fo„

polu

towns in the
uation
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ASSESSORS’ REPORT.
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VALUATION.

WEEK.

Mrs.
Walter L.
X. Y., one of the
use,
< !
the Woman's Anti
hit inn, is in Portlaud for
rganiziug a local branch
"f the work of collecting
■4 ranee to the petition to
a hicli
the suffragists are
Miite
Kail road Commis< 'hadbourne tells the
>i i
mail that he is thinking
Mine a proposition to go
J neer on the big railroad
i there.
The position
>ne. Tiie salary being three
i a railroad com misDr. Fuller G. (nok,
Jest citizens, dropped
-a
Maple street. Thurslie was a native of NewH. took an active inter■* v»o been
president of
b
He is survive*! by
iseph 1!<*bins<>n of
Miss Cornelia T.
be soi y to learn
>■i .*
oi>ing bet trouble.
•
outlier operation perMaine Eye and Ear
i ty. where slie has been
"t of the v inter.Ellstin headquarters for
_;an«l. has sliipped dur■e.isoii
about 20,OOu,000
vcment for a curfew law
•Maine.
January 5th the
iigor me; to discuss ways
erne the passage of a cur
all the denominations
d
and a unanimity of
<i
u favor of some law
h will prevent young
ing on the street at night.
eght out in the annual re‘.nk Examiner Timberlake
-s to
depositors in Maine
.ring the eighty years of
i as been only
*7*3,001.75.
;ing. A total loss of two
; on an estimated
aggre■,i! <X)0
speaks volumes for
k system of the State, and
at success the great
object
depositors has been attain0
ice opeiators will probin any tears over the misIludson liver fellows,
1 how the mild weather is
e
Hudson river fields.
ink ham of Millbridge has
idhd birthday anniversary.
\
the oldest woman now
having been born Jan. 7,
•vs good health and
looks
at live for years.

STATE

Hon. Wm. C. Marshall,
member of the Board of State Assessors,
The Journal is in receipt of an advance
copy of the eighth annual report of the Board,
from which we take the following statistics
relating to Waldo county:

1

THURSDAY,

MAINE,

_-

County assignments
as follows:
Joint,-standing committee
federal relations—Spratt of Palermo;

ments.
are
on

The

Waldo

commerce—Grindle of Islesboro; manufactures—Perce of Waldo; military affairs—
Dawson of Monroe; shore fisheries—Pierce
of Waldo; comities—Pierce of Waldo, Hill
of Belfast; claims—Hill of Belfast; reform
school—Pierce of Waldo, (chairman), Nick-

Swanville; Cuiversitv of Maim
Nickerson of Swanville; labor—Grindle
Islesboro; rniues and mining—Spratt

erson

|

of

—

of
of
Palermo.
Pierce of Waldo is on the Senate
standing committee on engrossed bills, and
Hill of Belfast is on the standing committees of the House on bills in the third reading and on county estimates.

ilriving

and

bicycling.

Mr. C1hik is

oo

cottage finely located on the grounds
of Hotel
Ormand, facing Halifax river.
The hotel is one of the finest in the countr\
with beautiful grounds
It accommodates
550 guests and will open I an. 14th foi the
iug

a

season.

The business o! A. G. Smalley A Co
manufacturers

ton,

and

jobbers,

has

Bos
so

in-

that a branch office and salesroom
has been opened at 57 Park Pla< e New Vos k

creased

It is claimed that this firm owns mere
patents in tiie bottle glass business that ire
now in general use than any other c m,-, rn
in the United States, and all new pat -uts

City.

The firm
Y. ;

have factories

Clayton,

J.; and do
specialties.

J.,
nothing
N.

in

and
but

Poughkeepsie.
Williamstown,
make

their

N
N.

.u.vn

Mr. A. G.

Smalley, senior mem
her of the firm, was formerly a resident m
Belfast and many here wiil he glad to learn

of his

success.

Cuiu,«riiiiig
change
Manufacturing
A

Lucai

industries.

the officers of the

in

Comi«*u

Co. lias been

made, owing to
regard to the man-

difference of opinion in
Some of the directors have resigned,and a stockholders’ meeting will soon
be held and the company
re-organized tor
the spring business. The business has outgrown its former quarters and the
company
has leased of C. O. Poor the H. H. Johnson
a

agement.

store

High

on

manufacture
ceive

and

some

ship

street, where they will
ofr their products, and re-

their

goods.

They

will

in-

troduce some new features into tin- business
The company has many orders on l,.uid and
is in a prosperous condition, with a very enHam. tee mancouraging outlook. Dr. J.
will move his office to the front room
the store,and will continue Ins practice
of medicine as heretofore.
A dividi nd ot b
per cent, is payable on ami after Jan. ltith at
the office of the treas .rer.
ager,

Cancer Institute in Maine.
The Morrell Cancer Institute, the only
institute of the kind in our State, has been
established at Caribou, Maine, with every
prospect of success, as Mr. B. C. Morrell, at
the head of the Institute, is believed, by
Caribou people who know of his work, to be
the best anil most successful cancer specialist in the United States, and judging from
the affidavits in a pamphlet just issued by
the Institute, he has certainly performed
some very remarkable cures.
Mr. Morrell, who was a member of the
First Maine Cavalry during the civil war,
had
considerable experience in hospital
work, after having been severely wounded
and rendered unfit for duty, and there he
obtained a wide knowledge of sores and
wounds and their treatment. He has been
working on cancers for the past 23 years and
claims to have a perfect cure.
Physicians and surgbons, and the people
generally, believe cancers to be incurable,
and if Mr. Morrell has perfected a cure for
this horrible growth he will indeed be a
public benefactor.
We advise those suffering from cancer to
write to the Morrell Cancer Institute, Cari-

bou, Me., and obtain

a

pamphlet.

over

Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 11, bSUff:
Nellie J. Crummett, Clinton, to
Manly Morrison, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
Ephraim Hatch. Farmingdale, to Eliza J.
Cole, Burnham ; land in Burnham. Wm. H.
Ingham et als., Philadelphia, to Eben C.
Stantial, Brookline, Mass.; land in IslesImro. N. M. Harmon, Lincolnville, to Otis
Heal, do.; laud in Lincolnville. Ann S.
Andrews,
Belmont, toRosie A. Sprague,
Waldo; land in Belmont. Herbert E. Knowlton, Cambridgeport, Mass., to Chas. P.
Hazeltine, Belfast; land in Northport. Addie O.

Weymouth, Clinton, to Carle A. Weymouth, do. ; land in Burnham. Cynthia A.
Gurney, Waldo, to Lewis A. Whitcomb,do.;
laud and buildings in Waldo.
Alfred P,
Gilkey et als., Islesboro, to Loranius F. Pendleton, d6.; land in Islesboro. Oriana V.
Walker, Belfast, to Chas. W. Lancaster, do.:
land and

buildings in

Belfast.

GOVERNOR

POWERS

exact situation.
The receipts rrom an
sources, except loans, for the two years
past, have been $3,254,042.98. The ex-

ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of
penditures for the same period, includ1
Representatives:
ing $100,000 paid in reduction of thepubWo ex* hange congratulations on the
| lie debt, have been $3.452,8lr..83. At the

threshold of this new year, as we apM‘ ii
the termination of the century,
1
with * >nvincing eveidence on every hand
that <>ur slate is moving forward on
tic highway of pi sent and future prog-

close of the year 1S96 there was in the
stall- treasury the sum of $203,500.58. At
! tile elope of the year 1898 there was in the
j state treasury the sum of $154,723.73.
The amount received from state tax
ress. p: sp
:and industrial developfor the years 1897 and 1898 was S1.6G2.ment
386.58.
The amount received from savTin- cloud? (•:' war which fora time
ings i-anks during those two years was
d
n--d the skit-? dur ing the past year
$775,815.86. one-half of which was reI'd ’I
t
■>.' and w* are tori Uiral-jy
funded to the cities and towns of the
d !
ail future or further anxThe amount
; state for school purposes.
iety on this a n unt.
received from railroads during those two
1
I
a -.a' u:
will mark t lie comThe amount reyears was $325,081.46.
n
*:••
1
grandest
eiitury the
funded to the various cities and towns of
v
w
A
i: nsp -ction of the
♦
the tax received from railroads, under
b'ti:
:o 11:
furnishes us a valuable
j the law. was $126,700.58. The amount
do for tiie prnt. hope and inspirapaid out and expended during the years
ti* >!'. f o the hi lure.
1897 and 1898 in excess of receipts, exIt is our iiis, duty to rightly value the Ij
cept loans, was $198,776.85.
p.’S'j'.idtms ,iy the state wo iinhabit, and
The balance which is found in
the
whose people have called and chosen you jI
treasury at the end of the year is soon
t » legislate : r them. This will enable us
than
dissipated and is rather fictitious
to discover and open paths to new enreal, as immediately after, nearly all of
terprises and beneficial industries. The
it is due t*» the various towns on acpast seasons have brought us abundant
count of the school fund.
harvests.
Our mills and factories are
These statements of receipts and exvery genet ally in active operation. l>apenditures contain none of the liabilities
bor is remunerativ *i> employed throughIncurred, or money used in equipping
out our borders.
The disagreement or
the troops called for to fill the quotas of
misunderstanding between employers
the state in the recent war with Spain.
and employed, that prevailed fora time
Not one cent has been taken from the
in two of our cities, has been amicably
treasury for military purposes during
and finally settled.
Our people enjoy,
these year? except the usual appropriain a marked degree, the blessings of
j tion for the National Guard in time of
plenty, of health, of individual liberty I peace.
and pers. na: security.
Peace has once
There are. therefore, considerable sums
more re*ur n--d to rule and bless our state
due which should be provided for and
and na .on.
We have every reason to
paid. The railroads have willingly furpredict, with implicit confidence, the esnished all the transportation asked for.
t ii»!Lshi lent in our state before long of
and have not yet received any pay. This,
Ji' <r.\
u.oie and some new industries of
I think, is one of the largest claims to
•:!
on*
to our people.
And it is my
k
be provided for. and should be paid at
del ie-rat-' .icelament that the action of
an early day
There are other and pressthi~ !• g'isia 11;:
may and will have a far
ing bills which I know it will be your
o'- t upon that future progreai bine
pleasure to take measures to meet.
ress and nr* vfh.
Yet I am confident that when the final
W
!m ve ■-•or. r-ma rka :»ly free from
are struck, and when tlt£ state
balances
l
s es
except 11
typhoid ! shall have received from the general
ip.'
fc-v
by our soldiers in tlie ! gov* rnment the amount that is actually
We are undoubtamp.
due us. of which the accounting officers
ii:delated for this immunity I have a4r*-ady certified as correct, $S7,edly la: g
ii
•■- a
\
tip-ns and care of our state
450.80, and there is some $5000 more not
board
!' b- n!th. and especially to its
certified, as it has not been presented yet.
Is
Dr. Young,
it will be found that we have not in;•: inI y and effect i\ ely devotes
wh
curred any very large debt over and
1
hia
to sanitation, and to a
above th.. slim that is due us. But the
ai rslanding of the best
ta
state's creditors should not wait longer,
v n
*:1 .as for control and prevent
j In the meantime, until the United States
! s
Pa: a i
a nd epidemics.
government shall pay, the state should
p
ning. X..V. ttj, P'.'S. one
settle all its debts that ar just and due.
>f i.
and nest destructive 1
which it ‘-an do with a small temporary
i-r tdizz.: rds of v.) ich we have any
i or permanent loan for war pu’poses, r
s
-'ini. ao
nai-.ini i i-y !•!sliding’snow,
haw not ascertained the 1 x.e-t amount
J'
of outstanding bills that ne* d to be cared
ca p ••! an i;i:;.-oed- nod i -ss of 111*-• and
for: that will be presented before the
-tv.
;>ro
r.-oking liiary vessels and
unmittee.
prop
>
in its
tll'lt Vv
aug!
With r the appropriations for war
-'ii':
'P -light so:
o\. 11.i>f• <rtUic
pa
purp"s<-s or any other have !•••- n overan*
i
o a large ip:n:l.oi .-f families
be past two years. orapdrawn durii
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hat for
uy
I
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distressing, ins. 1 diinl.
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a
An:
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-t a• I ati-i care at ta:nr m-c-siry a- 1
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I ness pr<M. sit j-m that we should bring
I our \p--ndi; a res in time-- .f peace wtth•!••
must be apparent to y.m
Ir. >iir iit
d
U
b
a
lam .<l apall.
Th:
:
)
in
all cases
here it < an b"
thanpropria
I
w ith-*u
: tade
crii pling or injuring
a 'most
an
gd
family ;u
1 until this
of state
j wort by ci-i
b.is■
has 1.. reached.
Therefore, it
op-- ii uti. nal duty
tic
F •’
1
c
1 !■ r
'i
W"Uld be v
rutinize and
a-,.--r "from tin.-1 1o »ime to
of
ex indue no
■•!-.!> the ncasures <>r reaisature mf->nna lan --f the
the
g
11.•« 1 to you
solves pr
renting new
a..oi
i.a
date hp.I p-o.iniineiid
tin treasury, imt alsn .s«»me of
avciinc-i
to t!.s,d- p t ion sin-]' measures as
those act> now .»n the staiute bock, and
di--nt
In this my
! see if their necessity is plain and urgent.
a
end c-t'.
to
p.y with that require
and if the Stan- is not. in some cases,
m-M.
perform that duty. I desire
s.
paying too much for what i
p
nr attention to a few. at least.
No one should obta;n fm any thing done
o: :
.ini rtant measures which
or
the
for
furnished
state
one
cent
beo
wt li
iief'-a e you to b. wisely and
yond a. reasonable price.
lered ai 1 ietermined.
So far as 1 know and I have examined
s
Id:ni-ortaut and vital ques- !
with care, every departne-m of the state
-i
it. and r*-v- nue upon the
has been and now is congovernment
t.
rid
! i-xi.'-nditup-s or approducted with judicious economy, and with
h-• ot Ip r. are very largepi
an earnest purp use to promot e the public
ly Abliin y.-ar province and demand
good. That there is a tendency to inp "
an-;
ar**ful iudgnn tit at your
crease expenditures in all, or nearly all.
hap-:The last legislature increased
of them is obvious when we compare
o
dm. : taxation for state purwhat they cost today, and what they ask
I- pa
and thre-*-fourths mih.s on
;
for. with what was appropriated for
ease of ra te and the
them a few years ago; still it must be
ad-*.; valuations which the state
in:remembered the duties and demands on
assi-s.-.ir- liave. in td-1 exec-iso of their
j ivne-ot i.laood upon property, have I them have largely increased within the
past twenty years.
<'j
—d
a
stat■
tax to be somewhat
I would suggest, that actuated by a
O':--- .us -P a a .art. and perhaps burdend'derminati",-) p, use the state’s money
eoiao>
nain towns: and cities.'
1
as
you W'-uid y ur own. yam determine.
I -la
p. ;• -ii: t hat it. will in a be vise
thrfough the proper committee or comto
i
ip and .a.so. that by the cxermilt** -s, what is absolutely necessary'
e
a' i'*r
-.ln iiiy— icq parsimony
I
for th" s vcral departments of the state
you v.-jd btid that it is not liec- ssary to
n mi -lit. and all it
o- i
institutions, and
g
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srio-stly believe, and would
all
confine
ai'"!! y .u. the truth that th-appropriations for them
in.;
thin taut limitation.
•"'ip
PPp
pF-s of economy d'si riminu
Thshould be no gross sums approd in cm.ir.en by y vent I
to I).
priated
-iimr -s that t he
-ta
prud
departments for express bills or f-a any
U
other
purpi»s» s, but cadi should haw
his wsi affairs.
assigned for itself such sum and no
:d "ip an --xaniination of
ui j: g-v-nt and ether <■>:pmore, fe:
-s
o-mjs and p*
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as yni rind a bsolutelv necessary.
in
-i.a
<hat her.* a:v only three
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or
:n the F
m where
he
Aft•
as
..! a.' .1- in Man
y.-irs of patient waiting and
u ai:"
ill
time|\ warning and ineffectual negotip:
is
dir. i-i taxation
-.
ating. the i -opie of the United Siat-s
t.-r, you s!11-1:1 d lind that
Wot'-' compelled in the interests of hu1
•'"-'•ot. md
fiat some more
r
i.- ••••-‘■bit* y no d-d than can be
manity and good government to call
;;
xis ue las, i think it
halt, and to put an end to the d spmi
r
vp:
chronic and inhuman conditions, very
‘pi and advisable to seek
d-.-ia which to raise it
injurious .and detrimental to their interp'i
.a.p in- reuse
ests. that had so long existed in Cuba.
the rate of direct
ta A.i don.
Congress, in the exercise of its consti■■■>>>
tutional
"nnca n>n
w in
prerogative, in the month of
repeat
-:
•' -'
11 y what I said in iny address
April last, solemlv declared that a state
h.• i.isl legislature, that all legislato
of war existed between this country and
te
>!>ting property from taxation
Spain. Happily, the contest was brief,
b-i any unwise, and has a
and decisive.
Signal victories
sharp
tendency
1
••
«rk favoritism and injustice,
ciowned our arms on land and sea.
t-i
and
which
have
led
to
such
an honorable
ex-n.pt.
therefore fail to tax. issimsettlement and treaty that all for which
pb' oi add so much more to that w hich is
in -ludcHl in the list, and
our government contended,
and even
very often this
a "i;'
*na
oun.len is placed upon propmore, has been fully realized. The last
•r
and persons that can ill afford to
>
vestige of Spanish misrule and tyranny
b°:»r ;L Hence. 1 always contend, and I
has been blotted out and forever driven
d
most -arm stly insist, that both right
from the American continent. The peoa.'
1 just we demand that all citizens and
ple everywhere throughout the Union
ai; property of the state of every kind
responded with patriotic and self-sacaw l ilesi ripiion should bear their and
rificing alacrity to the country’s call to
Its equitable share of the public burarms.
d m-, and that any person that is not
At the commencement of the struggle
willing to do his part and desires that
we were vry poorly prepared for war.
Main- shall in any sense. <r to any class
For nearly a third of a century we had
be
‘tax-dodgers’ paradise."and threatbeen cultivating the arts of peace, and
ens. to emigrate in case he -annot shift
the clangors of battle had been silent in
bis jus; ax
upon his n-tghhor is not a
cur land.
The difficulties encountered
V'-i v d-s.tw!>'.■
it iz* n. and certainly it is
hv reason of w ant of proper
preparations
■Tied
tin while to bribe him to remain.
have furnish' d
us a
salutary lesson
Therefore, any legislation which may
.vim h w
shall not fail to profit by in
have a i-nd-n .v t.o Jiwr< -IT- uaily prothe fu #
a
due
gr*•■■ t"dualize p.e ,.f public
Mai >'- ‘urnished one volunteers regior r< peal
ment of infantry, four batteries of heavy
t *-x- -.prior -,r b,direct ones,
an> dir
whei
iss -ssments a re ret urned by
This was
artillery, and a signal corps
trer
1
her full quota, and more. The infantry
hi •* fully
l,v me, and i have no doubt
ar-1
regiment. I think, was the largest and
pe we
it V. I.
toed by the urnst of your
host equipped that went from New Kngcons' it o-nts.
land.
Maine has never fait* red in her
*i you to legislate more underT "
devotion and loyalty to the Union, and
mi to i--tter determine what
fit':'
her people never will. The infantry regiI.
i'i you
final.
an and will grant to
ment w as ordered into camp at Chickavare
All of its men and officers w ere
nb.i-ets and institutions, and
mauga.
wha
■. must refuse in whole or in
anxious and clamoring to be sent to the
part.
is
w
-s-enfial
here
It
that you fully comprefront,
they could participate in
the struggle, and they w re about to go
hend the exact financial condition of
n
the sta
to Porto Rico w hen the protocol, which
sury. its available resources
and necessary expenditures under existput an end to hostilities, was signed.
laws.
An alarming amount of sickness, espeing
Whie we point with just pride and
cially typhoid fever, prevailed in the
Chickamauga camp. It was almost epigratification to the fact that there is no
state whose credit stands upon a higher
demic, and compelled the government to
abandon it. This caused the regiment to
plane than uur own. and that moneyed
Institutions and individuals would gladreturn to Maine. It has since its return
been mustered out of the service. After
ly loan it indefinite sums at low rates of
its
we
not
return to Maine, as well as before,
must
interest, yet
forget that
it suffered a good deal from the fever
a
is
constitutional
limit
to
the
there
with which it had been infected before it
amount that the legislature can authorreturned home.
ize the state treasurer to borrow for any
What causes may have induced so
but war purposes, wisely placed there by
much sickness, who is responsible for it,
an
amendment since the constitution
and whether or not it could have been
•was adopted, which amendment expressavoided by proper foresight, and care, I
ly declares that the state shall not, exleave to others to determine.! Yet it does
exdebts
in
cept for war purposes, incur
seem to me that without some strong
ess of $300.000.and at present we are very
compelling cause it was not good judgnear that limit.
I recommend to you
ment to concentrate in one camp so large
a careful perusal of the reports of the
a body of
troops as rendezvoused at
state treasurer, in which you will find
Chickamauga, and to keep them there
itemized statements of all the receipts
for a long period of time in the heat of
and expenditures for the past two years.
summer and under a southern sun.
with
By so doing it will familiarize you
The number of commissioned officers
4 many details, and be a valuable aid in
that served in the First regiment of in1
^legislating for this and the coming year.
fantry volunteers while in the United
I also feel that it devolves upon me
t
States service was 49. The number of
to invite your attention to some of the
non-commissioned officers and privates
statements and facts contained In those
furnished under the first call when the
reports, which may. perhaps, enable you
regiment left Augusta was 980. Therelo better understand and appreciate the
fore,, the whole strength of the regiment
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department,
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and the naval reserves were in excess of
th e q u ot a assigned to M a in e. The si gn a 1
corps was ordered to the front, arid did
excellent service in the several battles
on the Island of Cuba, near Santiago,
which led to the surrender of that city
and the Spanish forces occupying it. The
volunteer naval reserves have also been
mustered oiu of the service.
The four
battereies of heavy artillery are all of
the Maine troops now in the service of
the United States.
They are at present
encamped at Savannah, in the state of
Georgia, and will form a part of the
army of Cuban occupation, as they have
already received orders to prepare to go
to Havana.
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The health of these four batteries at
the pre-ant time is excellent. All of these
soldiers and volunteer naval reserves,
both officers and men, were and areas
gallant and brave troops as ever mustered in any land to do battle for the
right, and if they were not permitted to

participate

more

extensively

in

actual

fault of theirs, as they
\\ *: ]•"
v-t r* ady and solicitous t<> h
sent
to t!m front. They have represented their
state with honor and deserve its thanks
The number of deaths in the regiment
while in th.- service was -two commissioned ofiice rs and 11 non-cornmis-i.-no 1
officers and men. In the four bat P-ries
up to the jo sent time seven enlisted
men.
In the signal corps three en ist**d
men; making a total o:' 53 officers and
men.
Thi. uu-mdes one man who died
after his m rnpariy mgs mustered our.
and is not quite 3 per cent of the men
enli.se d. So low a death rate, wh-m considering tiie largo amount of sickness,
especially in the First reginn nt f Ma ine
infantry volunteers. sp> aks m--I' for the
care and attention which was L>. slowed
by officers, surgeons, mimes and all
others having charge of the sick.
The secretary of Mar. when the first
call for volunteers was issued, assigned
as the quota of I'm state of Maine a regiment of infantry and one battery of
heavy artillery, and he expressly requested thai this call be filled, so far as
possible, from the National Guard of
the state, as the government desired men
that were somewhat familiar with military drill and tactics. Before th cal!
warfare it

was no
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gunnoats

or

cruisers of

the Spanish navy. And some persons
were very urgent that an extra session
of the legislature be called. I could not
oomprghend how an extra session of the
legislature would furnish to them an
adequate or additional protection, or 1
should have called it at once. I was convinced, after a careful examination,
that the only real and effective d-fense
for our coast towns was to establish batteries and mines, and to obtain from the
United States cruisers to sail along the
shores, and in conjunction with our delegation in congress we succeeded in obtaining two cruisers, and having the
coasi very generally and effectually fortified.
ii

turned out in theeniu,

nowevei,

mai

attack were groundless
Personally,'I should have much preferred to have called an extra session
and been relieved from the responsibility by legislative action. But T was confident that a very large majority of the ;
people in Maine wer opposed to calling
it. and I fell constrained to obey whan I
felt to be the wishes of that majority,
unless some exigency should compel me
to do otherwise.
1 examined as to what the state did to
aid enlistment in the early part of the
war of 1861. I found that an extra session
of the legislature, called by Governor
Washburn in April of that year passed
an act (chapter 63, section 2. Laws of
1861) authorizing and directing that a
gratuity or bounty of $32 be paid to ea< h
private; $24 to each musician; $26 to ea<h
corporal; $34 to each sergeant and to
first sergeant $40, who should enlist ar
of
the
be mustered into the service
United States, and that these several
sums were paid to the first 10 regiments
organized. Later on very much higher
bounties were offered and paid.
I consulted with Colonel Kendall, whc
commanded the regiment, and with several captains of the different companies
and they informed me that some of theii
men had been in the strikes in Lewiston and Biddeford. and must have aid.
I told them to send •ut recruiting officers
to the towns and
ities where the companies of the First regiment had been
organized, and endeavor to fill up these
companies with tin- least possible delay.,
all fears of

an

and 1 authorized him and them to state
to all men enlisting that tie y should
have the same treatment and tie-same
gratuity as was given by the act of April,
1861, to the soldier's of the first 10 regiments. assuring th m that L would either
raise the necessary funds to do this*myself, or ca.ll an extra, session of the legislature, and recommend that it be done,
in which event 1 had no doubt it would
be.
After die- dt liberation,I finally decid' d,
under all the circumstances, to pay this
bounty to the men on my own personal
responsibility, trusting and believing
that after you had a full knowledge of
the facts, the need-- of the men and the
urgency of immedi.ne enlistments that
the wisdom and propriety, as well as
d mg.
the nece~-ity of
e:id i-onimend itself to your judgment, and the
act !'e ratified in, you.
There are certainly a.s eoaent r* ■s ms for pay ng tidsmall bounty to th- e volume* ts.isihein
were tu thos
: the men
in ! id. Ma u>
were in pressing n
d of som** money
to pur ha
ttle
s for
;sarj
themselves and others must ha ve something to send to their very destitute
families or leave them in want.
While we w<
ling with and
oven-oming these difficulties, incident to
filling the qu >t.a ly using the National
Guard, i was c-m tantly reviving numerous applications, from all parts of
the state, from j rtriot;
citizens who
♦desired to raise companies, and who expected to he commissioned in those companies, offering services of t Icmse: ve.,
and various numbrs of volunteers, and
if 1 had felt at libet tv to disregard the instructions from Washington to use the
guard, and to accept these volunteer
companies, I could have raised Several
regiments in a very short time, and at
less cost to the state.
i'or mo reason anove stated, and for
others which are obvious, 1 am very decidedly of the opinion that there should
---

issued, Adjutant General John T.
be some radical amendment? or changes
Richards and mys df had consulted toin the laws relating t<> the National
gether, and had foreseen that the guard
Guard of Maine. At the present time
M ould probably be the first
both regiments of the guard are very
troops asked
for. and had already taken some effective
much shattered and disorganized from
measures to prepare it to res/pond. An
the results of the war. and orders have
order had boon issued directing all combeen issued furloughing th entire guard
manding officers of companies to report
to the first of May next. I do not in the
for honorable discharge al! soldiers In
least desire to reflect upon the officers
their
several commands having any
or men who constitute
the
National
physical disability which might proven'
Guard of our state. It is not their fault
them from being mustered
into
,Tm
if the mareh of events has outgrown the
United States service: end another ord -r.
regiment provided by our military laws
requesting and directing that every comand demand something of a different
pany be recruited, by new enlistments,
character.
The difficulties, to my mind,
to the miximum number alloMvd undo
can he obviated and removed not byrethe pi sent military laws of Maine, an 1
but
by properly amending in
pealing.
that no recruit be accepted unless he had
some important section's the law seatthe
passed
physical examination reing and regulating the guard as it now
•quit d by the regulations of tin* r gular
stands upon our statute ...
Also orders for tents clothing,
arm>
ei tainly better and less expensive
It is
blankets and for other n< < ?sary equipj to the state to have a single regiment
nmnt Mem placed early,
I
it Mas fortu
and have every company full to the
rate for us that we did this. otherMdse.
standard of the United States requiremv should have ••xperienwd no littl- diffiments, than a larger number of organiculty in obtaining many things that
zations with less men in them, such a.s
werv
very necessary for the
proper
our pr* sent laws provide for.
What Naequipment and comfort of the men.
tional Guards the state of Ma.ine may
To comply wit h the request of the sechaw in the frtture should !»«• composed
retary of war to fill the quota from the
of companies of not less than the same !
National Guard a.s far as possible, both
number of physically sound men that
regiments Mvre ordered into camp at
the United States regular army r quire- j
Augusta the first of May, and found on
merits specify.
They should be armed
their arrival all things prepared and in
with modern guns, thoroughly'-quipped
readiness to receive them. All efforts to
and drilled, and ready t< take the held
get a change in the assignment of quota
at any time upon short notice, and when
made by the Mar department, so that
any call by the general government has
they would receive both regiments, inexceeded their numbers, and more solstead of one larger regiment and a batdiers are needed, there will be no lack
tery of heavy artillery, were unsuccessof eager volunteers. But two regiments,
ful. 1 then determined that, by military
with full complements of officers, so that
usage, it M as the right of the First regino commissions can be given to those
ment of the guard to be used to fill the
who desire t<> bring men in. in which only
call for the regiment of infantry, as its
from .’.0 to 40 men are physically tit for
officers claimed the right and privilege
duty, are expensive and difficult to raise
of so doing.and that the battery of heavy
to the United States standard and reartillery should be enlisted from the
quirements when called into active servSecond regiment of the guard.
ice, and should cease to exist in our state.
In short. 1 submit that it is very desiraNotwithstanding the order to bring
none
but physically sound men into
ble to so change our military laws a.s t<>
form our National Guard in every parcamp, on an examination by the United
States surgeons, nearly, or quite, oneticular. so far as we can. upon the reguthird or' the non-commissioned officers
lar army standard.
and men in the regiment were rejected.
There were some soldiers enlisted and
This left a complement of officers with
sent to join the First regiment of inabout one-half the requisite number of
fantry and battery A of the heavy arinen.
The United States officers would
tillery, under the supervision of the
not accept or muster into the service
United States government, and constituted a part of our quota under the secany company until there was a l ull comond call.
plement of non-commissioned officers
None of these men have reand privates.
ceived any of the gratuity before reThere were great difficulties in obtainferred to.
1 believe that it is right that
it should be paid to them, as the state of
ing enlistments from the Second regiment to till the companies of the First,
Maine always has been and can afford
as a disinclination existed on the part
to be not only just but generous to the
of most of the officers and men of the
brave men who came forward and enSecond regiment to do so. although all
listed in her behalf at the country’s call.
All of the officers in these four batteries
very very anxious to go to the front if
weiv officers in the guard, though son"'
they could lie permitted to have their
own organization.
of them do not hold as high rank in i...
Beside, the officers
and men believed that there would soon
batteries a? in the guard, and all of then
be another call, when they could go as a
j
nave
regiment, lienee, but few enlisted, with
received the gratuity as above
the exception of t lie Bangor company,
.litfc.la-leu,
|»>
under Captain Dennett. Captain Denthat enlisted in battery A
nett
had his company examined, and
For some of these soldiers in the lab*
used it to Jill what was lacking in two
war with Spain, and for the old soldiers
of the war of ’61, whose valor saved the
companies of the First regiment, taking
himself a second lieutenancy.which haprepublic and made it indeed a nation,
where the “lires of liberty will continue
pened to be vacant. He was one of the
best officers in the guard. Had been eduto burn on the altars of freedom.” I reccated at Annapolis*. 1 commissioned him
ommend that you make such reasonable
as a first lieutenant before the regiment
provision as shail help to smooth the
I should have been
was mustered out.
path of their declining years, and save
glad could I have seen an opportunity
them from want.
to have raised him to the rank of capThe last legislature appropriated $75,tain,.
000 per annum.which has been very careAt this time, when we sorely needed
fully and judiciously distributed to the
men, the University of Maine sent us
most needy and deserving, through the
more
that 40 splendid volunteers, faagency of Colonel E. C. Milliken. There
miliar with military tactics and drill,
are also some needy families of soldiers
who enlisted as privates. It was a timely
in the late war with Spain, that have ieand much needed aid.
It encouraged
ceived aid while their husbands were
It was an act that the state
others.
absent in the service, from certain cities
should not forget.
and towns. I submit that this aid should
There was also quite a number of men
no: pauperize them, but should be asof the several companies of the First
sumed and paid by the state in the same
regiment who passed the examination,
manner tha
state aid was furnished in
but declared that they did not feel that
the War of the Rebellion; thus treating
they ought to, or could, volunteer unless
them and t^eir families as the state
something was given to them to leave
treated the soldiers and their families in
with their families that were very needy.
the war of 1861.
While matters were in this condition, I
I desire.in closing these already lengthy
realized that something must be done,
suggestions and remarks on military
and done quickly, as I was extremely
matters—for I can only recommend and
anxious that Maine's quota,for the credit
suggest, action and the initiative is with
of the state, should be filled at an early
you—to call your attention to the fact
date, and we succeeded in being the 18th
that in all the state has done in filling its
state to do so.
quotas, in equipping the men, in caring
About this time there was considerable
for the returned sick and suffering, the
anxiety in some of the towns and cities
service, foresight and experience of Adalong the cooat. fearing that they might j jutant General Richards have been most
was
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from the war

signal corps, consisting of two commissioned officers and 40 enlisted men, making a total of the land forces volunteering in these organizations in the war
with Spain of 1717 officers and men. A
large number of soldiers, seamen and
marines also volunteered and enlisted
in the regular army of the United States,
and in the naval service, of which we
have at present no account or record.
In response to a request of the secretary of the navy the Volunteer Naval
Reserve associations of Portland and
Bath organized for service, and enlisted
for one year.
There were six commissioned officers and 75 privates in the
Portland organization; three commissioned officers and 55 privates in the
Bath organization. Both the signal corps

••
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at that time was 1027, as two of the
commissioned officers named were not
commissioned to fill vacancies until the
regiment returned to Maine, as there
was no official notice of the vacancies
prior to that time.
The battery of heavy artillery, meaning battery A. had a total strength of
four commissioned officers, and 146 enlisted men when it left Augusta to garrisen Fort J’opham.
The total number
of officer's and men furnished under the
first call was 1177.
Under the presidents’ second call the
number- of non-commissioned officers
and privates in the infantry companies
was increased to 106, and battery A of
the heavy artillery increased to 200. This
make? a grand total that served in both
of these organization^ under both calls
of 1315 officers and men.
There was also organized, largely from
the Second regiment of the National
Guard of the state of Maine, in response
to the second call, three batteries of artillery. having 11 commissioned officers,
and 319 non-commissioned officers and
privates, a total of 330.
Maine also furnished, under special in-
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i'ne

and

indispensi We

aUue'
e has devoted
assiduously his
whoie time and attention to the
additional duties placed upon him and
his
department, by the war,and to the wants
and welfare, health and
comfort of the
soldiers.
And as his compensation or
salary is very inadequate for the service
performed, and is based upon what
should be paid in a time of peace, therefore, 1 know it will be your pleasure to
grant him such additional sum as is reasonable and just, and I
recommend that
this be done.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
During the past two years the dormitory. in c onnection with the state normal
school at Gorham, and the normal
school
building at Farmington, have been completed and properly furnished for us>*
Both buildings are all that could be r
sonablx
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and should receive careful attention.
The T'niv^rsity of Maine, formerly th
Maine Stat- College* of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, which, in fact, is Maine's
chief school of science and tedm dogy.
during the past two years has had a
large and constantly increasing attendance. and is doing an excellent and much,
needed work.
The results obtaii ed. 1
have no
fully compensate for th*1
outlay and expense which the state has
incurred in its behalf. Its f.ietbtv and
management is of the best, and it furnishes a.n opportunity to obtain a g--od,
practical and scientific education at
comparatively low cost.
It has recently established in Banger
as one of its departments, a law school,
which, if we may judge from the number of students who attended its ausj icious beginning, will, in the near futui e.
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fatal disease.
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Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is
made for throat and lung troubles. It
acts like magic.
Sold by druggists.

4

Pike’s Toothache

|

Drops cure in one minute.
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monials. Atrial will convince you ofth.
intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sain pie atul
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Immediate relief,
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the st.ue,

for the next eight years, of $20,000 per
annum. This sum, added to the amount
which it is entitled to receive from the
United States government, under the
act of congress creating it. places at its
disposal, if I mistake not, a larger yearly
sum of money than any other collegaia t'
Institution in our state, and is a potent
factor in enabling it to provide so many
educational advantages within the reach
of students of limited means.
As a general rule, however, I doubt
the advisability of making grants of
money to continue through a series of
years. Upon careful reflection I am convinced that it is safter legislation, and
more in keeping with the spirit, of our
constitution, to leave to each successive
legislature the right and the duty to
provide for and decide how much the
state will aid or appropriate for any institution. or contribute for any purpose,
and to confine its appropriations strictly
to the two years for which it has been
chosen. And I would suggest, that in

asso/'ti

w. m. pap

obtaining

and their conclusions, embodied
report, and also their recommendations. will be placed before you.
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Men's liubber Hoots.

Bom coin mines Hleei

reports of the superintendent of
public schools will furnish you with
much valuable information and suggestions upon a subject of vital importance
to the welfare of our state, and the perpetuity of fi ee republican governna- nt.
I refer e.spee ally to our common schools.
They were t **v**r in a m<<re prosper--us
condition than at the present time We

in

u

Itbers, $ 'L .V

u

Ladies' V-Hutton ()/

The

more,

Hoofs.

Wool

Indian l>r:m<l Hoot

New Methods-and Old

>

better results with ea- h
recurring year, and more competent
teachers.
Kspecially is this true in th
rural districts.
The state, cities an-.l
towns »-x p
-1 very large sums ->f m
i;-:.
to maintain ind advance ur- -lucational
interests. The object and necessity fully
justify all t tie outlay.
The numli-T of teachers which
our
present n'-imal schools can gradual-*,
even if they all remained in Maine, an i
followed the vocat ion of teaching. * r>*ind*eel very inadequate to th-* -l-*ma.nd.
Normal schools have ceas *d to be an
experiment n this and other state--. They
have become a recognized and estai*lished factor essential t<> promote thbest interests of education, especially
to furnish
teachers for our common
schools.
Mindful --f this fact, and also
desiring more fully to supply the call
for more teachers, the last legislature
authorized the governor to appoint a
committee of three persons to examine
and decide upon the desirability of establishing a normal school, nr
-hoots,
in the northern and eastern part of th-*
state, and also to determine as to the
place or places where these s-ho-V'
should be located, in case they believed
them necessary.
Acting under this authority. I appoint
ed a committee of three gentlemen, th
Hon. Frederick S. Walls. Genera! John
Harper and Albert It. Hawkes. persons
of large business experience, good judgment and sincerely interested in thsubject of education. They accepted the
trust, have visited the several localities,
have examined into.and investigated th.workings and results from normal
schools in our own and other states, and
also the desirability of establishing

goods.

Men's

Huehle Overs. $1.‘
first quality rubbei

necessity.and institution for which there
is a pressing need, and that it should receive at your Hands such aid as v-ha!l fit
it to receive patients at an early day.
Its management could be under the
board of trustees of the insane hospital
at Augusta, if you should deem it best to
place it there.

are

1V.

...
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..
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POWDER

DUST

the purposes

This institution was determined upon,
and the work upon it ha. thus far boon
carried on, in response to a well sett. -*t
conviction that more, and perhaps P,-i
ter. in t he light of modern impr -\ em> nts.
accommodations shou.d !••• pro\ided b-r
the unfortunate insar
it \\as th*
viction of former leg is a tors that air* n ly
as rnnny insane |.(
soi s were aggtvgu t
and treated in the insane h.-spitai at
Augusta a> it was prudent or d**-ir 11.i•
to have in one place. Tlmse unfortunal>■
pep', arc p,-« uiiarlv the wards of tl"
state
humane
com-idera 11->n
I-'v-wy
-n--e id
urges and demands that tin \
not oni\
i-■••civc tin- best pe-sioi.nursing and medica.l I r**a • m-'-ut. inn i,
tin" r e\ .-ry surr- .und;ng slum Id b- nue !••
pleasant and-comfortable Tim\ sp ,l; ,j
not be t '., cb.-selv crowded together.
'Pile number of pa writs now in Be :n
sane h •spiral at Augus-ta is
m it
crease
me -0 wit bin t he last
:t,-.
certainly ill and p t bq s nen
be suitably and pr ‘pet ly
ar,-.| f.-,r.
this numb,
is 150 i
excess of w!iat tl
buildings were inbaidi d to fun bh pr. per ae •<enrnodations f.-r.
I believe t' at this humanitarian
r
terprise. the building of a n--w insarw
hospital at Bangot, which snail out. n
all the 1" st known niod.'rn
impr. vments. ami -a nit ary meth" m, in is., a
struct inn and equipment, sp mid not b.abandoned or any longer m glc. ted.
’I'ller- w
by the 1 a.s t 1"gis 1 a t.u
many
thousands of do'Jars appr-.print ••••
it,
somewhat small sums, for obj.-ets and
purposes, very proper, no
loubt. in'
not neatly a.s urgent and deserving ns
this one. These expenditures this year
may well be railed upon to wait and
permit the money to be appm-d to this
d d
philanthrope- work, so titg-nr > n
by the slat**. I desire, th- tv-fore, to im: this least
press upon you the truth tl
ern
Maine insane hospital is a state

WASHING

GOLD

for which tF ^y were intended.
An additional building has been constructed in connection with the industrial school for girls at Hallowell.
Also,
there have been marked
and
much
needed changes, improvements and repairs in and about the state house,
especially in the senate chamber. The
moneys appropriated to be us d for these
purposes about the state house have
been very judiciously and economically
expended by Colonel Stevens, the superintendent of public buildings
The training school at Fort Kent has
been so altered a^ to bettor serve the purpose® for which it was established, and it
is doing most excellent and much needed
work in that section of our state
The last legislature made no appropriation to continue the work <»n the Eastern
Maine insane hospital. It merely placed
at the disposal of the governor a nd conn
cil fhe sum of $1500 per annum, to be u--"d
in caring for it. Only a part of that sum
has been xp- nded in so doing The slate,
has already used a large amount
.if
money purchasing, locating a nd improving ground.- for this hospital, and in tie
partial ere. ten of buildings tie-1 eon. s..
far as tie work has progressed, it e s
been most thoroughly and prop' rly .eat*-*.
The site, to m> mind, is an id'-a I >n<. and
the location is in the centra.! part of the
state, easily accessible by rail.

DUST

PILES!

I>r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. Ir
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a

poultice, gives instant relief. I>r. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth-

ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
sale by R. H Moody.
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The Kind You Have

Having purchased the mi:
estate of J. C. Cates, for the
pensioners having claims pec
who may wish to present elan'
increase of pensions, l will
shoe shop, 127 Main street, npp
the second Tuesday of e
1
claims will receive prompt an.
45tf
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••Suffered fifteen years with chronic
Spent 50c for two bottles of
TT >aduche Cure and have not had
a pain since.”
Mr. Joim It. Rothfus. 259 Niagara st.,
Puifalo. N. Y.. says: “Suffered for years
with chronic kidney trouble.
Rest physicians only gave temporary relief.
Munyon
made a new man of me.”
Mr. M. E. Steere. 510 Van Hook st.. Camdon. X. J.. says: “Suffered with catarrh in
its worst form for fifteen years.
Munyon
cured me < f that trouble and also dyspepsia
arid malaria.
He saved my lift1.''
Mr. iP'orgo P. TIcpf. F.i'ltigh Heights. Md
savs. *<t* <1 ten years "O' nervous
dyspepsia.
Felt th.-if I would di"
Nervous system a oornpl.'w
Munycn'a Remedies cured me in
three weeks.”
Goid.’ to Health and medical advice absolutely free. Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch st.,
says:

headache.

an

of

Munyon's

built

extensive piece of
runs a few hund-

It

the
the

bay,

to

within

a

Confederate

old

whose hulk has lain here

runner

ago, the^verc kind enough to send word
to the insurgents; and the latter took possession

Philadelphia.

immediately afterward, though

their camp remains back in the interior.
Gen. Menocal, who commands the corps

sintering man or woman should
write for a fret* eopv of Hr. Pierce's great
thousand-page illustrate'1 Common Sense
Medical Adviser.
It will be sent paperbound for the bare cost of mailing, 21
one-cent stamps, or in heavy, handsome
cloth-binding for yi stamps.

are

Councilman W. IT. Ri<>wn. corner Graham
Appleton sts., Lowell, Mass., says:
“Suffered five rears with catarrh In a had
form. Appetite gone. Taste affected. Tried
eveything, but failed. Munyon’s remedies
completely cured me.”
Mr. Joseph T. Kerner. Columbia. Pa.,
end

beach;

lately

Triple

A
A most

in the provinces of Habanu and Matanzas,
has taken the yacht club house for his

I

interesting

stallation.
and

meet-

stallation of the officers of the Grand
Veterans and Ladies’ Aid

Army, Sons of
Society. The

organizations were
months ago, when to have been suspected
well represented, together with the Reof possessing a Cuban flag, even locked
lief Corps and a few invited guests.
An
in one’s
would have been to

and

three

trunk,
Prado, thronged Saints’ days, and the latter comprise away
excellent supper was served at (j o’clock.
invite imprisonment or
death.
Gen.
lvdians. beggars and nearly every day of the :>t}5.
Mrs. Robert Waterman presented the
is
under
Menocal
of
forty years
The pink, blue and canary-colored vilegiee; past the Barque
age, a
Post with a handsomely frosted cake,
t*amls are always play- las of the Vedado are nearly all setback civil engineer by profession, who was edwith the letters G. A. R. upon it.
Capt.
ucated
in
the
S.
U.
and
from
graduated
at re, the Ingleterra,
from tin street, with verandas in front
A. E. Clark guessed the exact weight, 0
The
American
soldiers are
and surrounded by gardens, in agreeable Cornell.
the lepers’ hospital
He then
pounds, and took the cake.
edge of the island is contrast to the city houses, Hush with the camped at Vento, several miles across the presented it to the ladies present, and it
to
them
and
see
were
the
very glad
antic lies sparkling be- sidewalks, their windows bulging in the bills,
was cut and eaten in the hall.
of Marianoa. Some of the refugee
i*i is about as bad as a way of pedestrians.
'I'he first installation was of Thomas H.
Every garden has its people
mi-holes between its dwarf oranges, low trees covered with citizens who had villas along the beach, Marshall Post, G. A. 11., Past Commandare going to occupy them again; but until
er M. C.
mating with dusty scarlet blossoms, and oleanders perfuming
Dilworth acting as installing ofthe swamps are drained, there is too
«.en. «Tree lie's
energet- the aii. The celebrated baths, at present
ficer, assisted by E. R. Thomas, as Officer
presently be some- quite deserted, are the queerest 1 have much malaria hereabouts to make it a' of the Day. The officers installed were
*"
though paved and ever seen- unless it be the Mexican cen- safe abiding-place for Northern people. as follows: Com., Robert Waterman; IS.
which was not quite V.
A long, high coral reef has been Fort Matabeie,
to perfection,
he otes.
C., Samuel Morse; J. V. C., Wm. II.
cut and hollowed into a dozen separate finished when the war began, and was
’.own tit to drive in,
Sanborn; Surg., Geo. R. Carter; Q. M.,
■;wn
half its houses. | wells, just when* the surf comes tumbling afterwards occupied as a Spanish garrison,
Henry Staples; O. D.. I. A. Conant; O.
xeept two or three | against the shore. These cavities are from has lately been burned to the ground, for G., F W. Patterson; Chap., W. II. ClifIt comthat lead through J twelve to fourteen feet square, and six to fear of its yellow fever germs.
ford; Adj., M. C. Dilworth; S. M., E. R.
j
feet deep.
In each of them is a hole manded the entrance to the fishing-vil- Thomas; Q. M. S., J. W. Nash.
■too narrow to
eight
swing
:ve to eighteen feet
Andrew Johnson and children sang two
J opening to the sea. somewhat larger than lage of La Playa, but though uncompletalks on either side the port-hole »>f a ship. Through this ed, has become a toppling ruin of rotting plantation songs.
the
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The cool, brick-paved space beneath the house, which we should call a

dining-room and office.
mid-day breakfast
—of several courses, with claret, and after
■"sing its plumage against cafe noir, and such salad as only a Frenchman can make, and dessert of
Alter a time you come to
pineapple,
together in rows, and by soft enough to eat with a spoon, (one
■

1

own

£

Tlie first symptom is usually distress after eating ; this is followed
by nausea, loss <>f appetite, beadache, pain in the side, constipation, flatulence, dizziness, par ial
blindness, or palpitation of !lu;
heart, often erroneously supposed
to be a very dangerous heart disease.
These troubles induce mentai depression and general bad
health. A miserable existence is
the result of an ordinary dyspepsia
that has been neglected, or that
other remedies have failed to eure.
One Sernit Tablet taken regularly
aftereaehmeal will cure dyspepsia.
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We hardly knew when ceased her breath,
Or when Christ took her by the hand
To lead her through the border land.
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a
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from the Jesus del Monte station.

conservative

conservative

English road,

with

a

Scotch

manager, and its
takes just forty-seven minutes to make that
seven
miles.
The line passes through
some beautiful suburbs and skirts the faToledo sugar- plantation whose oldtime Spanish proprietor owned countless
mous

slaves and died
the
lies

wealth
on

he

a

tragic death alone amid
had

created.

Marianoa

the hills, and its low stone villas
of the

the stranger a correct idea
best country home in the tropics.

give

Before

is caused by inaction
When the bowels do
itural daily movement
comes

engorged,

con-

inflamed, and the bile
nig properly excreted,
jy the blood. The ins suffer from an acute
n, there are griping
abdomen, headaches,
ss.
These bilious atresult in a condition
skin becomes sallow
sli, rough apd itchy,
ablet after meals will
nplexion and cure
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brilliant party was given at the Falhotel Thursday night, Dee. 29th, by
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Richards in honor of
A

Mae F. Riper, who makes her debut iu
Portland society. The large dining hall of the
hotel was elaborately decorated and a tine
Miss

orchestra statioued in the balcony furnished
excellent music for the dancers. Mr. John
C. Allen officiated as floor manager, and was
ably assisted by Messrs. W. M. Tugraham,
Elias Thomas, Jr., Will W. Thomas and
Edward Piper. Many of the toilettes of the
ladies were elegant and costly and the whole
affair was one ot the most brilliant that Portland society has been favored with this
season.
The guests of Mr. and Mrs Richards
were served during the evening with elaborate refreshments prepared in the best style
of the Falmouth.
Many guests from out of
the city were present, as well as nearly all
the society people of Portland.
[Portland
Press.

With pure, rich healthy blood, which may
had by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, you
will not need to fear attacks of pneumonia,
bronchitis, fevers, colds or the grip. A few
:>ottles of this great tonic and blood purifier
iaken now will be your best protection^
igainst spring humors, boils, eruptions,
hat tired feeling and serious illness to
which a weak and debilitated system is especially liable in early spring. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla eradicates from the blood all
icrofula taiLts, tones and strengthens the
cures

dyspepsia,

,

j

Biliousness

REHEMBER THESE ARE ALL

predisposed to Scrofula can
healthy and vigorous. This
taint in the blood naturally drifts into
Consumption. Being such adeep-seated
blood disease, Swift’s Specific is the
only known cure for Scrofula, because
it is the. only remedy which can reach
one

be

never

AMI UP-TO-DATE GOODS,
«r

OF

CONSISTING

the disease.
Scrofula appeared on the head of my little
grandchild when only 18 months old. shortly
after breaking out it spread rapidly ail over !
her body. The scabs oh the sores would pooi i CANVAS
off on the slightest touch, and tin* odor that
j

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

'Ap

trill be Sold at a

then that wo decided to try Swift’s Specific
That medicine at once made a speedy and complete cure. She is now a voting lady, and has
never had a sign of the disease to return.
Mrs. Ruth Bf.rkki.fy,
Salina. ivan.

...THE...

Swift’s Specific

jOBBKIia

is the only remedy equal to such deepseated diseases; it goes down to the
very foundation and forces out every
taint. It is purely vegetable, and is
the only blood remedy guaranteed to
contain no mercury, potash or other
mineral substance whatever.
Books mailed free by .Swift Specific

Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

have

apply
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stages and

disease,

the

ami
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WONDERFUL SUCCESS in their
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They Save irir;,™'
EXPENSE.
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at

all about

our

store

we

and
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them,

spending 25 cents you may

save a

great

select

Purest and

with

only

care,

at the

LOWEST PRICES.

POOR T SON,
DRUGGISTS.

Great

Bargain.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
Basy

terms.
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Limited tickets for Bosom an r.<»w *.-a. at $5 4*0
from Belfast and all stations on Bran. !..
Through tickets ;•> all point* West and North
U. onuoiK
west, via all route*, for sale hy 1
(d-.o F. I V ANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and <3 ru ral Manager.
F K. Boo rii by, (i'T.’l Pass, ami t-k» Aire. 1.
Portland, Nov. 25, 189*.

bog*g

--For Ladies.-his MILLINERY rooms are found the very
itest styles, with competent milliners in attendance.
He keeps a good assortment of
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Fanny Goods,

is agent for the celebrated firm of MORRIS.
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Stand off the Grippe

Eeitetiallt/

TRU E.

Maine Central R R.

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

S.S.S.ih,: Blood

IN

AND

GLOVES

REEFERS,

EERY EOll

the reach of the average

blood medicine.

JERSEY

CAPS,

I

obstinate blood disease,

an

beyond

SHIRTS, BOYS’

HOOHS are SOT Il:atij/it

THESE

tle innocent, and gave it
as their opinion that the
case was hopeless and im-.

Scrofula is

COATS,

BRITTENS, MEN AND BOYS' PANTS, &c.

surrounding country were
consulted, but could do
nothing to relieve the lit-

and is

FUR

COATS,

FLANNEL

mosphere of the room
sickening and unbearable.
The disease next attacked
the eyes, and \ve feared she
would lose her sight. Eminent physicians from the

rheumatism,

Never Worry.—Take them and go about
business—they do their work whilst
are doing yours.
Dr. Agnew’s Liver
Pills are system renovators, blood purifiers
and builders; every gland and tissue in the
whole anatomy is benefitted and.stimulated
in the use of them. 40 doses in a vial, 10
cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Co.—94
your
you

Our Entire Stock of Winter Goods
will be Closed Out Regardless of Cost.

Consumption. !

and every ailment caused or promoted by impure blood or depleted blood.

jatarrh

copy

COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN, 2,

Scrofula to
Any

a

from this time forward, that this almanac may get into
the hands only of those who actually desire it and will be
interested in preserving it. What costs nothing is usually
regarded as of little value.
Your druggist will show you a copy of the new almanac, if he is up to date enough to have taken advantage of
our liberal offers to him.
If he doesn’t happen to have it,
some other druggist in your town will, or
you can mail
a two-cent stamp to
the J. C. Ayer Company, Lowell,
Mass., and receive one free by return mail

mouth

gateway fair,

>, bells of heaven, ring out once more,
As you so oft have done before,
The Lord’s dear child to welcome in
Where death shall end and life begin.

itomach,

2 cts.

Piper.

;>e

amount to

miles from Habana
in the other direction, and readied by

railway

Debut of Miss Mae F.

Beginning the Year.

cents.

Marianoa is

at

dear Christian friend: we pray
When we the summons shall obey,
Jur passage hence like yours may be,
And we may walk triumphantly
Across the space that lies between
Jur world and that, which is unseen.

decent pineapple in the United States)—all for a lot of Spanish coin
our

quite sick, and his sou Frank has also
been on the sick list....Mrs. Fred Brown
has been very sick with the grip_Charles
F. Bessey has got out of the house but is far
from being well-C. E. Lane has been in
the Yankee Blade office during the illness of
Mr. Dow-Charles Brackett and wife, with
their daughter Gale, have been visiting the
family of H. U. I’illey-Elmer G. Roberts
has been on the sick list.

Welcomed by those who meet you there.

never sees a

which in

through

you

the loving bond,
faith to Him beyond,

now

Sleep well,

SEN IT

the prevwreather,

to

severe

yet. all the arrangements and accessories
were as fine as we have ever had.
Hall’s
Orchestra of Bangor did the musical part of
the program, and that means something
nice-C. Everett Foss, formerly of this
town, called on friends here last week, coming home for his holiday vacation. He is an
attendant iu an Insane Asylum in Massachusetts-C. E. Lane has remained at home
since Christmas.
His grandchildren have

now

Though sundered
They

excellent

previous years,owing

sickness and the

that

weep, so sore bereft
the home you’ve left.
Sleep well, dear sister; here are these
Who tried your slightest wish to please.

Ay

some

ditions of

And

iot\ s

in

Sleep well, dear child,

And
And

J

is

We only knew that she had passed
From those whose love had held her fast;
The world seemed empty as we wept
There in the room where Lizzie slept.
your parents’ arms
Have cried to shield you from all harms,
Their loving hearts, these many years,
Have shared with you their joys and fears.

a

j

-M

ks

not

Lay of the Confederate Louisiana Zouaves.
three bun- ! The newest hotel is managed by a Frenchit
is.
Tliese coral rocks; man—and very well managed indeed,
of the island, built up is a one-storied wooden structure, with a
the sea, and in many flight of stairs leading to the surrounding

«b'»nt

JyspepsiaT|

your carriage in
whether you possess a

not; and those who do

Lay house,

hidden in the earth,
what the road-makers of

■

or

Another

huge

over

Ass’t,

1. G., Mrs. F. O. Roberts;
O. G., Mrs. W. S. Ilobbs; Advisory Committee, l'. G. Hussey, A. J. Colcord, E.
S. Whitehead, W. W. Shaw: Judge Ad-

Whiting:

So gently

keep

hire one for this purAt little tables in the coach-house
pose.
the guests of this hotel take their meals.

opportunity

bounced

Guide. Mrs. G. A. Matthews:

tin*

carriage frequently

newer

no

at

hall,

the entrance
horse

forts,
annihilation of Ameri-

■

it

meet

to

fashion in Cuba to

one

the Castillo del Principi,
ation of the city, and

:

Society, as follows: Pres., Mrs. U. G.
Ilussey; V. 1\, Mrs. R. E. Young; Trustees, Miss Ethel Wise, Mrs. W. S. Hobbs;
Sec., Mrs. A. C. Mosman; Chap., Miss
Ethel Wise; Treas., Mrs. W. 11. Richards;
F. O.

FOR

loubt the very finest event of the season.
number present was not as great

While the
ilence of

American
Almanac

nearly half a century Ayer’s American Almanac
has stood for all that is reliable and exact as a calendar and book of reference. Its circulation has gone
into more millions than any other publication in the
world.
It is asked for and eagerly sought after in forty
thousand drug stores every year. Its publishers are credibly informed that its astronomical calculations are as exact
and reliable as those of the official Nautical Almanac.
For 1899, with the New England Edition, we begin a
new departure. We have added
thirty-two pages, and have
given over these thirty-two pages, not to any information
about the House of Ayer or its medicines, but we have
crowded them full of intelligent and helpful facts for the
family, farmer, housewife, and student, making it a
whole handy reference library boiled dow n into one small
book of reference.
We don’t want to make any money out of Ayer’s
Almanac, but we have put a nominal price of

i.

The officers of the Sons of Veterans
organized. Even this short list includes j
horizon’s rim. 'former
republicans ami former democrats, [ were installed by Past ( apt. 1. G. HusTrade-winils blow in sMt and cool, and mugw .imps and p. pulists. sound money men I
sey, assisted by ( 'lias. F. Merriam, Sergt.
the water itself, though stimulating and ex- ami repmliationists, protectionists and free j
serious
minded
and
traders,
intel- j of the Guard, as follows: Capt., Orriu J.
persons
bilerating,leaves none -f that stinging sen- leetuai freaks,honest men ami others.Scarce- | Dickey; 1st Lieut., Walter J. Clifford;
sation upon the skin that salt water often I.v three of them entertain in common any | 2d
Lieut., Andrew J. Colcord; Camp
I political opinion or sympathy except opproduces. The roof is fifteen feet above position to the national policy which is Council, E. S. Whitehead, F. O. Whiting;
now developing itself along the lines of nahigh-tide; but in stormy weather the | tionai
1st Sergt., I'. G. Ilussey; 2d Sergt., E.
j
destiny. IN. V. Sun.
breakers often surge over it, and many i
The Sun is rignt.
The anti-expansionists J,. Harding; S. G., F. V. Packard; Color
1 are a
times the wooden structure had been
motley gathering, without coherency
Sergt., C. M. Smalley; P. M., F. O.
of purpose, without a distinct issue, and
To rise at live o'clock in |
swept away.
j utterly out, of touch with the irrepressible
Whiting; Corp. of Guard, Paul S. Young;
the morning and spend half an hour in one J national sentiment that demands the widenC.
E.
Guard,
Camp
Roberts; Picket
of
our
the
of
domain,
extension
our
iug
of these odd crannies of the coral reef is ;
: markets and the fulfillment <>f our manifest
Guard, F. <>. Roberts.
the best possible preparation for a Cuban destiny. [N. V. Herald.
Remarks were made by W. S. Hobbs,
summer day.
Parties of gay young CreRev. R. T. Capen, A. E. Clark, W. J.
The Republican State Committee.
oles used to come out from the city on
Clifford, I. A. Conant, II. Staples, U. G.
ponies, horses and riders caparisoned as
Augusta, Me., Jan. 4. The RepubliHussey, ( has. F. Merriam, A. J. Colcord,
if for the ciicus, bells jingling and whips can State Committee for tlie year 1800A. C. Mosman, J. S. Fernald, Mrs. M. C.
cracking. There is another glorieta down | 1000 met at the State house this afternoon, Dilworth, W. W. Shaw, J. W. Nash and
near the baths, and several
places where ! every member being p.esent. The com- O. J. Dickey.
an excellent breakfast or dinner
may be mittee organized by the re-election of
Capt. Hussey presented retiring Capt.
H. Manley, chairman;
The fashionable hotel of other Joseph
obtained.
Byron
Boyd, secretary, and Charles S. Hichborn, Hobbs with the Past Captain’s badge, the
days was kept by an American from treasurer. Mr. Manley has been
a memiron cross, in behalf of the camp, after
It is a long, one-storied casa, ber since 1881 and chairman since 1885.
Louisiana.
which Capt. Dickey dismissed the meetat the junction of two unpaved roads.
A The committee elected Hon. Geo. M.
ingwide piazza runs around it, into which the Seiders of Portland to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of E. Dudley FreeIn Memoriam.
great windows open from floor to ceiling. man.
Y’ou enter the establishment through a
ELIZABETH E. HARRISON.
leans

brick-paved court, in which a carriage is
always standing. But that is no indication of a horse on the premises.
It is the

>'le San Lazaro, the Yelose along the curling
'"

seaweeds limit in at the j

to

da Swett, formerly of Knox....Miss May
diller, one of the best known and most
; igreeable young ladies of this village, is now
drs. Cunningham of Swanville village. She
: ipent her whole life so far here, and will be
rery much missed by the young people of
-his place-The annual ball of the Knights
)f Pythias last Monday evening was without

apt. waiter :s. ilobbs, installing
officer, and Mrs. G. A. Matthews, Guide,
installed the officers of the Ladies’ Aid
ast

*

_

—

ao

oppos- American expansion art* the
ten whose names appear in this list,:—
Earl Schnrz.
Chas. II. Parkhurst,
Edwin L. Gtxdkin,
Andrew Carnegie,

ing

into

1

jof flagging which |
■its

*

crawling

a

The sidewalks

t

come

of people on window, and you are troubled by the fear
j
Joseph Pulitzer,
regular Broad- j that a shark may desire t>> pay you a 'Viliiam J. Bryan,
Bn iiard F. Pettigrew,Edward Atkinson,
^ it the whole effect is unique and
d by a mule cart | visit.
C.
Vest.
Grover
Cleveland.
George
You have an unobstructed
a donkeys
V-- bring these names together in order to
hjtched in delightful.
donkey just touch- j view of tlie ocean, blue as tlx* sky that show what a piebald party it will he when
is

■

1

the

Crabs

street

■

••

rugged.
huge tub:

Specimen Anti-Expansionists.

Among tlx-* most conspicuous leaders of
the political organization cow rapidly form-

New

been

enjoyable

ing was held at Memorial Hall January
2nd, the occasion being tlie joint in-

headquarters. A big silk flag, bearing the
lone star of Cuba libre floats above the
< lubhouse—a
chauge indeed from a few

the

Ayer’s

low and our corner is lively with teams....
Jharles H, Irving, our popular jeweler, has
aken to himself a wife in the person of Miss

thirty-four years. When the Spanish
troops evacuated the Playa, a few days

nven

pur-

which the U. S. has

this point is not

stone’s

the

dirty

see

or

Year of Publication.

West Brooks.... M. J. Dow has been conitied to the home several days by the grip
drs. W. A. Fenlason has been
quite ill for
few days-It is nice sleighing about here

worth going out to as there
but swamps and marshes.

red feet out into

place

after the

pier

Playa,

Eben Page,a life long resident of this town,
lied Dec. 30th after an illness of about one
veek. When young he enjoyed the
reputaion of being the strongest man in town. His

n

to

are

military engineering.

■

The drive

hardly

is little to

,

the hills that overlook the
New York capitalists who

of Marianoa to the

and it is

A

Globe.

family are all in the West. His only
ister, the widow of the late Dr. Joel T.
Jollier, was with him in his last sickness....
Hiss Julia Penney died Jan. 2d after an illless of but a few
days. She had spent most
>f her life on the Thomas
Penney homestead

railway

Vedado.

Clvlll«4

»wn

going to construct the
from Habaua to the
It is three miles from the vil-

electric

he

on

capitalists

can

“I fee', it my dutv o write and tell you what
F)r Pierce’s medicine- have done fur me,’’ says
summer for the hath
Miss Emma I..ce
t
rd, Sharp Co.. Ark.,
from the city and
in a friendly com mini
n ti to Dr. R. V.
Pierce,
of Buffalo. N. Y.
\\
suffering severely and
of
the
richmany
tried several doctormedics but received only
little
re!
had
very
bronchitis, catarrh,
iilas there, as -veil as
and also wumb .li-'-i-e
! t -ok eight bottles of
Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Meda-al Discovery and
n and out mornings
‘Favorite Prescriptu.11
As soon as
had taken
as nature can make
the first bottle 1
•n'd see that the medicine
was helping me.
u-.-d tlie local treatment
iesort exists in the i
you suggested.
“My -ister sc,vs emir medicine did her
seaside
which
more good than .m\A:r;e s:
ever took.
She
and deserted; and in
was down
in 1>
.uld not walk until
after she had take n your meilicine, and now
under civilized manshe goes where she pleases and helps to do
her work
ibtless become

\imiieans.

•

wish to invest a million and a half in a
Cuban hotel sent their agent to select the
site in llabana;and he, after looking the
ground over, decided it was best to locate
the hotel in Marianoa.
The same Ameri-

or aiconoi, wmcn
give a lalse
and temporary exhilaration followed by
relapse, but Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery is a true and radical remedy.
It contains no alcohol.
It does not inebriate or creah a craving for intoxicating
stimulants. 11 does more than overcome
the outer symptoms of disease.
It attacks it in its highest stronghold and
routs it absolutely and completely from
the very citadel of life.
Xo honest
dealer will advise you to accept a substitute for
Goldmi Medical Discovery”
that he may make a little larger profit.

ne

The

sea.

vrumposiMi

and American control

neither, Cuba

somewhere

plenty of mere stimulating preparations largely

state,

big American hotel,

a

are

have visited them

1

have

simply overcoming the
minor symptoms.
There

They Are Found In Every

Part Of

is about to
be built

—

W

troops are
enterprise is

our

Last Week’s Brooks Items.

MUNYON'S CONVERTS.

be counted

by millions; but most
of them were Cubans, and by
Weyler’s
j order their residences were destroyed,
so
close to the capital, Marianoa
j Though
tne enemy Holds
has had its long chapter of
brigandage.
the highest
A gang of gentlemanly freebooters residthe
^ stronghold
ed here—who were wont to
town is not condisappear
from time to time and then bobbed
quered.
up
In warring
serenely and lived in luxurious idleness.
against disease Now it is said that the town

by storm there is
no use in
merely capturing the outworks or lower
fortifications: As long as

They Look
Fashionable Wateras

families lived here whose wealth

war

might

war wnen a town is

n

Km

the

|

TAKING THE CITADEL.

•UTT|

&

Brown,

di:.vi.i;i:s

in

[n

Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,
PORK,

Ladies' and Children's Underwear.

LARD,
HAM,

Flour, Hay aofl Straw.
I have just received and in store 1 car Darrack’s
Rest Michigan Patent Flour, 1 car Valley City
Milling Co., Lilly White, Rest Michigan Patent
Flour; also in store Albion, Washburn’s and Pillsaury’s Rest. Hay by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
jy the lot or bale. I have the finest flour and can
31tf
make low prices. Call.
ALBERT M.
4 Front Street and

OF

GAME IN ITS SEASON
JOHN A. FOGG.
Howes’Block. High
Corner Main,

MARION

K.

BROWN.

St., BELFAST.
,,y,
TVV
MAINE.
...

CARTER,

150 PER DAY.

Sibley’s Wharf

CiVBTO n I A.
Yd0 Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

t*

AND ALL KINDS

A few

Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
Above salary guaranteed. Call or
iddress, J. H.CILLEY, BELFAST, HE.
Oml
o

Canvass.

JUDGE

I Was

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 1899.
PUBLISHED EY KEY THURSDAY

MORNING

Completely

BY THE

CHARLES A. 1’ILSIU Il\

| ]}usjness

With

in tlie magazines, Hobson in
newspapers, is getting just a tritle
The war is over, give us a
wearysome.

An exchange remarks that anti-expanWe besion makes strange bedfellows.
lieve that Boss Choker is the latest addition to the expansion forces.
[Bangor
Whig & Courier,
Then there is Hale and Bryan.

gentleman

who has been

largely

I

me

revival of

the

already quite

shipping
an

of

my feet so that 1 could

on

without crutches. I was
well enough to work on
W. H. Rhoads,
my farm.”
Windham, Vt.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is prepared
onlybvC. I. Hood & Co., Lowell,
Mass. Sold

ship-

building assured to Maine outside of
busy Bath, which has contracts running
into millions; and more comiug, we trust.

by all dealers. Price$ 1.

burg, Mass.,

jail and ready for trial. The Grants and
Marden and Young have been in jail since
their preliminary hearings; Knox was arrested by Deputy Sheriff Frank Norton in
West Fairfield and brought in Friday; and
Bennett was arrested in Thorndike Tuesday
by Deputy Sheriff Vose.

great. 'Warm weal her
little benefit from it.

nothinJlVr

Notes from Vera Cruz.

By courtesy of Mrs F. W. Limeburner we
are permitted to give the following interesting extracts from a letter written by her
brother, Capt. Oscar L. Limeburner, first

the roads
!

ting

one

underpass

for three

■

j
j

by

re-

.-.p-i Nible, financially aud
ntrol ••ver his
had i;.'

otherwise, lie
employees. If'
disobeyed orders

j

the

ve.st their mites.

\\ bile the game is on, and
it is decided, the players cross thern-

until

seives and

call

on

their patron saints to grant

1

committee had

provision in regard
Co. brings a suit to

authority

to

make the

The Water
such sums as

to taxes.
recover

u.ay he assessed. The case is reported to
luck—poor fools!
the Law Court.
H
C. A. Bailey of Baugor and
w.-i" negligent or
and
bananas
are
abundant
and
Oranges
K. F. A' J. R. Duntou of Belfast for the
.. fill
ho
do nothing but report them to !
Bananas
are
very cheap.
rarely shipped j town ii. B. Cleaves of Portland and Bo-.vV> m iugt'H), and this he did not like to
j from here. After the local appetite, is ap- den of
Winterport for the Water Co.
<i
TI.i.N is
unjust to the official, peased the remainder of the crop goes to
Chas. A. Millikeu, appellant, vs. B. W.
w..
he'd responsible for subordi- waste.
There is a wall around the water-side of Downes et al., action for trespass in hauling
nates over which he has no control, and
j wood across the land of the
plaintiff iu Troy.
i" H:e
public, which d'ten lias to submit the city. The streets are very narrow, and j The defendants claim that
they had permisthe
surface
slopes from the sides towards
ii ompeteuce and impudence entrenchthe centre, in which is a small stone gutter, sion. The case was tried by jury with verthem

ed hchitid civil service reform.

being the only sewerage system. In a
hot day the stench is something terrible. It.
is unhealthy here at all seasons of the year,
hut less so in December and January than
in any other months.
The merchant here never invites you to
this

Mi
Jan.
1-S1H).
An efi.c *v,
be made in the Maine Legislature
change the Australian ballot law.
A bill will be introduced to provide for
repealing the law, except that the railing
i nolov.i re will be retained and that section
blowing only officials and representatives
the various parties inside the railing.
is understood that the bill Las been
prepared under the direction of the lion.
Joseph II. Manley. It is thought it w7ill
be p issed,
iSpecial to the Boston Herald.
\

The other day
changes quoted an

one

of

our

daily

ex-

bec Journal to the effect that the Australian ballot law would neither be

amended, and took

nor

therefrom.
whether
assume

But

our

to

we

repealed

great comfort

very much

doubt

Augusta contemporary would

speak

dom of Maine.

for the assembled wis-

The (JtUh

legislature

You point to what you want and take
as suits you.
He never claims

buy.
it

or

leave it
merit

any

for his

wares—quite

a

contrast

walking down Chatham street in New'
York, where, if your clothes are strong
enough to stand the strain, they will pull you j
from

inside.

item from the Kenne-

will

speak for itself.

There are never any strong winds except
from the north and the harbor is well protected from them. The natives, nevertheless, stand in great fear of northerly gales,
and

whenever

a

norther

is

approaching

a

signal is set on the fort, which stops all
work, although it may not arrive for some
hours.

feat

blows

the

mere

partisan point of view

embarrassing the Administration to dethe treaty might be 4‘good politics;"’
but from the point, of view of statesmanship, loyalty to the nation, maintaining
the. dignity of the Republic and the respect of the civilized world, the defeat of
the treaty by the Senate would be a greiv
i*.is blunder.
[Guntou’s Magazine.

Libby of Unity and Thompson of Belfast for
defendants.
Two cases were tried Monday as follows:
Elijah L. Moore vs. James W. Nickerson;
action for breach of warranty of a cow ; defense, the cow was not warranted. Parties
of Swanville. Verdict for plaintiff, $l‘J.t>7.
Thompson for plaintiff’. Duntou for defendant.

Alphonso L. Flanders
tion to

recover

vs.

$31 for labor

Alice Grant;

ac-

house; delor his board,

on a

are

(il

rom

dict for the defendant. M. S. Hoi way of
Augusta and Brown of Belfast for plantiff.

fense, the plaintiff was to work
hot, but the nights are
washing, etc., and was to receive no money
cool and comfortable, owing to the very
Parties of Belfast. Verdict for dewages.
heavy dew, which is almost equal to rain. fendant.
Kuowlton for plaintiff.
Duntou
It never rains during the winter mouths.
for defendant.
The days here

We have had three since we arrived
here, hut I have experienced many harder

P

Last

on

the Atlantic coast.

The buildings are of stone, of snowy
whiteness, with the exception of an occasional bright green or blue one, which gives
the

city quite

picturesque appearance.
There are. 110 harbor police, hut a large
search-light is operated throughout the
night, which prevents thieving.
We linisheil discharging at 4 p. m., and
are going to Pensacola, light.
Should like
to he with you on Christmas, hut as that is
entirely out of the question I will do the
next best thing and wish you all a meriy
Christmas. Regards to all.
Oscar.
a

Angie M. Tucker vs. Daniel O’Connell and
Mary O’Connell, action for rent. The defense claimed that Mrs. O’ConneJl did not
Tried
become responsible for the rent.
Wednesday forenoon; verdict for plaintiff
$25. Thompson for Plaintiff. Duuton for
defendants.
Wm. A Frances vs. Geo. L. Ryan; action
to recover for a horse; verdict for plaintiff
Kuowi$32.85. Williamson for plaintiff.
tou tor defendant.
Geneva T. Thompson of Belfast wras appointed and sw orn as a Court stenographer.
D1VOKCE CASES.

Rosetta

Ridley

vs.

Davis A.

Ridley;

libel-

lee ordered to pay libellant $25; if not paid
by one-half vacation execution to run against
This expresses the situation in the fewthe body. Libellant claims jury trial. Johnson for libellant.
Staples for libellee.
es
The writer above
possible words.
Sarah Curtis, Belfast, vs. Edward Curtis,
;
is
in
not
favor
of
the
so-called
quoted
poldo.; divorce decreed; name of libellant
changed to Sarah Crowell.
icy of expansion, but recognizes the fact
Sarah E. Benson, Belfast, vs. Geo. E. Benthat that is not the vital issue now.
And
son, Augusta; divorce decreed; custody of
children
given to mother.
!
lurthei : “If the Senate should reject the
Daniel K. McFarland, Freedom, vs. Hatit
would
the
re-open
treaty
simply
wrangtie M. McFarland, Waterville, divorce decreed.
It wrould
ling and perhaps hostilities.
Geo. A. Jennys, Monroe, from Annie C.
Death of hon. Austin Harris.
prolong the state of war and prevent the
Jennys; divorce decreed; custody of child,
Sarah
of
which
is
Colby, to libellant.
peaceful relations,
resumption
East Machias, Me., Jan. 7.
Lillian Overlook vs. Wm. Overlook; di
Austin Harso much to be desired alike for commerris, one of the leading men of this section, vorce decreed.
cial, political and humane reasons.” Yet died
suddenly to-day of valvular disease of
with full knowledge of these facts a Sena- the heart, aged 57 years. He was managing
Monroe. F. L. Palmer is able to be out...
partner of the firms of Pope, Harris & Co., The Odd Fellows will have a public instaltor from Republican Maine deliberately
lumber manufacturers, and J. O. Pope & lation of officers next Friday evening_
allies himself with those who are seeking Co., general merchants. He had served with The grange had a treat of peanuts and candy
distinction in both branches of the State last Saturday evening, the result of the
to embarrass the Administration and delegislature and was for several years a mem- young people having a four weeks contest
fer the resumption of peaceful relations. ber of the
Republican State committee. At and a nice program at every meeting_Mrs.
the time of bis death he was treasurer of B. A. Curtis, who was reported sick last
Washington county and treasurer of the week, passed away Sunday night. Further
Prospect Ferry. Capt. A. S. Wilson has trustees of Washington academy. He leaves particulars next week-As Willard,Twoma widow, two sons and three daughters.
bly was loading logs on a sled last week, one
gone to Providence, R. I., to join his vessel,
slipped and falling on his leg broke it besoli. Tofa_Frank E. Harding, Jr., arrived
tween the knee and ankle. He has also a
Congressman Dingley Holding His Own.
home from Boston last Thursday-The
badly bruised leg. Dr. Webber set the limb
and he is doing as well as could be expected.
with
Miss
will
meet
Ladies’ Circle
Emily
There is still hope for Congressman -Frank Ham has leased the house owned
Ginn next Friday evening.Miss Lena Dingley’s recovery. At 10 p. in., Jan. 10th, by Dr. Whitcomb, and is moving in. His
Shute came home from Bangor Jan. 10thone .of his sons made the following statedaughter and husband, Fred Dow and wife,
will live with them-Miss Mida Atwood
Several from this place attended the sociable ment:
“Mr. Dingley is holding his own and I from Winterport is visiting her grandat the grange hall Prospect, Jan. 3rd and all
resting quietly. Pulse good. Doctors ex- mother, Mrs. M. Atwood....Mr. and Mrs.
pronouuced it good.
pressed themselves hopeful.”
| Rufus Neally are visiting in Winterport.

a

most

pleading look upon their cold
a most unprotected part of
as the good lady happened

surroundings in
the garden, and

that way she caught their sweet expressions and gathered them up and carried
them into a more geuial atmosphere and
presented them to a friend who kept them
fresh ami green for several days, a
to pass

The Best Guarantee

|

highest

1

The

^ocieiies.

Average
Average

for the month.
for December for M0

21° 22

years.
5.
Highest for December for M0

4M
00°.0
14

years.

The regular meeting of Enterprise Lodge,
O. U. W., will be held at Knights of
Pythias Hall this, Thursday, evening, and

Lowest, December 11.
Lowest for December for 30

A.

Mb

years
of wannest day, December 5.
Average of coldest day, December 14.

Average,

o’clock. There will be
At 8 o’clock the lodge will
an initiation.
adjourn to Odd Fellows’ Hall, where the
officers will be installed by Grand Master
at. 7

M0°

Unexcelled

are

the store of

JOHN W. JONES, I 1ES 60 Main si
The MISSES ELLIS
ANNOUNCE A

^

SPECIAL SALE
lil

DAYS,

BEGINING JANUARY 5.
Corseis,

....

and

Hook

Eyes,

Dress Shields,
Germantown

10'

,.

Yarn,

10(

50c

25c

Ail

Ladies’

Silk
Fine

Wright’s
Hats

Hose

Fancy
Neckties,
Cashmere

Health

for

25 cts.
19t

Vests

and, Pants, only

Underwear in Children’s Sizes

formerly $1.50, $137
TRIMMED

and $1.25.

HATS JUST

Ribbons, 38, 42 and 50c.

During

MAIN STREET,
The
Outlook

Deer Isle Industries.

installation will be free to members,
their ladies and invited guests. A dance wil

the

only

now

HALF

PRICE

this sale,

only

BELFAST. 1

M

..

Skowhegau.

<,/ t\u

Should you be unfamiliar with the superiority of our sleighs, we a-,
truth of our assertion ran be clearly demonstrated by spemlr

21 M

Highest, December

isbriyher

Workmanship ihey

FOH

TKM PERATURK.

Chas. E. Johnson ; S. 1)., Frank R. Woodcock; J. I)., D. F. Stephenson; Trustee,
Albert C. Burgess; Tyler, Alvin Blodgett.
They will be installed at the regular meeting Feb.2d.

of

IVIaterial and

December.

j

Timothy Chase 1 dge, F. and A. M., electthe following officers at the annual meeting Jan. 5th: W. M., James H. Howes; S.
W., Hiram L. Partridge; J. W., John \V.
Knight; Treas., Geo. A. Quirnby; Sec.,

Dauforth

tor

|

ed

Workman E. F.

Weather

Abstract of meteorological observations !
i taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment !
Station, for the mouth of December, is1*'?
L;»t. 44' 54 2
N. L-»n OS 40 11
\Y.
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
Highest barometer, Dee. 10.MO 4M inches
20 02
Lowest barometer, Dee. 11...
Average barometer. .20.77
11
Number of clear days.
10
j Number of fair days.
10
I Number of cloudy days..........
7 inches
| Amount of snowfall.
M0
for
for
December
I Average
17 M inches
years..
The total preeip’tation as water for the
month is the smallest ever re.•ordeal at this
station.
.04 in.-lies
Total precipitation as water
Average for Decern ner for mo
>
years. M 70 inches
Total movement of wind.5.001 miles
movement
of
Average
daily
wind.. 10M Mi miles

vase.

promptly

Mr.

Design,

In

when he gives his orders t»> take
in or put on more sail.
So long, Cal, till we
; meet again at the corner grocery, where wrc
| shall hear again that lovely little song, “He
Certainly Was Good to Me.’

Tarratiue Tribe, 1. 0. K. M., will install
officers at Odd Fellows’ Hall next Monday
evening. A. P. (’aider of Boston, Past Great
Sachem, and W. E. St. John of Portland,
(Heat Chief of Re. ords, will be present and
officiate. The installation will he public to
members and invited guests.

open

I, IKE REFINED COLD their reputation

him much

•••••

Secret

Capt. Crowley.

El well has the best wishes of everybody
here, and all hope that the change from a
square-rigger to a schooner will not rattle

..

your

satisfaction of

users

STURTEVANT-LARRABEE SLEIGHS.

!

S. El well left Monday for Camden to
enter upon the duties of lirst ollicer of the
large five-masted schooner John B Brestott,
which is to be launched this week. For a
long time Mr. Elwell was first ollicer of the
steel ship Dingo, and he is well skilled in
his profession anil no doubt will till the position with credit to himself and to the

“I commenced taking Dr. Greene’s Nervblood and neru- remoh and in six
months 1 wrote to Dr. Greene tolling him 1
could go up stairs and down a-- spr\ as anyI had taken a new lease of life.
one.
Dr.
Greene's Xervura has cured me.
1 have
almost died with pain, but now rain or
storm docs
1 ran eujo\
not atlcct me.
life now, and ride between five and six
miles, sit down to work and go out alone
and feel perfectly free from rl eutnatism.
I thank God and Dr. Greene tor restoring
me to health."
By all means us Dr. Greene*'Ncwura.
It will cure vou.
You can also it you
desire consult Dr. Greene. .'| Trmrlo
uccc •: i;l
1’lnce. Boston, Mathe me a
:■ -ut
w
p! y-.ician in curing di
c
•.
either be calling, oi v i > •..

*“

j

C.

ura

"'"ft

Sleigh is

on a

THIS TEST has been applied by HUNDREDS of

I

I

of the Past.

Experience

The

j

1

Mck-I
v
Hash lu,i

Thursday,

Jan. 5th, Mrs. Mary
Sprague picked in her garden a beautiful
bunch of fully blossomed pansys, fresh and
lovely as though kissed by the summer sun.
Their upturned little faces seemed to
pre-

a

grade crossings.

No|

held

were

and 1 got

sent

1

was

came

Waldo Station and substitu-

near

The Commissioners decided in favor of the
officer of schooner Wallace W. Ward:
change. The Municipal officers appealed
Vera Cruz, Mexico, Dec 2J.
| from this decision and the case was entered
!
we arc assured that they would
have had i
Dear Sister: I received your letter, and
iu the Supreme Court at the April term.
the nomination by a vote of at least two ; The Journals, which together occupy my
1898, when James H. Cook of Unity, Peter
*
*
*
on
The members were ripe for revolt,
and
ever»ngs profitably
enjoyably.
Harmon of Thorndike and W. B. Ellis of
is
this
a
I
should
t
and he party whip would have cracked in | Well, sister,
great country.
Monroe were appointed a committee. Their
like to live here. The country is low in this
tin had a leader presented himself at the
report was presented at the present term,
immediate vicinity, hut very mountainous
moment.
The
tumultous
proper
applause
reversing the action of the County Commisa short distance from the coast.
Looking
tad cheers with which mention of the
sioners, with costs for the appellants, to be
west there is a continuous chain of mounname of Senator
Frye was received inpaid out of the county treasury. Brown,
tains,the highest,Orizaba,18,000feet, stretchdexed the sentiment of the caucus, and
Jr., for appellants.
far
the
into
the
covered
ing
heavens,
up
top
was at the same time a condemnation of
Benj. Williams vs. Henry PI. Grady and
with snow. It is 40 miles distant, but looks
Ho- man who has arrayed himself against to he about a two hours’ walk. It is visible trustee; action on account annexed; trustee
charged 840 less his costs. Dunton for plainYdministi ation of President McKinley,
seaward about 100 miles. To the south is a
tiff’.
Brown, Jr., for defendant.
of wlii'-h the Maine Republicans are loyal
now
in
volcano, Tuxila,
slightly
eruption,
Inhabitants of Burnham vs. City of Bel!
so qmrters.
not quite so high as Orizaba, hut when
fast, action for supplies furnished the famivomiting its lava and smoke it is discernable ly of Albert. Wentworth to the'amount of
rhe inaugural address of Governor.
fully as far.
825 0U. Defense, the supplies were not fur>wei> is published in full in other coiThe natives here are indolent, as are all
nished as pauper supplies.
Verdict for
v in s
aud merits a careful perusal.
In- j Mexicans, but I think they are a trifle more
plaintiff 822. Dunton for plaintiff. Thompi; mi mid be
read by all who desire ambitions than in Tampico. The women
son for defendant.
here do most of the work—one reason why
enow the condition of the State,
l;
Peoples National Bank vs. James Slides;
1 should enjoy living here. There is scarce;i u
i » > and otherwise, its needs, aud
action oil a note; referred to Hon. W. P.
j
ly anything here made by machinery—all Whitebouse.
*repaired e*. our legislators.
hand work.
The principal occupation is
Charles E. Philbrick vs. the Manufactur■:
on
Governor
y Min do it justice.
making pottery and cigars. You don't need ing Investment Co. of Madison; action to
•'■-is giv» s the legislators
advice
good
clothes
here.
A
of
duck trousers recover >10,000 for personal
any
pair
injuries received
•v
n iic tells
liem in his inaugural ad- i
and ten or twelve turns of some bright in machinery owned by the defendant
corporcss t hat instead of making
appropria- colored sash around you completes your ation. In Oc
tober, 1897. the plaintiff was at
••■
>n.s
I'ssitatiug an increase of the ; outfit. You are not expected to get up until work in the defendant
company’s pulp mill
:atc
the\ should aim t>» reduce j late in the day and after doing so occupy
in Madison, and on the 18th day of that
■| at
u
wl:ie'n is exceeded, he- states, the remaining time in drinking and eating. month, his
right hand was crushed in the
H:<
rate ol
>nly a very few States in These customs, especially the last., would cogs of a machine, while he was putting on
He Fuion.
He is severe, but none too suit many of us t< a charm.
a belt.
The defendants claim* d that he was
1 took dinner a few days ago with the
careless and that he was not employed on
It property
severe, >>n iLic tax dodger.
Assistant
Superintendent of the Inter- the machine on which he was hurt and was
wiii-di now escapes taxation could b
Oceanic Railroad -time 9 p m.
There were 1 not familiar with it. The
*. nil* to bear its
jury and attorneys
share
burof the
proper
five of us.
Before each was a pile of plates,
went to Madison Thursday and viewed the
den here odd be larger appropriations thirteen in number. Your rirst course went
and the case was tried Saturday.
t
icgitim.oe purposes and a lower tax wit-li tbe top plate, and so on to the end. Your premises,
The jury took the case at 2 o’clock in the
wine is poured for you, and it is very bad
ate.
afternoon and were out until 11 30 o’clock,
form to drink to the bottom of your glass.
but failed to agree. Dunton for plaintiff.
n
onunittee of the whole, .Jan. Oth, Tlie person you are drinking with keeps
McLellan for defendant.
N nonai. House adopted ;i motion to your glass replenished, and calls the waitThe first jury was excused from Saturday
strike out the appropriation for tlie civil er’s attention by clapping his hands. Our uoon to
Monday forenoon.
;ce
commission by a vote of 07 company was composed of Americans ami
sei
The evidence was taken out in the cases
the old Don pretty busy doing the
While this decision may be, and they kept
between the Inhabitants of VVinterport and
encore act. However, he tin! not kick,for they
W interport
tiie
Water Co.
doubt will be, reversed it shows a
The town
are a very hospitable people, and
nothing
growing enlightenment as to the costly pleases them more than to know that their brought a suit to recover $258 for taxes of
IS**7
The Water Co. claims that by the con.aid unsatisfactory system fastened upon j
guests are enjoying themselves. There were
tract with the town they were to receive
tins luintry under Hie name of civil ser1
a great many dishes that I did not recognize,
81,000 per year for hydrant rental and such
Civil service reform may be but I never said a word, but looked wise
ice retorm.
sums as the town might assess against them
a go- «: thing in theory, but in practice it | and took my medicine like a thoroughbred.
| for taxes. The town admits that the town
After dinner we visited the gambling
How it works was well il- i
i> .! n usance.
voted the $1,000 for rental, but denies that
! houses, w here men, women and children iu..in* inu 1 not long since
a Federal ofii>hould be given to Mr. Littlefield, for had
either name been presented in the caucus

lie said that while lie

My sufferings

perfectly helpless.

to

The

for

Maine Ice
!<■«*

and

Sewell Gross of Oceanvilie is reported to
have caught forty-live bushels of smelts in
two days.
(J. F. Eaton has shipped during the past
year fifteen 1 iindred bids, of clams in the
shell and live hundred bids, shucked out.
This industry gives employment to a class
of citizens tlu.t would hardly get a living at

Cutting

KemudHT

Fields.
tin* IVnohscot
Kivers.

on

THE SEA BR

The

Penobscot River ice dealers have
begun to cultivate their fields. Thursfollow.
Yol 21.
day the snow had been scraped from all
The officers of Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
the fields, extending a distance of about
were publicly
installed at Odd Fellows’
-l 1-2 miles down from Bangor wharves, a
Hall, Wednesday evening, Jan. 11th. Disforce of 240 horses and over 300 men havTin* !*•
Ml
trict Deputy Grand Master Saumel Adams
So man-, prop I,
ing been employed for a week in the
on the poor
But the thinu t In' n
else,
easing
thereby
up
work.
Another
snow
anything
storm
of
and
hail
performed the ceremony, assisted by the folI- phmt\
r print'
appropriations.
has again eov-led the ire, however, and
lowing suite: W. K. Keene, Grand Marshal;
As far as information has been obtained
the- M-i'.ipiug must now .til be done over, ;
A. K. Braley, Grand Warden ;
about 100,000 ions of stone has been shipped
R. Coombs,
Wi: Print A .■,
j at an even larger expense- than at first.
Grand Secretary; B. B. Greenlaw, Grand I from this place during the year of 1808, Bast winter the fo lds were cleared of
divided as follows : A L. Goss, M0.0O0 tons;
j
liK IFliETS.-sKNA I.UII'l
;
Treasurer. The lodge officers are as follows: Goss &
Small, 25,000; Green Island Co.. 20,- snow six times before the harvesting bel’A VI 1*11 LKTS. ;> < Vlilts.
M. C. Mureh, Noble Grand; C E. Perkins, 000; S. E. Allen, 8,000; G. L. Bray, 4,000; 1*. gan, and the ice men are apprehensive
*\<m: iikaiis,
G.
rum.:
Merrill, 3,000; Henry Bobbins, 1,500; H. that the same trouble will be ex per i< me- ;
Vice Grand; J. S. Davidson, Secretary, K.
M. Thayer 1,000; Calvin Ames, John Mced this season.
It will he sext ial days,
IIK A IIS,a I’llSTF.IiS, a
H. Howes, Treas; F. M. Wood, Financial
Donald and F. S.
Warren 500 tons each.
before the present snowfall can be removSecretary; W. L. Hanson, War.; E. E. Wes Charles Grant 5,000 tons. JDeer Isle Mes- ed mill then
Wc In>.
o-w
;
marking will begin. With
senger.
Con
M.
A.
R.
N.
;
S.
G.
cott,
'lay Edition .. \
Stephenson,
fairly cold weather it is hoped that the
Urine
idn*r
our iA
E
H.
Wiley, L. S. X. G.; C. W. Coombs, R
requisite thickness for cutting- 14 to
ami tin I. m kepi
S. S.; C. M. Craig, L. S. S.; H. W. Staples
18 inches, will be attained by Jan. 20.
to flu* Nat ioiml I! o!
I
I. G.; E. L. Cook, O. G.; A. K. Braley
The following is a table showing the
capacity of houses on this river, at and I
Chap.; L. E. McMahan, R. S. V. G ; E. L
OUR SPI (
just below Bangor.
Talbot, L. S. V. G. Following is the pro
E. & H. Rollins. l-l (KM) tons
This Time
gram :
• *
T'*
f #t- E. «& 1. K Stetson.
55 (MX) to us
And this time
Consolidated lee Co.:
Gabriel
Selection, “La Cinquantaiu,”
Lower
Orchestra.
Ayer house. 50,000 tons
5ent by Express Si
American house. 50,000 tons
Quintette, “Opening Ode.”
10 Main St.
BRA*
F>. Sargent’s Sons.
Miss Ginn,
Mr. Pettengill,
18,000 tons
PRINTERS, BEL!
Miss Walton,
Mr. White,
Orrmgton lee Co...
24,000 tons
Just remember that all your »
Arctic Ice Co. 10,000 tons
Mrs. Adams.
strength must come from your J
Sterns Lumber Co. 30,000 tons
Installation Ceremony.
*
ever think of
foo
l.
Did
you
“Installation Ode,”
Dingo Ice Co. 25,000 tons
*
v
New York Ice Co. 15,000 tons
that ?
Quintette.
*
Union ice Co. 50,000 tons
Vocal Solo, “Forget-me-not,”
T. Mattei
Perhaps your muscles need
New England Ice Co.
Miss Ginn.
0,000 tons
more strength, or your nerves;
Vocal Solo, “The Vulcan,”
Gounod
is
stomach
or
perhaps your
;
Mr. Parker.
Total.293,000 tons
weak and eai.not digest what |
Selection, “Mandolin Serenade,” Jungmanii
upper Ayer house, so-called, ownyon eat.
j edThe the
Orchestra.
Established in*
Consolidated Ice Company, was
If yon need more strength
by
Vocal Solo, “The Waiting Heart,”
blown down last fall, and a stack of about
then take
Mrs. Torry
j
CAPITAL
the same capacity, 18,000 tous, will probSTOCK, $l>;
Miss Pettengill.
Vocal Solo, “Tell Her I Love Her So,”
ably be erected iu its place. It is also SURPLUS,
$
L>e Faye
stacks
will be erected
likely thqt other
Mr. White.
the
so
that
if
the
is
n^posi
along
river,
prospect
Tomsouian
Selection, March,
favorable a much larger crop can be harOrchestra.
vested than could be contained in the perMisses Hills & Kingsbury... Accompanists.
manent houses.
Safe deposit buxesfor rent
of Cod-Liver Til with Hypo- J
The evening closed with a dance.
The ice industry gives employment to
; phosphites. Tuo oil is the most «
!#S a vear
about 1,200 men and 300 horses in the
Gov. Powers on the lax Dodger.
Our new vault is uuet|ii
harvesting season, and to about 400 men
iu the shipping season.
Much of the Pe- »»•' UNEXCELLED i
Hence, I always contend, and I do ni< s‘
nobscot crop, it isexpected. will in future and
burglary in the ut uni
earnestly insist, that both right and justice
be shipped to Cuba and Porto Rico.
t
demand that all citizens and all the. properThose renting boxes
t
«*
of taking then
ty of the State of every kind and descripThe ice business on the Kennebec River privilege
vaults.
and
its
tion should bear their
equitable
this year is destined to outstrip in magnishare of the public burdens, and that any
tude all previous years.
Every available
inch of the river surface in Richmond is
person that is not willing to do his part and
BEAUTY
taken and
desires that Maine shall in any sense, or to
large crews are engaged
I
in scraping and cleaning the vast exany class be a ‘tax-dodger’s paradise,’ and
threatens to emigrate in case, lie cannot shift
panse.
Already the ice has attained a IS POWER
*
his just taxes upon his neighbor,is not a very
thickness of from eight t«» ten inches on
r
•;
Y\
SCOT
desirable citizen, and certainly it i* not
the last freeze,
AT ANY
(’apt. Ilewett of Rich
worth while to bribe him to remain. [Gov.
mond has charge of iields constituting,
Powers’ inaugural.
200,000 acres. As each acre yields one AGE.
thousand tons it is evident that the com—J
| panies represented by Capt. Ilewett in- sented, or money refunu.
B»
hv mail lbe.
1
tend to handle considerable ice.
“Office 87
7 Temple PI
I
••
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r

easily
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Unity. The remains of Mrs. Mary Stevens
of Lewiston were brought here for
burial Jan f>th. She had lived in Unity until
about two years ago, when she went to Lewt Sd
iston to live with Mr. Benj. Chandler. She
was a good Christian and beloved by all. Our
Graduate and Medal"
new physician, Dr. Clair Whitney, is having
Ontario Veterinarx
He has all lie can do I
an extensive practice.
Office anil Pharmacy ai Belfast
and gives good satisfaction.... It is very
sickly in town. Whole families are taken Residence and llospliul 17 t"»-r
dowu at once and it is impossible to get any Office Telephone 8-2. Ken
The doctors are
one to care for the sick.
busy day ami night. Messrs. Lind ley Moslier
The
and Charles Taylor are quite sick.
NOTICE
school has been closed two weeks, both

DR. W. L. WEST

SEE PRICES LIKE THESE BEFORE?

^Veterinary

12 Quart Till Pans .$
Pails..
10
Baking Pans, 2 for.

Egg
Doughnut, Cake ami
Beaters

..

05
06
05
05

Biscuit Cutters, 3 for.04
4 Piece Biass Tea Sets.19
12 Inch Blass Vases.09
4 Quart Oil Cans.09
1 each 2-quart, 1-quart ami Pint, all handled, 3 for.05
10 Piece Decorated Toilet Sets. 1.98
112 Piece Decorated Dinner Sets.0.98

>.

■

DlS

voR

Look at

TRULV

our

bargain counter of odd Pieces.

CARLE & JONES.

IK'

teachers being sick and about all the scholPorti.ia no.
Pursuant to the rules <>l
A valuable gold watch and chain was
ars.
the United States for the l>i-'
Hardof
the
home
Mrs.
Salome
from
stolen
is hereby given that RKl I I u
ing at the time of her death and funeral.... fast, in said District, has applf
an attorney and counsellor <>t
Mr. Morse, an aged man of this town, was
3w2*
\
Clerk U. S. Circuit Court.
buried last Sunday.
...

We want YOUR trade.

I

f'arpM
or

I

SEASON.

listen to such a dead
as temperance has become in
this State, no matter how eloquent and
graphic the speaker may be.
rooms

'-ftt

|j

11 imi
Hark

FOR
THIS

perate town in the State, the people care hut
little, and are interested less, to leave their
cosy sitting
letter affair

Body.

DESIGNS

doubt he would have drawn
temperance,
a larger audience.
As this is the most tem-

savs

“I have been terribly afflicted with
rheumatism and 1 wish all to know how 1
(hie
have been cured,
year ago last
December I got j-o bad i bad to call in a
times
and said he
tew
doctor,
lie catjta
me. 1 must wait until
could do
warm weather.
I grew worse until I was

audience,
subject of temperance. Mr. B. is a
pleasing speaker, and if lie had chosen
other subject in the world but that of
no

CIVIL DOCKET.

of the Bangor Comm *rcial says that Hale is indebted t.» (.Joy. Cleaves for a renomination.
Like credit, if credit it is considered,

:il.

any

Mrs. F.. W. Hinds. S Beacon St., Fitch-

Municipal officers of the town of Waldo,
appellants from the decision of the County
Commissioners in locating a highway in
Waldo. The case involved the changing of

correspondent

Portland

A

put

soon

interest.

amount

more

very

FROM
H,«h H-.,, s„,
Basil. |»x

NEW

upon the

Bemedy

One jointly against Horace Mardeu of
Freedom, Dighton Knox of Norridgewock,
and Wm. C. Young of Oakland, for larceny
of a horse from A. W. Pullen of Palermo,
Sept. 10, 1898. Mardeu and Young were
arraigued and pleaded guilty.
The parties under indictment are all in

WITH A CAR-LOAD TO SELECT

Edwin N. C. Barnes spoke at the church
last Saturday evening to a small

Dr. Greene's Nervura Is the Wonderful
that Cured Me.

Belfast,

of

Capt. William Hopkins of sch. Star of the
Sea, and wiie, went to Boston the tirat of the
week.
Capt. H. is in hopes that he may be
allowed to return home again for a few more
weeks’ vacation.

I Have Almost Died With Pain,
Now 1 am Completely Cured.

13,1898.

me

Leadbetter and daughter
Vinalhaven returned home this
week from a very pleasant visit to Mr.
and
Mrs. John Crockett.

My Sufferings Were Great and
) Was Perfectly Helpless.

One

Hood's

Lillian

Georgie

DOCKET.

Dec. 8, 1898.
against Amos L. Bennett of Troy for
assault on William Larrabee in Troy, Nov.
in

walk

in-

of the best, ventures the prediction that
shall see in the near future a very de-

cided

bottle of

a

much and two bottles

we

There is

sent for

Sarsaparilla which helped

terested in vessel property in the past,
aud whose judgment in business matters
is

utt or

jar would make me shout with
pain. I was afraid I should be
a cripple for life, as prescriptions did me no good. Finally

a

rest.

A

Rheumatism

uouiu not move, me least

Hobson

the

Mrs.

The supreme Judicial Court disposed of
considerable business the first week, and
still has a large number of cases marked
for trial. The grand jury reported Wednesday night, a session of two days, with five
indictments, as follows:
One
each against Abiatha B. Grant,
Bertha Grant and Nellie Grant of Belfast,
for larceny of money from Albert F. Harvey

Helpless

Manager.

NORTHEORT NEWS.

Court.

WHITEHOUSE PRESIDING.
CRIMINAL

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

Judicial

Supreme

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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Bearer Circle, K. D. and S will
Jan. 18, at the home of Mrs. A. K.
Pierce, 36 High Street. It is hoped all the
members will be present.
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is a

memory of

in

poem

Kingsbury, which we
tl letter from the author,
;i! please many of their
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whuli had been poor for

disappeared
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The games of candlepins now on stand
follows: Orieuts, 7,382; Crescents,

last Fri-

iking

My little six-montlis old girl had Eczema.
Wo used all kinds of remedies, but she kept
getting worse. 1 used to wrap her hands up,
and to dress her. had to put her on the table.
1 could not hold her, she would kiek and
scream, and, when she could, she would tear
her face and arms almost to pieces. Four
boxes of Cuticura (ointment), two cakes of
Cuticura Soap, and Cuticura Resolvent
cured her, and no traces are left.
Feb.7,’98. Mrs. <i. A. CONRAD, Lisbon, N. H.

Saturday

crust.

a

sleighing.

i

\

j
\

Man.

Mr.

is

of

!e

.,

one

1

Sylvauus
the active

section, and

we

doubt

who
work that lie does.
d lias worked every day
tnybody worked, in the
Aood. This week he is
age

s

■

he fount I

can

of

;
1

tisport,

>.

Speedt Cpbe Tbeatment. Warm baths with Cpticvrk Soap, gentlo anointing* with Cmci'BA
(ointment),
•nd mild doies of Cptici’ba Resoltest.
—

distance of six
when the

a

Sold

Ohicagrowing old

Iter writes from

r

\

ause we are

standing

ug

t.‘<

v

each

re,

•gret to

The date of the next cotillion party has
been changed from Tuesday, Jau. 17th, to
Wednesday, the 18th.
Members of the W. C. T. U.

reviving

one

ago....The

g

The lire alarm will lie tested every Friday
afternoon at 1 o'clock, one short blast of the
shoe factory whistle being sounded if the
gong works

background

below him, “Hides,

“Tallow, Bones,” on
Page” at the top.
■-iided by return mail to
in

silver

to

cover

There has
-iicrit in regard to the

Schooner.
’i

schooner John D.

the

to-day

lied

■

from

f

the

C.nudeii, and the
recently launched in
of

i.

■a

officially

ts

measured

he 5

t«.

of the
P.i

two

vessels.
Prescott.
dOo 0
44 4
21 1
2.454 0

'iiier.

285 1
44 4
22.2

2,140.0
!

Desert

of Mt.

s

Pis

n

was

Belmont,
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fishing boat,

halibut, the first j
here since the No- !
igcd photograph »f

■

Fisher,

Mr. Bell

Mr. John A. Kal-

lock, K. U. Thomas (2i Neck Wear Co.

ken
g

The Helping Hand Circle of Kings Daughters will hold
1" out supper at Mrs.
Goldie Curtis on Pearl street Friday, Jan.
13th. All members are requested to be present.
The next meeting will be held with
Mrs. Nellie Macomber on Bay View street.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post, office for the week ending Jan.
7: Ladies—Mrs. Pheunie Thompson, Miss
W.
Wentford.
Gentlemen—Mr. C. W.
Barnes John E. Barter, Esq., Mr. Geo. E.

feet longer
the Palmer. Folluw-

•id

correctly.

police have warned the boys not to
slide on any of the hills except Washington
anil Pleasant streets and Union street, those
having been designated "ii account of there
being no streets crossing them on the parts
where the boys Slide.
The

S.

is

im-

wood.

22x2S, with ligji•. readable 100 feet distleudar the Governor
sueets

green

as

A noble-looking ."i-year-old colt was shipped from Bay View Stock Farm Monday.
He is by Silver Spray
dam, Jessie Wedge-

have received

Page, Hyde Park, Vt.,
for isw
It is printed

us”

requested

present at the meeting to-day.
portant business is to be transacted.

Bryan.”
We

are

to be

Sous of

Mr, Hale in

see

Unitarian

street

The Journal during the
he more interesting
WV enjoy weekly letters
State of Maine; and we
rnal from Winterport,

i

next

HartSon Clark recently picked up in the
near Grove Cemetery the back seat
cushion of a sleigh.

to grow

seem

the world. Potter Prco axd Chrm.
Boston. How to Cure Skin Diaeaaea, tree

Whist Party will be
Friday evening, Jan. 13th, at 7.30 p. in.
The

/.ero.

w

through mi t

Cobp., Prop*.,

Tuesday

trip

as

7,227;

wheels. That
fell and changed in

w

■

j

have cleaned off the whitewash from
the walls and ceiling of the city lockup, and
given the whole interior a coat of paint

were on

.s

|

Waldo county is feeling pretty good with
822.000 of resources more than liabilities,
and the explanation is that its tramps expense has been brought to
minimum
through the eflorts of the county commissioners and the slierTf.
They ought to he in
demand by some other counties, which are
nowhere near a surplus yet.
[Gardiner Re-

Eurekas, 6.065; Imperials, 6,005; on games
the order is Orients, Imperials, Eurekas,
Cresceuts.
The officers-elect of Sheridan F. Miller
Command will be installed next
Monday
evening. All comrades are requested to be
present and bring their ladies with them. A
picnic supper will be served.
mark-down sale at Johnson’s is meetgreat success. No matter what you
want it will pay you to look there for it.
Read about the n w spring styles iu-cotton
underwear just received and note the prices.
The

ing

with

The

city and
Monday after a

u

imiow

w

s

A Telling Tumble in Prices for the Next Two Weeks

schools re-opened
two weeks vacation with
all the teachers at their posts and the attendance well up to the average. All books
used by children who were exposed to scarlet fever have been burned.
H. H. Carter

rural

BEFORE STOCK TAKING.

^KRISS

last week
for tbe
schooner Carter & Co. are to build for
Pendleton Bros. E. A. Wentworth of Camden was here Tuesday and made arrangements to go to Virginia and get out the
frame. He will leave Camden this wreek.
anti

was

bought iron,

in

bard

Boston

pine, etc.,

KRINGLE

*

m
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CROWDS
gieat delight o

was tbe coldest day of the winter
far, the thermometer averaging 4 5° below zero for the day.
The records of Mr.

Tuesday

thus

Murch at morning, noon and night were b°,
and:;', all below zero. Others reported
Id and 12 below in the morning. Wednesday
morning the mercury was at zero with a
strong northwest wind blowing, but with a |
clear sky and bright sunshine.
1°

meetiug of the stockholders of
National Bank was held Tuesday
forenoon, Jan. 10th. Theold board of directors and officers was re-elected as follows:
directors, J. (i. Brooks, C. B Hazeltine, A.
A. Howes, W. B
Swan, T. W. Pitcher;
president, A. (1. Brooks; cashier, W. (\
Wescott-The annual meeting of the
Peoples National Bank was held Tuesday
afternoon, Jan 10th, and the following
directors elected: C. E. Knowltou, R. F.
Duutou, C. N. Black, F. R. Wiggin, James
Pattee, Calvin Austin, C. P. Hazeltine. At
a
subsequent meeting of the directors R. F.
1Minton was elected president: C. E. Knowlton. Vice Pres., and Frank R. Wiggin was
reappointed cashier.

a

m

OUTDONE.-

*

a

the past vyeek show that our BARGAIN HENU was
appreciated by all. It gives us
has met with such a grand
approval by everybody, there was a time when January was
ooked upon as a resting spot between seasons. But times have
changed ? Yes, during the last fifty years there has been a big
c
business principles. Modern merchandise demands up-to-date
principles. Now during these former dull months many
an5er,n
asL.s of wintei go >ds are bought and sold at such
pinched profits, that sometimes there is an actual loss to both wholesaler and re—
the wheels of ttade go merrily round and
a! er’ \u they
many a hard earned dollar is saved by taking advantage of such
sales. In order to rid ourselves of ALL OF OUR FALL AND WINTER STOCK
so as to make room tor oar new spring
goods, we have marked them at prices which guarantee a quick sale at very small profits. We have also secured many cases
of
seasonable goods which we shall put on sale with the above stock at QUICK SALE PRICES.
oppers a
that

our s ore

our sale

now

|1uke

The annual

3,000 YDS. OUTINGS,

the Belfast

help her. assisted in every wav in his
lie carried Miss Kane in bis sleigh
power
until they upset, about two miles from the.
bouse, and, the roads lining badly drifted,
she walked that distance.
On her return he
offered to carry her from bis bouse if she
wait
until
would
be finished a job of work
be was on. but she being in a lmrry, preferred to walk.
to

and 10c per yard, to close out at
I 1-lie., n -•!- Ic. and <S

Regular prices 7c., 8c., 9c,

Black Moire Bercaline, worth 12 l-2c., for tliis sale

Best Merrimac Prints,
Regular price
1000

yds Ginghams

4^c.

Cashmere,

44

\ few' Extra

4.

44

Large Bath Towels,

Hump

50c.,

at

Silkoleens, Denim, Creton, Etc.,

at CUT

for this

sale,

He..

■

lOo
llo
l-v;<»

t

Common Hooks and Eyes, per can!.
Pins, per paper,

12k'

Featherbone, regular price, 15c.,
Dress Bones,

i
-g,.

regular priee

12 1 2

io<■

per .1 >zen,

per doz.

non

MiHwards Xeedles, per paper,

29c

were 12k and 17c., at
Lace
Curtains
that
were
S1.2>
and$L?0
!
per window, at
I Lace Curtains
that were 79c. a d 98c. per window, at
Ribbons at 1=3 their actual value.
1 Case Ladies’ Seamless Fleeced Hose, per pair,

|l-Mc»

Books and Eyes, per card,

2S'

25c
were

at

21..,

15c

44

White Table Damask,
{I
Dress Goods, Novelties that
j
I Dress
Goods, Novelties, that

3.

4C

\ Few Pieces of Red Table Damask at
44

..

3sc

1 Case Brown 36 in. Cotton at

at

Fancy Finings, regular price, 15c., 17c. autl 20c., for this sale
English Silesia, worth 20c., for this sale at
Monterey Seamless Dress Shields,
No. 2, regular price 12 1-2.

tic. and 7c., to close at :S

at

I Case Omar Twilled

Alvin T. Crosby of Swanville called at
The Journal office Tuesday and asked us to
correct some statements in the Swanville
locals last week in connection with the death 1
of his mother, Mrs. Mary W. Crosby.
He
says she died on Sunday instead of Satur- i
day, as stated, ami that the statement about
Miss Kane is incorrect and reflects unjustly
on their neighbor, who instead of
refusing

has been on j porter-Journal.
I
the past !
S easier Notes. Un account of the storm
eiitiy made a group ! the Penobscot
remained in Boston over
g'ot, Hose Co.. No. 1,
night Friday and left at daylight Saturday
g a tb their hose carriage
morning. She arrived in Rockland in the
Nkw Ai>vkktiskmF.NTS
Through a mis_■• ic and hose rooms.
An
evening, hut laid there until »> o’clock Sun- understanding the advt. of A W. Jones. (IP
o
ture
has
been
made
;
Main street. did not appear last- week, but
day morning She left Belfast Monday for lie has
w
kept right on selling the best si.-ighs
hangs in the hose
Boston on time-The steamer Castine will in the market, with ail their
equipment, and
kei
now well supat the lowest possib.e prices aii aiouml.
make, an excursion to Camden
!f
to
to-day
i;
l haddock, but there
one
in
Waldo county wants a stylish upany
witness the launching of the big schooner in
smelts are scarce.
to-date sleigh, of a m ike that has stood tl e
H. M. Bean’s ship- yard.
She will leave test of experience, they should call on J. V\
The apple crop of
Lewis' wharf, Belfast.at <S JO a m. and leave
Jones, (10 Main street. He also keeps everyat season excelled all
thing in general hardware.... Carle & Joins
Camden to return at 2. p. m.
offer some surprising bargains this week, as
estimated that more
The Annual Statement of the Financial
a glance at their advt
will show. They
ave been shipped away,
Condition of the county of Waldo for the have just received 10,000 rolls of 1800 style
H been used and savwall paper. Now is the time to select your
year 1898, lias just, been issued from the
paper and have the papering done early to
;?'tmu. H. C. Pitcher
avoid the rush.... -Vt Poor & Son’s you can
press of G. E. Burgess, Belfast, and shows
-•Hi barrels, and H. H.
get a 10 cent cigar for 5 cents. Try one ami
as well typographically as the contents do
••'■r and others about 1,see what a good smoke it is_J. H. Cilley,
financially—a credit to the county officials office o't-r Swift’s shoe More, Belfast, wan s
ia linings
bought (juite
and the printer. The title page contains a
Mr.
canvassing agents at si 50 per day..
n shipment.
It is estiand Mrs Charles R Harrison publish a card
neat half-tone illustration of the court,
house, of thanks.
hinncrs aggregated 1,000
and the official register of the
county for
oail lots, making the
1899 is added.
Knox.
Benjamin Bryant, a native and
s
over
4,000
something
former resident of this t »wn, died at his home,
I tie annual meeting of the Waldo
i' -in other points are
County in Vassalboro, Jan. 5th. aged 80 years The
Scarsport, 1 ,(hm) : Win* i Agricultural Society was held ai the Court funeral services were held at the Baptisi
church here Sunday noon, Rev II. Small
»'■ s.
1.500: other jioints f House m Belfast, January 7th, and the
officiating... .There is much sickness in this
• 'amden
shippers also j following officers and directors elected: vicinity at the present time; many cases of
in
Lincolnville. The President, Joseph Ellis; Vice Presidents, | gripe being reported.M M ClementF. A. Gray, J. C. Townsend ; Secretary and and wife, who have beeu seriously ill, are
as a surprise to
everyThe remains of Miss Julia
improving
s
arcely less so, as a Treasurer, Giles G. Abbott: Trustees, Otis Penney, who died in Brooks last week, were
1).
W.
James
Wilson,
Knight, Geo. O brought here for burial. Her parents for■-11 of the apples were
Holmes, Wm. H. Beckwith, Howard Mur- merly resided here.... Tbe many friends of
ns early in the season
Mrs. Belle, wife of Edward J
Vose, were
below the average in phy, E. M. Cunningham, James H. Clark,
shocked to bear of her sudden death WedJames
P. Wight, Israel Woodbury, Chester
Mrs.
Vose
was
nesday morning.
respects raisers were
formerly
E. Perkins, Wm. S. Olson.
Miss Belle Cornforth of Thorndike.
She
led.
was a lady of high character, amiable disu Works.
and
beloved
all
who
knew
Mr. E. II.
her.
Shipping Items. N. S. Lord is making position
by
The bereaved husband and family receive
the Waldo & Peuobsails for sch. A. W. Ellis and jibs for sch.
the sympathy of the entire community. The
ety, was in Belfast
Edward L. Warren. .The new five-masted funeral ser ices were held at the house Fria vernation about the
schooner Nathaniel T. Palmer is to load 4,- day, Rev. D. Brackett of Brooks officiating.
Rev 11. Small occupies the pulpit at Mie
is
gave a representative 1)00 tons of coal at Baltimore for Portland at
Baptist church alternate Sundays for the
owing particulars in $1.50 per ton, or $6,000. It is the highest present.. J. R. Spariow, who has been dissupply furnished to the freight paid on coal to Portland for some abled for a year, has so far recovered as >
fair.
The supply is from time....Sch. Hattie S. Collins, Capt. Green- be able to do a small amount of work in his
shop
‘Hl
feet from the grounds
law, has hauled up at Stonington for the
possible demands. A winter... .The big live-masted schooner in
a '^eu
put up at the springs H. M. Bean’s yard, Camden, is to be launchAt first a wind-mill
ed to-day about 10.30 a. in-Sch. R. F. Pet|- f'»r
[lower, but as that was
tigrew' has chartered to load coal at Phila'ontract was made with
delphia for Portland at $1.50 per ton....F.
Monroe to do the pumping. S, Pendleton, Jr., has announced his retirerings to the spring a 10- ment from the. New York shipping firm,
*• and
ar
boiler for working Parsons, Barnes & Pendleton, which is enviolin
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City Marshal Sanborn and the police officers

Crowley's Spool

8k

;

(200 yds.)

Colton

per doz*n

spools.

Silk (limits, worth 25c., title, autl :l.V. per van1, for this sale,

98c

Trimmings, worth 12 l-2c., 15e. au.l 27;
Xarrow Silk Trimmings that we have sold

•let

69c

17c., 20c., *».»«

for this sale,

,,

all the

season

Sc.. Dir.

PRICES.

an

t ISr

for 10c. pei aid.
for this sale, (> l~2r

Hair Fins, (i Papers for
feed B ml (all colors),

10c

{<’

2Ie

fir.
12 1 -2c

Horn ('< mbs.

Hr

•>

1

j

...

I

Sale.

i

j

I

j

We have just received a big lot of the FAMOUS DOMESTIC COTTON UNDERWEAR (see cuts) in all the LATEST SPRING STYLES,
made of the best cotton, elegantly trmmed, and best of ail, POPULAR PRICES.
WOMEN’S DRAWERS.
Ombrelle

witn {>iam ruffle.
Me
(see cut.
trimmed witli lace edge.29c

season

f;

obliged

was

fair, and

*-

to

gaged largely in the coastwise trade. Hereafter he will represent in New York the
firm of Pendleton Bros, of Isleshoro, who
manage large shipping interests both in
coastwise and foreign business.... Sch. P.

night. A
the pump to the fair

>m
is a

one

of 65 feet from

rise

There are two tanks,
feet long, 11 feet wide
l'he other is about half
•♦•re are three troughs ou
>>ks.

~

A

ate ring

animals,

M.

Bonnie, Capt. Burgess,

B®“These
6@“A11 those

l

din-tory

;

•■■inmate

our

by

a

city and he
large audi-

remarks he stated

the horrors which

1 those in connection with

:l

1

ry of events of the past
Mr. Harper spoke from
and

in an impartial
judgment used in
ires brought out the most
both in Cuba and Spain,
'ures were applauded. These
nee

••

j

■

careful

:'’graphic plates while
"ere hand painted
wring was dictated by
< d
that the shades were
v* re

true to nature.

the

and
the
not

To The

*ho are familiar with Mrs.
tliis lecture was doubly in1 lustrated
many of her vivid
Mr. Harper is a cultured

|

|
I

:"in

real pleasure to
earnestly hope to
dy agaiu. in speaking of
w,iile calling at our office, Mr.
it

y and

j
!

^
k’w.
d‘.

*Higi

ia

a

we

liave heard him on the subpresent here and some sections
ltilf5Q8«dy thrilling. You will en“dfe, 1 ain sure."

this

city, giving a few points relative to the
American occupation of Havana.
A short
time ago Mr. Fletcher lia«l a furlough and

be

was

promoted

to

they remained

two

Sergeant. The battery
Savannah, Ga., where
weeks, and thence to

Havana. There were 16,000 men at SavanSix batteries left Savannah Dec. 27th
and arrived at Havana, Jan. 1st.
We take
the following from his letter written on that
nah.

day:
we nave

got

to

stay aboard until to-mor-

row, as it is such a holiday here we cannot
get any one to unload us. The city was
taken possession of at noon, amidst the
booming of cannon and cheers from the war-

ships and shores. The American flag was
raised all over the city. I am glad that we
got here in time to see it, as it was a scene I
shall remember ail my life. The harbor is
filled with craft of all kind, and everyone of
them, -from a punt up, has an American flag
at one end and a Cuban flag at the other.
We are anchored almost within a stone’s
throw of the wreck of the Maine, which is
still there, and Moro castle is right in front
of me as I write. Three of the batteries that
came on the transport, are going to Moro
castle, and three to a fort in the suburbs.
We don’t know yet to which place Battery
C will be ordered.”

will

“The Cure
12 m.

preach

of

at 10.45

Souls.

a.

m.,

subject,

Sunday school

at

The

Home Department of the Baptist
Sunday school will hold a rally at the
church Tuesday evening, Jan. 17th. The
Department now numbers fifty members
and is in a flourishing condition.

When
for

tea

paying out money
why not have the

best ?

visited his parents in this city. On his return to his battery at Fort Warren, Boston,
went from Boston to

few of the many stales

Painting to

the Oil

FRED A. JOHNSON,
Leighton,

j

in

rurtied neck and
V

be

“poor stuff”
get into one’s system.

You

can

just

as

well have

carefully selected, absolutely free from
a

tea

that is

adulterations, and
way

perfect,

in every

if you get

one

of

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas.

They only come in pound
and half-pound leads, and
are

Tuesday,
Sunday evening
every

2 JO p.

Poor tea is
to

Mrs. Abbie Lawrence of Boston has taken
charge of the work at the People’s Mission,
58 High street, for the present.
Meetings

guaranteed

pure-

One pound makes over 200 cups.

in.

Thursday, Saturday aud
at 7 o’clock anti Sunday at.

|

service

at

Tuesday at 7.15 p.
day a' 7.15 p. m.

just

away at

John 1:

19

34,

*

|
i

I

Witness

for

S. C. E. at (3.15.

i
Tuesday evening comes the sociable of the I
home department of our Sunday school. We
expect a very helpful gathering.
m.;

Y. P.

before the 14th

BELFAST.

*

>

JUST RECEIVED, 10,000 R JLLS

Christ.”

school at 12

for yourself

to send them in

|

».%

-■

NEW ROOM PAPEit.

!

Friday at7 30 p. m., teachers’ meet- j
ing. Saturday afternoon at 2 30, Junior Eu- J
deavor. Sunday morning worship at 1045,
sermon subject “The Boy Jesus,” Sunday

see

requested

Successor to A. P. Mansfield.

Prayer meeting
Class meeting Thurs-

“John’s

are

MASONIC TEMPLE,

Following are the Baptist notices: Thurs j
day evening at 7 30, the weekly p iyrer meeting,

store,

mpear;
cut)..
mi
one row of lace ami H.u .inn.
insertion in yoke, wide turnover collar.
with
lie row of lace ami
Hamburg in<«-i
;iM(i 11
w,lli. ,l l-i'v,;
edge, eulr.s also trimmed witli lawn
:dh
and lace edge

tous i.see

Empire (.own,

tril(,J,n^<1i

so,,

Come and

secured.

our

.“»0e

(see cut..
of wide guipure insertion
,,

have

given

7.15

m.

two rows

tucks, each

cuffs, and pearl buttons

,,

we

leader, Miss GeorgiaS. Pratt; topic, “Where
I Going?” Psalm 119: 57(34; song and
prayer

Neck,

ES7
^!
and lace, lace trimmed mil's .4;i.l

Hamburg

rows
tour

and four clusters of five tucks each in yoke.
Hamburg neck and culTs, pearl buttons.

am

j

received

holding Checks for

First Parish Church, Unitarian,
next. Sunday, the pastor, Rev. James M.

instructive iilustratIn Havana
Fred L. Fletcher of Rattery
cues and incidents con- ;
C, Massachusetts Heavy Artillery, writes to
d-e war.
This was the lechis parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Loren Fletcher of
arance

two rows

a

Neck, trimmed with two
insertion and clusters of

lace insertion.
98c
Ombrelle style,14 in., lawn flounce, trimmed
with lace insertion and lace edge.#1.15
Skirt with 7 inch, cambric flounce and 8 inch
Hamburg ruttie .#1.39
Ombrell style, 17 inch lawn flounce, trimmed with four rows 1 in. lace insertion.. ..#1.49

only

are

At the

a

'-.'ami

j

The Churches.

Sunday for
Viualhaven... .Sch. Maria Webster, Capt.
Turner, has loaded lime casks for Rockland.

V

style, 13 in. lawn flounce, trimmed

■

sailed

-Pendleton Bro’s. have contracted with a
In this re- tow boat company to get off and
r»g fountains.
bring to
is, the Monroe fair mauBelfast the schooner Henry R. Tilton, uovv
v meet the demands of
on the beach at
Point Allerton with her
bottom badly damaged. If they succeed in
*•
At the Opera House I getting her here she will be repaired by
ug I’obarts Harper gave Carter & Co.
and

with

style,
Ombrelle style, trimmed with neat Hamburg
Embroidery. .39c
Ombrelle style, trimmed with wide Hamburg
Embroidery, worth 62c now. .49c

■

s

Ombrelle

Style, trimmed

Ombrelle

WOMEN’S NIGHT ROBES.

SKIRTS.

1

of 1899

Style

Wall

Paper.

Next

Have your papering done early and avoid Hi

Yours

Truly,

The annual meeting of the North church
will he held this, Thursday, eveniug, in the

CAE.TL.E cfc T O JNT13 S»

Rev. G. G. Winslow, pastor of the Methodist church, has sent to the members and | vestry at 7.15.
As this is an important
friends of the Society New Years Greeting I meeting it is earnestly desired that as many
in the form of a neatly printed folder, con- ! members as possible will be present.
After
A few Energetic Ladies and Gentlemen wanted
taining a portrait of the pastor, a few words [ the business session, which takes about 30
to Canvass. Above salary guaranteed. Call or
of hearty greeting, and a roster of the officers [ minutes, there will be a motto meeting.
J. H.CILLEY, BELFAST, HE.
address,
of the church and its accessory societies.
Each one who attends is requested to bring
Also agent for “Practical Typewriters.”
a verse of Scripture which is to he used as a
Office over VV. A. Swift’s shoe store.
Oral
The services at the Universalist church
motto for this year....The Ladies’ Sewing
next Sunday will be as follows: Preaching
Circle will meet with Mrs, L. A. lvnowlton,
services by the pastor, Rev.
Ashley A. Miller
street, Friday afternoon, from 2 to 5
Smith, at 10 45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; o’ciock.
Every member is requested to he
6.15
at
p. m.; topic,
Young People’s meeting
present, as there is work that needs to be
“God our Father.” A cordial invitation is
FIVE CENTS.
finished as soon as possible... .Rev. E. L.
extended to all. All those having no church
Marsh, pastor of the Congregational church
home elsewhere are invited to join in
in
in Waterville, will preach at the North
at POOR
SOWS.
(
these services.
church next Sunday in exchange with the j
The services at the Methodist church Sun- pastor, Rev. George S. Mills. Sunday school
j
Curd ol Thanks.
day, Jan. 15th,will be as follows: Sermon by at 12 m. A very interesting course of lesW e wish to hereby express our heartfelt thanks
Rev. G. G. Winslow, pastor, at 10 45 a. m.;
sons published by the Bible Study Co., ento all our friends anil neighbors for attenti >ns
Sunday school at 12 in., Tileston Wadlin, title “The Great Men of Israel,” is being and kindness shown us during the last illness and
superintendent; Topic, “Christ’s first Mira- studied this year. C. E. meeting at 6.15 after the death of our mother, Mary W. Crosby.
cle,” John 2: 1-11; meeting of Junior League p. m. Topic, “Where am 1 going?” Ps. 119:
A. T. CROSBY,
at 3 30 p. in., Miss Lillian Spinney, superin- 57 64.
Rev. E. L. Marsh will speak in the I
M. B. CROSBY.
lw*
j Swanville, Jan. 10, 1899.
tendent; meeting of Epworth League at 6.15t vestry at 7.15 p. m.

$1.50 Per

rash.

Day

A TEN CENT CIGAR

Notice

of

Foreclosure.

II Ml EREAS KDNVARl) B RICHARDS of Em
V? colnville, Conm> of W aldo and state of
Maine, by bis mortgage deed, dated tin* fourth
dav of .1 une A. D 1 8‘J E and recorded in I lie Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume 2-11, Page 4,"*, conveyed to B. F. Young, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said I.incolnville. and bounded as
follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones
on the Camden line between lands of Seth E.
Richards and land hereinafter described: thence
N. 84 E.by said Camden line twenty-six and onehalf (26 1-2) rods to a s, ruce tree on land owned
by S. E. Hutchins: thence N. 28' W on land of
W. F. Hall three hundred and nine (8<hi) rods »
the town road: thence South Westerly by said
road twenty five (25) rods to land of Seth E. Richards: thence S. 28
E
by said Richards land
about three hundred and nine (809) rods to the
1

place of beginning, containing forty-six acres
more or less And whereas the condition of said

mortgage have been broken, now and therefore,
by reason ol the breach of the conditions thereof,
I, Philander F. Richards, assignee of said mortgage claim a foreclosure ol said mortgage
January 7th, A.
Curd

PHIEWDER F. RICHARDS.
I>. 1858).— 3w2.

ot

Tlisiulcs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Harrison take this
method of extending their sincere thanks to their
many friends and neighbors, and especially to
the members of Aurora Rebekah Lodge for kindnesses shown them during their late bereavement.

Small

Costumes.

Skating

Dresses.
Independent
Skirts. Oriental Finish

Home of Mrs. S. J.

The

New York Fashions.

To

Furs. Princess
Velvet
Waists.
in Jewelry.

the

when

1 Correspondence of The Journal]

Editor

of

the writer

to

was

one

a

occasion

pleasant

placing them

on

admir-

able, the opportunity for display is never
neglected by those who can outshine their

greetings with friends and old acquaintances
in that
vicinity. The morning

fellow creatures.

selected for the outing,
the season, made fair

Viennese cloth dresses

are

always

Dresses of fur

out

throughcomment, and scarcely

less

dresses trimmed

always arouse
elegant are velvet
w ith chinchilla or
sable,

promises the day

oftentimes the

One

skiit may be of velvet or handsome cloth,
with a short, close-fitting fur jacket.

day

band around the skirt is

A fur
to

nice

a

or

an

skating costume, and
the high collar, levers

keeping,

be

to

in

of the

widely
literary

suggested to the
writer that a mention of that lady, and a
description, through brief and imperfect,
of her home and surroundings might in-

and cuffs

The occasion

work.

FUMiFLOWS

OJ.

nil.i.s

events

the latter, Mrs. S. J. Stevens,
known for her poetical ard other

should at least, be lined with fur.
NO

pleasant

call upon Mr. and Mrs. Augustheir pleasant home,
Stevens at

was a

tus

essential

late in

to the suit proper, but the skirt
silk underskirt may be rutiled to
A soft llannel skiit set on a
any extent.
yoke, so that no wrinkles appear ou the

of your many readers. Strangers who may travel on the Bangor and
Waterville road—particularly iuthesum-

hips,

under tlie lined silk

mer

Very small toques, trimmed

nize

Belong

lining

terest some

or

should be

underskirt.

worn

season—tow

ard the west may recog-

locality described.
with or wholly of fur with a touch of
On leaving Troy Centre one passes
colortil velvet are most appropriate, and over a gradual ascent fora short distance,
plaided hosiery has now almost entirely j then along a smooth, gently undulating
superseded black. >kating boots should road, past pleasant farm scenery. Shortly
not

at the light app< ars the ancestral home of
the Stevens, from which tie road falls off a
short distance to find a lower level and

be illustrations of economy, and thick
a small muff serve to

driving gloves and
tin* hands

keep

warm.

SMALL

Are

along the

stretches

FIRS

necessity during Spring

a

the

tract

and

forest.

of

sunny side of a little
But to return to the

Summer, to all women who dress well,and
are also of great service in
Winter, as
accessories ovci jackets or capes.
C. C.

place just mentioned. The bright, sunny
aspect presented by the farm house and
its surroundings are indicative of thrift

Sliayne

Mr. Stevens, who has
and contentment.
long been one of the prominent men in

offers his usual Mew Year reducand tlie tide of custom sets in the
direction of his establishment,
tions

partly

because of fair prices, but chiefly for the
reason of absolute reliability, since as
very
persons are judges of fur one cannot
over-estimate the importance of such a
fact. Shayne’scollection ot Russian sables
are

noted

everywhere, and

eiegant
example, sold twelve years ago, has been
made over this season into an
exquisite
an

having stole fronts that reach
the hem of the wearer’s dress,

to

and doubtless this beautiful cape will do
next Summer in sea-shore drives.

duty

THE ADVENT

Of the Princess
and is due

largely

dress is
the

to

surprise,

no

existing

rage for
dresses in this style are noticethe increase at indoor entertain-

velvet,

anti

ably on
ment,and, at last, a good figure counts
for something.
Crepe de Chine, net, lace
or
mousseline, are made in Princess
shape--the silk lining taking the strain,

and the thin fabric is put
1HK

VAl.l/F OF

at will.

on

INDEPENDENT

Waists and skirts is best realized where
one must have a varied toilet at the least

possible outlay, and

lodged
new

the

Site.

indej

far from

s<>

being dis-

cndeut waist has taken

,\s two

fabrics

are

often

“washerwoman” style. Chiffon, put on
crosswise and very full, with a bolero
jacket oi ombroibered silk, with narrow
black V"lvet laced across the front and
the centre

by

large chiffon

;J

|

bow with embroidered ends, makes a dash- ;
ing waist easily gotten up and inexpeusive.
The

independent

skirt is

preferably

velvet, but persons of moderate

of

means

j

employ high-grade velveteen, which looks I
well in the evening, and answers the
;
purpose.
THE ORIENTAL FINISH

With a greenish cast is the leading style
in gentlemen's oi ladies’ cuff buttons,and
rings for the former have Mat tops where
initials may be engraved.
Bracelets
still slender circlets which draw in

expand

at

pleasure,

stones, and two
serve as a

stoues

or

are
or

with small colored
three bracelets often
set

necklace.
the most

Five

or

three colored

stylish setting

for
ladies’ rings, and several of such rings are
often worn together.
Yekona Clarke.
are

Date

Advt

ir

i>t«,

at

for End of

World.

l>i«)<lel'or<l. Me., Differ

as

to

Time.

Biddki OKD, Me., Dec. 29.
The closing day’s session of the fourth semi-

annual convention of the loyal workers
the Advent churches of Maine and New
Hampshire, in the Advent church in this
city, was well attended by the Adventists
of
the
twin
and
cities,
delegates
from all parts of Maine and New Hampshire.
The forenoon was devoted to business
and a discussion of committee work.
Reports of societies were made and were
very encouraging, all showing a gain in
membership since the last semi-annual
convention.
At the afternoon meeting Mrs. Lilia
M. Stevens of Dover, N. II., read a paper
entitled “Literature in Our Homes,” and
was followed by Mrs. Roger
Sherman, who
spoke on “Missions.”
Rev. E. 1*. Woodward of Portland reported for the prayer meeting committee,
and the president of the Bangor society
for the lookout committee.
Rev. \V.
N. Tenney of Swampscott,
Mass, gave a temperance chalk talk to the
young people.
Miss Flora Berry of Lewiston read a
paper, subject, “Wanted—Young Women.”
At the closing meeting to-night Charles
E. Whitney of Biddeford delivered an
address on “Wanted—young Men,” and
Rev. (J. W. Shattuck of Lakeport, N. II.,
spoke for half an hour about “Individual
of

responsibility.”

At

Several features of striking interest will
be found in the opening numbers of The
Living Age for the new year. The number for January 7 contains, among other
things, a pungent and wholesome lecture
on Art and Morality, by M.
Ferdinand
Brunetiere, which is translated for the
magazine and copyrighted by it; the first
instalment of fbe Etchingham Letters,
which are attracting wide notice in The
Cornhill by their cleverness; and tlie beginning of a short serial. The number
for January 14, gives the full text of Lord
Rosebery’s recent address or Literary
Statesmen, which lias been the subject of
general comment; an article from Blackwood’s on The Ethics of Conquest, which
relates to the Philippines; and a bright
paper on The Madness of Mr. Kipling.

y owder

for

lmbies, invalids, or ilie toilet.” She says it is
unsurpassed. 25 and 50 cents a box. All druggists.
It is far superior to the old time talcum powders.
Home from

Klondike.

Mr.

the time

impressive manner. The dedication
followed by an eloquent address by
Rev. E. J. Prescott which contained many
truths, and was well received. The anniversary exercises followed the dedication,
very
was

following program was finely rendered: Singing, chorus; recitation, Luie
Wood ; recitation, Emma Bailey ; song, Wallace L. Pomroy; recitation, Florence Wood;
recitation, Nettie
Reynolds; recitation,
Margie Sherman; song, Wallace L. Pomroy.

and the

The

was

Thin Blood is bound to follow the ravages of disease, the outcome of stomach disorders—thin blood shakes hands with the
undertaker—ward off that possibility—Dr.
Yon Stan’s Pineapple Tablets make and
keep the stomach healthy—they’re Nature’s
antidote—pleasant and positive. 35 cents.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—95.

program

contained

several

other

numbers, but owing to sickness and the
severe cold the participants were unable to
be

Several Adventists who have been attending the convention believe that the
end oi the world will come in 1899.
A radical member predicted to-day
that the Lord would come iu November,
1900.
Rev. E. P. Woodward of Portland, editor of the Safeguard, however, is not
prepared to tix the time for the end of
all things.
He stated that he did not
believe that it was to come next year,
and said that not more than one Advent minister in 100 made such a prophecy.
The furthest date that he would fix
1920 for the end.

fomtort

Samuel

J. A. Clough, Ex-Connnodore of the
Lynn Yaclit Club, Gives an Account of His
Experiences.
mentioned Mr. and Mrs. Stevens were enOn Sept. 10, 1897, the schooner Abbie
joying the society of their only daughter, M. Deering left one of the wharves of
Two sons are Lynn, bound for the Klondike regiops. It
a young lady of culture.
well known physicians in Belfast and contained 10 persons, many of whom, were
well known residents of Lynn, who had
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Stevens is inorganized themselves into the Lynn Minterested in the various movements of tlie
ing Company, for the purpose of visiting
day tending to the elevation of humanity, the gold fields and making their fortunes.
At midnight, Monday, one of the party
and is enthusiastic in literary work.
returned to Lynn.
He was J. A. Clough,
One could not fail to be interested with
ex-commodore of the Lynn Yacht Club,
a hurried glance at the collective
even
and oue of the originators of the prospectproductions *»f her pen. Occasionally a ing company. Yesterday he appeared
A short dis- upon the streets, and about 5 o’clock in
poem has a local origin.
the afternoon, when a reporter for The
tance east from her home stands a vacant
Herald discovered him, he was holding an
bouse, the windows of which seem to be impromptu reception with a number of his
sadly peering through the trees. We friends, who were exceedingly glad to
gieet and welcome him back home, and
were told that as the windows were illw ho listened to him with
rapt attention as
uminated one evening by the rays of the lie related some of his
experiences since he
setting sun. the scene as viewed by Mrs. started on his expedition, 17 months ago.
Mr. Clough would not advise anybody
ni
her veranda inspired the
Stevens t
to go to the Klondike.
Like a large numpenning «>t that touching and pathetic ber of others who have
expended time,
poem, ‘’The Deserted House.”
and
t
ffort
to
get to these regions,
money
Mrs. Stevens receives many flattering* he says that the Klondike is not what
some reports lead
one to believe,
but
compliments from literary people, which
rather ti e reverse—a good place to keep
she highly appreiates, though with no
nut of.
Mr. Clough did hot reach the Klondike
perceptible signs of vanitv,
J. r. H.
because he was convinced, from
| regions,
iepoits that he received when he reached
Waldo Ciood lemprirs.
( (ink’s inlet, in southwestern
Alaska, that
he had better return.
I>i-it t*ic*t
I.<><!”«•. indication' and
\nitiverThe Abbie M. Deering sailed from Lynn
sa rv.
to Freeport, N. S., later going to Bahia,
Owing t" ti e extreme cold of Dec. 2i>th, South
Ameiiea, clearing from that port
there was hut a small gathering at Wiune- for San Francisco.
Going through the
eook to attend the extra session of Waldo straits of Magellan they had a tenable
District Dodge, Good Templars, at which experience, running into a terrific gale,
time a new hall was dedicated and Wimie- l which lasted three weeks,
compelling
them to lay to most of the time. The
cook Dod^e celebrated its lifth annivei,-ary.
reached San Francisco, where
The hall was prettily draped with ever- party finally
u disbanded, and the Abbie M.
Deering
greens, bunting, dags and mottoes, with an was sold.
Here the original party sepaarch of green over the altar, upon which was rated, some of them
going overland, and
the open Bible.
others taking passage on steamers from
The District Dodge met at 11:35 a. m.. and that port.
Commodore Clough, iu company with
was
called to order by District SecreHoward M. Teed, D. J. 1 light, George
tary T. H. Fernald, who called Geo. K.
Benson and Daniel McFadden of Lynn
Reynolds to preside. The following officers and Charlie Mack of
liutland, Yt., took
w’ere present:
District Secretary, T. H.
passage on the schooner Nellie G. ThursFernald; District Treasurer, Geo. E.
San
Francisco on May 13,
Rey-| ton, leaving
nolds; District Supt. Juvenile Templars, 1898, and reaching Cook’s Inlet on June
Mrs. Geo. R. Sherman.
The following were 9th. Here the party came in contact with
a large number of prospectors
returning
appointed to till vacancies: District Temfrom the Klondike, and in nearly every
plar, Geo. E. Reynolds; Dist. Vice Templar, instance
that for every
they
reported
Jennie E. Fisher; Dist. Chaplain, Geo. F.
dollar in gold that was taken out of the
Sherman; Dist. Marshal, Chas.
Wood; mines there it required an expenditure of
from
Dist. Deputy Marshal, Sylvia Sherman;
Those who had estab817) to 818.
Dist. Guard, Ada Wood ; Past Dist. Templar, lished claims there were deserting them
and
to
home.
get
trying
They were disThere were hut three
W. E. Lancaster.
posing of their kits and other parapherlodges represented,by twenty-five members. nalia for a
song, and some who had gone
A cordial and hearty welcome was given
there with good sums of money were rein
an
address
W.
the visitors
E. Lancasby
turning impoverished.
These reports disheartened Mr. Clough
ter, with response by Dist Secretary T. H.
ami his party, and they gave up all deFernald.
Mr.
a vox.e oi uianKs was extended to winue- I sire of reaching the gold regions.
cook Lodge for its hospitality and cordial Clough remained about Cook’s Inlet for a
short lime, later going to British Columwelcome. An excellent dinner was furnishbia, Spokane and other places. He beed by the local lodge.
lieves British Columbia and the State of
In the afternoon a public meetiug was
Washington afford far better opportunheld under the auspices of Winnecook ities for mining tliau Alaska.
Last evening Commodore Clough, who
Lodge, at which time the new Good Templar
is w'ell and popularly known in Lynn, w?as
hall was dedicated and the lodge celebrated
jgiven a reception by his friends at the
its fifth anniversary.
The dedication services were conducted rooms of the West Lynn Yacht Club.
Jan. 4th.
by Rev. E. J. Prescott, State Deputy Grand [Boston Herald,
Chief Templar, Mrs. G. E. Brackett acting is
Pointed Paragraphs.
Vice Templar and T. H. Fernald as Chapa
lain, assisted by a choir and the members
Many hungry man wishes he were outpresent. The service was rendered in a side. the soup.

face.

It is safe to say that few novels have
met with such popular appreciation on
the stage as those of Anthony Hope. According to Literature, published by Harper A Brothers, this novelist will soon
have four plays, based on his novels, running in the United States. “Rupert or
Ilentzau,” “Lady Ursula,” and “When
a Man’s in Love” have already met with
great success in America, and a new adaptation of “lMiroso” is just being produced
now.
It is certainly an unusual thing
that any novelist, no matter how popular,
should have four successful plays on the
stage at once, and it speaks well for the
dramatic quality of Mr. Hope's novels.

The

present.
members of

The

Winnecook

earnest workers for the

and
the

are

doing

fallen

cause

of

all in their power
and save others from

Lodge

are

temperance
to “lift up

falling,”

in

the community. They have built their ball
without any outside help and deserve great
credit, as it is a small community and all are
hard working people.
When the hall is
completed they will have as nice a lodge
home as any in the State.
Let me say I have used Ely’s Cream
Balm for catarrh and can thoroughly recommend it for what it claims. Very truly,
(Rev.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
I tried Ely’s Cream Balm, and to all appearances am cured of catarrh. The terrible
headaches lrom which I long suffered are
gone—W. J. Hitchcock, late Major U. S
Vol. and A. A. Gen. Buffalo, N. Y.‘
A 10c. trial size or the 50c. size of Ely’s
Cream Balm will be mailed. Kept by druggists. Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu St., N. Y.

The most, profitable
of the moment.

teaching

being smuggled
the publishers <•
ture.”

of a great many
seem to have been broken olT.
Our standing army would be
rank were it not for the officers.

simply
men

A bird <jn a woman’s hat is worth a
dozen in the bush—to the cunning milliner.
A man’s ideas of women are formed
from experience, rather than from observation.
There should be more leisure for men of
business and more business for men of
leisure.
A woman looks into one glass to paint
her face, but a man looks into several to
paint his nose.
It’s

positively

cruel to keep up the
the expense of the dude when he
isn’t capable of understanding them.
As

at

rule

laugh and women weep
Tlie fact that they are not
the principals in the affair probably has
something to do with it.

at

a

a

men

wedding.

Rheum, Tetter, Eczema.—These
distressing skin diseases relived by one
application. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is a
potent cure for all eruptions of the skin.
Jas. Gaston, Wilkesbarre, says: “For nine
years I was disfigured with Tetter on my
hands. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment cured it.”
35 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and
Salt

Say “No” when your dealer offers you a1
substitute for Hood’s Saraparilla There is
nothing “just as good.” Get only Hood’s.
A. A. Howes & Co.—93.

The article is

fully

to

illustrated.

It is not generally known that Mr.
Thomas
Hardy, whom Tess of the j
D’Urbervillee made famous all over the i
world, is, in addition to his talent as a
novelist, a poet and an artist of no mean \
order.
Throughout the last twenty-live*
years, while he wrote his novels, he also j
has written a great deal of poetry; and |
has wielded the brush with the hand of a
master.
Only recently did lie consent to
the publication of half a hundred of these
poems, which are to be brought out about
the first of the year by Harpers A Brothers, and which deal with the quaint and
beautiful country life of Wessex which
he has described in such charming way in
Mr. Hardy has also
his prose works.
consented to the use of his owu drawings,
| and the volume will contain some thirty
illustrations by the same hand that drew
the world-renowned Tess.

An actor makes a hit when he strikes
the manager for an increase in salary.

jokes

England,

punish j
such “seditious litcra- I

into

best Mr. Kipling has done.
A lending
article gives a most valuable and timely
discussion of “Copyright in America,”
and the department “Among My Books”
is written by Baron Pierre de Coubertin.
Among the ciitical features are careful
reviews of
Bismarck’s autobiography,
and interesting studies in the life of
Carlyle and Shakespeare. German literature is discussed in the foreign letter, and
the literary notes are bright and interesting, very full, and of attractive variety.

people

A woman saw the first snake, but
have been seeing them ever since.

England

Literature, published by Harper A
Brothers, presents some extremely valuable and attractive features.
Among the
a poem by
more important is
Rudyard
entitled
“Kitchener's
School,”
Kilping,
that is of the same character as the “Songs
of the English,” and will rank with the

is the les-

good points

of the New

“Reading Forbidden Books in the Netherlauds.” This appears in connection with
an article on “The Pilgrim Press in Leyden,” by Rev. William Elliot Griffis, who
is so well informed on all points of Pilgrim history. In his present chapter he
tells of the press established by the Pilgrim .Separatists during their stay in the
Dutch Republic, for the publication of
books setting forth their principles of doctrine; and of the attempts of King James,
when he discovered that these books were

son

The

frontispiece

Magazine for January is a reproduction
from a painting by C. Gums entitled

■

employ-

or

at

Mr.

The Forum begins the new year with an
Sir Charles Dilke
excellent number.
writes forcefully on “The Future Relations of Great, Britain ami the United
States;” Adjutant-General Corbin contributes a paper on “The Army of the
United States,” showing the wonderful
improvement of late years in its personnel;
and Mr. G. Everett Hill, who was private
secretary to the late Col. G. E. Waring,
gives the substance of the Colonel’s report to the United States Government
“On the Sanitation of Havana.”
All of
the remaining art ides are eminently readable.

■

on

ed, both may be picked up as remnants:
foi example, striped silk may form the
principal part, while the yoke may be of
lignrc'l -ilk, with a plain silk ruffle around,
and tigered silk for sleeves in
mousquetaire

finished

grandfather,

pleasant, expressive

“Yictorine”

nearly

His

old farm.

Stevens, was one of the earliest settlers.
Mrs. Stevens, who has the supervisor
of the domestic affairs,is an active unnas8inning lady with whom time has dealt
kindly. She has a cheery voice and a

lew

The January number of The Home
Builder has been received from the publishers, Walter J. Keith, Minneapolis,
Minn., and fully merits the expectations
It concreated by the advance sheets.
tains a number of plans for moderate cost
houses, and the various departments are
interesting and useful. The subscription
is one dollar per year, in advance.

“Cooling effect to irritated skin is secured.”
lays Miss V. A. Apsey, trained nurse, by using

the town, represents the third generation
who have lived continuously on the tine

News and Notes.

The favorite juvenile magazine, Little
Men and Women, with which is incorporated the younger magazine, Babyhood, is
now published at Ttoy, New Yoik, and
the subscription price is only 50 cents a
A new volume begins with the
year.
January number and the prospectus
promises many good things during tlio
year.

Women who have suffered severely
and been relieved of their ills by Mrs.
Pinkham’s advice and medicine are
constantly urging publication of their
statements for the benefit of other women.
Here are two such letters:
Mrs. Lizzie Beverly, 258 Merrimac
St., Lowell, Mass., writes:
It affords me great pleasure to tell
all suffering women of the benefit ! have
received from taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I can hardly find words t o express my gratitude for
what she has done forme. My trouble
I was unwas ulceration of the womb.
der the doctor’s care. Upon examination he found fifteen very large ulcers,
but he failed to do me good. I took several bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, also used the Sanative
Wash, and am cured. Mrs. Pinkham's
medicine saved my life, and I would
recommend it to all suffering women.”
Mrs. Amos Trombleay, Ellenburgh
Ctr., N. Y.. writes:
“I took cold at the time my baby
was born,
causing me to have milk
legs, and was sick in bed for eight
weeks. Doctors did me no good. I
surely thought I would die. I was also troubled with falling of the womb.
1 could not eat, had faint spells as
often as ten times a day. One day a
lady came to see me and told me of the
•benefit she had derived from taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s medicine, and advised me to try it. I did so. and had
taken only half a bottle before 1 was
able to sit in a chair.
After taking
three bottles I could do my own work.
I am now in perfect health.”

promises which
fulfilled satisfactorily.

of the most

Literary

TELL

Been Helped by Mrs. Pinkham.

there to remain until

although

TO

These Grateful Women Who Have

the

his return,
that he took a drive among once familiar
scenes
at North Troy, and exchanged

shelf,

WANT

It

The Journal:

day in the late fall after sucsecurely bundling together

various cares and

costumes are in unusual promipresent, owing to the severity of
the winter, and while plain Cheviot or
nence at

THEY

in

ceeding

Skating

Stevens.

The Art Amateur for January contains
acolorplate, “Winter in Holland,” which
is an exceedingly well-executed snow
scene.
The
supplement designs are
equally practical and are for China Painting, Wood Carving, Pyrography and Embroidery. The text in this most interesting number includes the following articles:
Phil May, illustrated
by that artist,
Flower Painting, Drawing for illustration,
Landscape Painting in both Oil and Water
Colors, Progressive Wood Carving and
Embroidery. There is a perfect feast of
good things for the Ceramic Decorator,
while The House has a Library and Parlor
furnished in Indian Style. “The Collector”
and
“The
Note Book” discuss Art
Topics of general interest. Montague
Marks, in his London Letter, gives an account of The Lithographic Exhibition; we
note that the place of honor was given to
The Art Amateur Color Plates. John W.
Van Oust, Publisher, 28 Union Square,
New York.
20 Years of Vile Catarrh -Chas. O.
Brown, journalist, o! Duluth, Minn., writes:
have been a sufferer from Throat and
Nasal Catarrh for over 20 years, during
which time my head has been stopped up
and my rendition truly miserable.
Within
15 minutes after using 1 >r. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder I obtained relief.
Three bottles
have almost, if not entirely, cured uie.”
Sold by Kilgore A: Wilson and A. A. Howes
& Co.—02.
“I

Liquor Commissioners*

Report.

The annual report of State Liquor Commissioner James IV. Wakefield was submitted to the Governor and Council Dec.
The total sales are #39,497, divid30th.
ed among the twenty agencies as follows:

Auburn; #4,738; Bangor, #2,020; Bath,
| #2,075; Bethel, #1,513; Brunswick, #1,407;

Bucksport, #2,188; Fayette, #79; Gardiner, #928; Greenwood, #837; Green bush,
#05; Lewiston, #0,524; Machias, #309;
Phillips, #1,095; Portland, #8,910; Randolph, #995; Rangeley, #173; Richmond,
$2,060; Rockland, #1,085; Skowhegan,
#110; Waterville, #1,110.
The sales include 4,560 gallons, 171
dozen quarts and four dozen half pint
bottles of whiskey; 187 gallons and 14
dozen quart bottles of brandy; 488 gallons,
10 quart and two dozen pint bott les of gin;
3,784gallons of alcohol; 4,078 gallons and
two dozen quarts of rum; 017 gallons and
30 dozen quarts of wine; 228 gallons of

rum; three dozen quarts and six
dozen pints of champagne; 201 dozen
quarts and 38 dozen pints of porter; 114
doz. quarts and 00 doz. pints of ale; 130
dozen pints of beer; two dozen quarts of
cordial.

Mow

Neptune

Snuttles the Sailors.

When Davy Jones gets
pulling the leg
of old Father
Neptune, the way that shipmixed
ping gets
up at sea is something
like the shuffling of a
pack of cards, and
mariners are dealt out to
ports that they
never started for in most
promiscuous fashion,
Hie great last of November
gales,
of which reports in detail have
only within the past week or two come to hand
from the wide ocean, were an illustration.
It seemed a strange coincidence that the I
first report of disaster to the steamer ;
Loudonian, from Boston for London, !
should have reached us
by a steamer j
which arrived in England from Dementia
and had passed the Loudonian derelict. It
was several days later before
any tidings
I
Asof the missing crew reached land.
Then
a steamer arrived at Baltimore with 45 of
similating the Food and Reg ula
them,and it was rather remarkable that 8 j
ting the Stomachs andBowels of
more of the 20
others, who were ail sup- i
posed to have been lost, should also reach
Baltimore five days later.
Had all hands
remained on their wreck until a
day after
the last batch had been taken off, they
Promotes
j
would all have reached
ness andRcst.Contains neither
England by the!
steamer from Dementia much sooner than
nor Mineral.
if they had seized the first chance of resNot Nahcotic.
cue.
But it. is the first chance that the
j
mariner generally takes.
It is with sailing
craft, however, that ;
! Kmpc rf ou DrS.V'na.rircm/1
the hurricanes at sea play special havoc, !
and in spite of the best of
a
Pumpkin Seed'
seamanship
4lx. Scnrv/
*
man who shirts out in a “wind
jammer''
Podu Ilf Sails
never can tell just where or when lie is gorfn/.rc Seed
Peppermint
ing to “fetch up.” A schooner leaves |
Jit Carbonate Soda
Jacksonville, Fla., for Philadelphia Mie
fform Seed
is passed three days later making good
Clarified Sugar
weather of it.
The next report of her she
hintr/yreen Haver
y
is a derelict wreck.
Ten days afterward
A perfect Remedy
her crew turn up in Hotterdam, all safe on
j
a
tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
rescuing strainer. A steamei arrives at
Baltimore from Rotterdam with two smWorms .Convulsions .Feverishj
vivors of a Dutch fishing smack lost ,n the 1
j uess and LOSS OF SLEEP.
North bea and the lirst report i- then made
of disaster to the smack and the toss of 1
Yac Simile Signature of
three men.
A schooner leaves
port on
the Nova Scotia side of the Bay of Fund.v i
for New York, a trip that with a good
NEW YORK.
|
slaut of wind may be made in a couple of
to
within
the
entiauce
of
days
Long Island j
Sound.
But the schooner is found dis
masted, drifts a wreck for a week and is
then towed into another port.
One man
is found drowned in her cabin and all the
EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER
.j
others are niissiug. Next day a cablegram
comes that three of them have been land- !
ed safely lit Ureenoek, Scotland.
The !
daughter of a ship-owner in St. John, V j
B., decides to acts mp my a captain's
daughter on a pleasant, voyage to Sautos’ \
South America, and the two pack their i
Register of Deep Water Vessels,
trunks for a six months’ t-ruie. The ves- j
sel is knocked helpless in midocean and :
sun ps.
all hands, including the youug ladies, are [
Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at
landed in New York by a steamer from
Hong
17 from New York.
the Mediterranean which stood by four Kong Dee
A (i Holies, David Rivers, sailed for San
days to effect the rescue.
Franciseo Nov 2b for Liverpool
These are only a few instances of tinA ,1 Fuller, C M Nn-bols, sailed from Northat
mixed
way
things get
by the wild folk <)ct 22 for Honolulu.
waves of the North Atlantic.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
I f there are
more
disasters
now-a-days, however, j folk Dee. 20 for AHonolulu.
N Blamhard, arrived at
Bangalore,
there are also more rescues, lor there are
Batavia Dee 4 from Yokohama
more brave seamen afloat to make them,
L B Sutton, K L
arver, arrived at Hono-tnl in tin- regular routes of ibis old ocean, lulu June 2b from
Victoria, B. C.
at icasr, a wreck is always liable to be reEmily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
ported within a few days. But whether from Hong Kong Sept 4 for New York;
those rescued may he landed in England. passed A njer Oi 10
Emily Heed, D (.' Nichols, sailed from
America, China or Australia, nobody ever
Singapore Nov b for New York: passed
can tell.
[The Marine Journal.
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Kong

*

Fadm^Hhmf

Nov. 2ft

Robie, P, F Coleord, sailed from H mg
Oct 7 for New York passed Aujer O

People overlooked the importance of perHenry I> Hyde, 'j' p Colcord, Mai led fi.■ ni
maneutly beneficial effects and were satis- i Now York Sept.
*20 1 or mii Francisco
tied with transient action ; but now that it
Josephus, J. II. I’.irk, lL-ng Kong for
is generally known that iSyrup < I Figs will
Now York ; passed Anjer Dec ;;
permanently overcome habitual constipaMary ij Cushing, .1 N Pendleton, sailed
tion, well-informed people will not
buy from Hong lvong Nov I im New Y ak
other laxatives, which act for a time, but t
blinf, F D P
sailed from
May
finally injure the system, l’.uy the genuine, Hiogt, Aag 21 for New Nichols,
'i ork.
made by the California Fig Syrup Co.
a
N
Puritan,
Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Bn-.-, Carver, sailed from Sau FranHome Lite in Puerto Rico.
is.-.. N’o\ 0 tor Loudon
Reaper, <) C Young, cleaned from San
The native
meal is a cup
for
N s W.
of coffee with milk- addiction to t he black- Fran ist > J m
R R Hernias, CG Nichols, Manila f. r Boscoffee habit does not exist on tin- island
Lon, sailed Irom M■uitevideo No\ M
and a piece of bread.
Breakfast is sei ved
Sachem, 11 T Lam-a'ter, cleared ir u N -.\
at eleven or twelve o’clock and is seldom
^ ork Sept 1M for Shanghai.
pokeu, (M
elaborate unless guests are in the house.
’>1, lat 15 S, Ion M:W
S D Carletun, Amsbury, arrived at Hung
Boiled eggs, bread, and coffee satisfy the
Kong Dec 21 trom New York.
man
eats
man, but the
St Paul, I’
\V Ti eat, s i:!. -1 fro,,
\\ ,,,g
his garlicky beefsteak in addition.
Kong Nov d for New in leans ; [»assed An
Dinner is the meal of the
and is I )ec 2.
eaten between six and seven o’clock. 1’liis
-at Nicholas, C K Carver, arrived at
In
is the native’s only full heavy meal, and
partme Bay Nov is from San Pram isc
State of Maine, 11 (J Curts, sailed from
this fact many account for his
to
j
eat a quantity of food which leaves the I Manila Nov 21 for Host->n
Tillie
F Starbuck, Fbcn Curtis, sailed
average American a victim to
;
from Astoria. < », Jan M for il l.-, S 1
and remorse.
Win H Macy. Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
The positions of honor at a dinner table ! Jet 27 trom S.tu
Francisco.
are, among the older and lion-travelled 1
Win H < oriner, J T Erskiue, sailed from
order: the head Shanghai Nov. b". for New York via Hong
residents,in the
of the .able to the most
lvong.
W ,1 Botch, Bewail C- Lancaster, mailed
guest; the rest, in order of their rank and
rom New \ ork Dec 2d for Rio Janeiro.
around to the
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Alice Reed, Alansoii Ford, arrived at Routrio Nov 1-1 from Buenos Ayres.
Edward May, cleared from Sail Francis.-,,
■sept MO tor Sydney, N S W.

■

REPUBLICAN JOl

Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Balts
more from
Washington, I> C, Dee 2d
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Mnntevieito
June 7 for Puerto Burgh:
Evie Reed, A
T Whittier, sailed from
C P

New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
lolani. McClure, nailed from Hong lvong
Dec 21 tor New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived a*
Portland Dec 25 trom Boston, to load for
River Plate.
Matan/.as, cleared from New York Dei Ml
for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
Dec 20 for Havana.
! Pascagoula
Penohsc■ t,
E G
Parker, cleared from
! Hong
Kong Sept 24 for Boston, passed Anjer
!
Nov 4
*
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Buenos Ayres Nov 2M for
Philadelphia;
spoken Dec d, lat 24 S, Ion 42 W.
Rose Inms, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Rio Janeiro Dec 10 for Philadelphia.
State Assessors’ Report.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griftin, sailed
The board of State assessors, Dec. 30th,
submitted their annual report to the gov- from Rosario Oct 22 for Santos.
Willard Mudgett., A C Colcord, sailed
ernor and council.
The total valuation
from Portland Oct.Ml for Bahia Blanca.
of the cities, towns ami
for
SCHOON KKS.
their assessors, is as
1898, as returned
Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, sailed from
follows: Heal estate, $221,355,754: per- Jacksonville
Dec Ml for Demerara.
sonal estate, $03,144,504; total, $284,500,Gladys, I! B Colson, arrived at Pasca258, an increase over similar returns for goula Dec 27 from Galveston.
1897 of $2,023,457.
To make comparison
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
with the amount returned in 1890, w hen Pensacola Dec 24 for Boston.
John
Smith, Kneeland, arrived at
the last equalization was made,an increase
Brunswick, Ga, Dec MO from Nassau.
of
is found. Nearly one-fourth
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
of this increase is on account of property
\ ork
Dec Ml) from Brunsw ick, Ga, via
which in 1890 was returned as
Stamfoid.

1

II

ami-xn

thany departmenrs

indigestion

left of the host.
The evenings in the home— for instance
of an alcalde, the mayor of a town unspent around the centre of the marbletopped table, lazily rocking to and fro in
the big chairs.
The men smoke their
cigarettes—the women never smoke and
a flow
of Small talk, tilled with simple
jokes and sallies, constitutes the entire
evening’s amusement. Where they have
pianos, the daughters exhibit their limited skill on instruments which are jangled
and out of tune. One never sees a book or
magazine in these houses, though in two
or three
of the larger cities there are
many literary men.
Heading is not a
strong point of the fslaud population.
[Special Correspondence of Harper’s

1

A M

full year lor only vi.oo
lank of Span*- tori

ability

importance, ranged
right,
the host occupying the last seat after his
guests. The women sit at the left of the
table, all together.
Among the more
cultured classes the host occupies the
head, the hostess the foot, the places of
honor being the seats to the right and
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At a ITobate Court h*
:he ( 'mum »d Wald...
Uecember, A. 1>. 1 so*
/ 111 XKLF.S F. THOM 1'
\J estate of JilSlH'A I
d
ille, in said Count
presented a petition p

public or private sal.
deceased particularly
Ordered, That, the said
at

all persons interested
order to be published 111
the Republican .Jourti
t hey may appear at a !’;
Belfast, within and for -a
Tuesday of January next
fore noon, and show ea
the prayer of said petiti*••
ed.
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Attest
Chas F

H

CEO. F. FAMES, M

Filly lears.

Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
of
the
world.
a botcents
Twenty-five
part
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
An Old
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Boston.

e. m

from taxation and which partly in 1S97
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
and the remainder in 1898 was placed in j \ ork .l.in 0 from Now London.
R
F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Nov
the taxable list. There was returned in
>rleans Dei 7 for New \ ork.
1890 as exempted by vote $2,923,455, and
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
in 1898 but $1,495,438.
Boston Jan 4 for Newport News and CieiiThe total valuation of the State, iuclud
In egos.
Salhe I'On, W II West, sailed from Den
ing wild land, as fixed by the heard is 1
$329,510,2 14. an increase <>t $1,0|5,_\"»0 erara Dec 15 for Jacksonville.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Point-aabove the State valuation of Isub.
The I
valuation is distributed as follows : Heal I Pitre No\ 10 from New York.
Willie
L Newton, K
Coombs, cleared
estate, $2-14,177,327; personal estate 80s,
from New York Dec Ml for Sag la.
075,223; wild lands, $10,24S,S2S; timber
'1 he
and grass on public lands, $424,800.
Bounties for Fishermen.
In 1890
number of polls given is 178,131.
the number was 180,170.
A lull lias been introduced in the United
Following are affixed values for 189>: States senate by Senator Hanna of Ohio,
Live stock, >14,583.922; batik and trust and m tbe house by Representative Payne
companies stock, $9,982,840; money at in- of New York, to promote American shipbuilding by means of special mail payments
terest, $10,345,152;shipping, $2,372,999; and
subsidies. A special provision is made
carriages, $1,074,570; musical instruments, for a
bounty of $2 per ton upon vessels en$1,907,642; bicycles, $385,379.
gaged in the deep sea fisheries when one
third of the crew are citizens of the United
States. A bounty of $1 per month is to be
paid to each sailor actually engaged in tlie
deep sea fisheries.
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Steamt rs will leave 1
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a
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nitea Mates guveuiun-m nas se-

cured ample space and has taken steps
to have this country make an exhibit
worthy of this great progressive nation.
It is for you to determine what, if anything. the state of Maine shall appropriate to be used in this behalf.
It has been suggested by his excellency,
Governor Wolcott of Massachusetts, that
it may be advisable for all the New
England states to unite and present a
New England exhibit. Doubtless by so
doing we could make it more creditable
and. attractive, with, less cost to the several states participating, and at his suggestion an informal meeting of the governors of the several New England states
was held in Boston last spring, to discuss this proposition of having the New
England states represented together in
It was the consensus of
the exposition.
opinion that a joint exhibit would be the
better policy. Nothing definite was for
mulated or agreed upon, as mot of the
governors at that time had no authority
to act. and 1 now submit the matter to
you with this statement of facts w ithout
any further special recommendation.
It falls to your lot to put a period to
the legislation in our state for the nineteenth century, for your term of office
will extend a few days beyond its sunset
hour, and it is your privilege, as well as
duty, to enact laws in harmony and
keeping with the spirit of the time. Maine
will in the future, as in the past, be true
to every requirerrtent and demand irnp<>se<!\ upon itv by the march of events.
It will cheerfully accept its share and do
its full duty in helping to settle any problems relating to the future responsibilities of our national government growing
out of the recent war with Spain.
Whatever new obligations changed
conditions shall place upon us in our
career as a nation, we shall not shrink
from them, but as in duty bound as a nation. we shall not shrink from them, but
as in duty bound, accept them in honor
and good faith, confident in our ability,
and realizing our imperative obligation
to assume and solve them, in the interests of humanity, of progress and of good

government.
An honest and determined purpose to
aid our state and nation to do this, and
also to legislate for the best interests
of every section and all classes of our
people, should guide your deliberations,
dominate and determine your votes.

In conclusion, gentlemen, permit

me

to

express the wish that you may find
your duties here and your associations
with each other ve'ry pleasant to yourselves and profitable to the state

LLEWELCYN POWERS.

s-Vl!
whether
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Vi

their contentions

fell f oupd^ Of XV>C

CABTORIA.
KilUl 1,011 Have Alwa,S BoU^
Beam the

B.

the Catarrh Cure, Is
the Sufferer’s Salvation.

Carrier,

IABETES is

T. Chad bourne of Dix-

that is

are as

follows:

Messenger, George

H.

ous

of

First Assistant Messenger, William J.
Smith of South Litchfield.
Second Assistant Messenger, William H.
Holmes of Augusta.
Mail Carrier, Waiter J. Neal of Pittsfield.
Assistant Mail Carrier, Lawrence W.
Simmons of Waldo.
First folder, J. F. Frederic of Starks.
Second folder, Chapin
Lydstone of

ner.

First door keeper, It. C. Noyes of Bradford.
Second door keeper, Edward W. Delano
of Springvale.
Alter *he officers were elected an adjournment was made until Thursday at 10
o’clock, when the State officers, United
States Senator and members of the Executive Council were elected. Then the Governor’s address was made, and is published in full in other columns.

An
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Tiie Semite is composed of fil members,
I all nf whom are Republican in politics.
The
eldest membei at the board is lion.
!
I Daniel ,J. Sawyer of Washington county,
I who is 71
The youngest
years of age.
! membei is Hon. Cyrus S. With am of
j Cumberland county, who is twenty-eight
Niue were born in the
| years ol age.
j towns where they now reside, 2 were born
| out of the State and 2 out of the country.
Ten received a collegiate and S an academ| ical education. Six are single, 1 a widower; 27 of the members have had legisla\ tive experience; 1) are lawyers, d manufacj turers, 2 farmers and 2 merchants. There
i are s ( ungregatiomilists, b Uni versalists,
| 4 llaptisis, 4 Unitarians. 2 Free Baptists,
; 1 each Methodist and Friend, b no religi1

in

i:s

amount
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& Brothers

St. Helena with the memory of his
>ast greatness, living over again Jena,
Wagram, Waterloo, and Austerlitz, one
nay imagine Bismarck watching from afar
lie political arena and longing to be again
n the strife, he lives
again in the old-time
lighting days, and while in the old library
it, Friedrichsruh he dictated this wonderful biography to Lothar Bucher, the tire
ind vivid picturesqueness of his words
prove beyond a doubt that the old statesman, in spirit at least, was living again in
:he days when he had last realized his
imbition, when France was crushed and
Germany united.
in siiorr, we may say mat it is tne most
important contribution to autobiographical literature during the last century, and
that Bismarck as a biographer will rank
with Boswell.
The preparation of the
hook was the pleasure of Bismarck’s declining years, and lie put all his immense
The result of his
energy into the task.
labors speaks for itself, and the German
people have shown already that the book
is a most notable one and of immense
value as a true and complete record of the
life anil wi k of their national hero.
In all literature the work has not its fellow unless one goes back to the Latin
classics and linds in (besar’s Galic war the
same chance to be at a great leader’s side
and in his confidence while tracing the
course of important events. The massiveness of Bismarck’s thought has its full
effect. The sentences march like an army,
coming to the point with certainty, but
from many sides at once.
The reader is
conscious of immediate contact with an
epoch-making personality, and to knowr
truly how the German Empire was created, we must study our Bismarck all over
again. We must know Bismarck’s life as
he himself reveals it.
The book is an adequate expression of
great themes, deliberate, full, and judicial
It is a book of confessions, conin style.
scious and unconscious. There is nothing
We have all, when
like it in literature.
bewildered in the State problems of their
times, wished for the private note-book of
Caisar or Richelieu. But the greatest men
are usually too reserved for the curious
interest of posterity.
Bismarck, however, gives us an unreserved insight both
into his private and political life, and his
style and tone reflect the greatness of an
impersonal tribunal.
The Loudon Times says: “In his ‘Reflections and Reminiscences’ Prince Bismarck presents himself in the more familiar garb of polite society, with the
polished manner of a man of the world,
i keeping his tongue under control, a great
and commanding figure, self-centered and
self restrained, a courtier and a statesman, filling not unworthily with his gigantic personality of the world-stage on which
he moved.”
>n

A soul swoke one day and said,
“My life, O Lord, is Thine;
To do Thy service I will go.

Hancock

That soul toiled fearless through the night,
And through the troubled day :
O sweet the temper of her thought!
O rich the labor that she wrought
To clear the rugged way!

:

preference.

—

>

1

That soul’s true greatness none can know,
Nor know its depth of love;
But life is sweeter than of yore,
And heaven is nearer than before.
And God still reigns above.

1

j

>

J

|

News.

County

Fisheries.

The Deer Isle Messenger publishes statistics of the fishing industry of Hancock
county as compiled by Commissioner A.
K. Nickerson.
From this it appears that
th.e l dal value of the fish product is $705,010.40; of t he sardine factories, fish stands,
boats, weirs and other property used in
the fisheries, 8225,417; 40,830* cases of
sardines were packed last year; 2,008 people arc engaged in the fisheries —450 as
sardine help, 551 lobster fishermen, 548
line fishermen,207 smelt fishermen, 551
clam fishermen, including cann«rs: 80 weir
fishermen. 00 salm >n fishermen and 20
scallop fishermen.

And then that soul, its labor done,
Sank smilingly to rest;
The mother-love that gave her birth
Returned her lovingly to eartn,
Into its peaceful breast.

j

Church

The Presiding Elder of the Rockland
district, M. E. C hurcli, lias the following
reports from this vicinity in Zion’s Herald:
China.
Work on the exterior of the
parsonage is completed.
The building is
greatly improved, $100 having been expended. Two nice chambers can now be
put in.
North fort.
Rev. Kelsey Old way will
supply during the winter, while continuing his studies at the Conference SemiHe reports the wintei term as
nary.
opening well.
Belfast.
Rev.
(i. G. Winslow is
hopefully pushing the work. Scarlet fever
has greatly interfered with
congregations
and Sunday school.
The ladies held a
successful fail, Dec. 12.
Morrill a no Knox
Rev.
A. D.
Thibodeau is doing self-sacrificing work
f°r this charge.
We expect good results
from faithful seed-sowing.
Seausfort. A good revival interest is
manifest. There have been some resurrections. No outside help is employed.
Camden. Good results at this beeRive.
A Sabbath-morning prayer-meeting has beeu instituted. Cottage meetings are being held. Interest has been
Paid and payments made on the debt.
Ihe League is making its last
payment of
over $20Q on the
Rev. T. S. Ross
organ.
has been appointed district
superintendent
of Junior work, and is
ready to help other
churches on that ■important line.

By summer sun or winter snow.
Thy will, O Lord, is mine.”

New Name.

j

By 'ourtcsy of Harper

Kev. Myra Kingsbury—In Memoriam.

The grippe has been known and descilied since the days of Hippocrates, who was
horn 11 C. 4(10.
It was the French physicans who gave it the name which it now
but
in
the attempt to locate its
bears,
origin it has been known as the Chinese
the
Russian pest, the German
catarrh,
disease, the Italian fever, and the Spanish
catarrh.
It has always taken the form of
an epidemic catarrh, and has been attended with great loss of life in
many of its
visitations.
It is agreed that it is occasioned by some particular condition or j
contamination of the atmosphere, hut
there is no agreement among medical men
as to what the condition is or in what the
contamination consists.
The fact that it
is very largely due to
atmospheric conditions seems to be established from its
appearance in London, in 1S47, when* in a
single day 500,000 persons were attacked.
It appeared in New York in
December,
188b, and its introduction was said In be
due to germs conveyed in a letter from
Russia.
Its course ran on for six weeks,
and
resulted in hundreds
>f deaths.
March, lsbl, was fixed as the date of its!
next appearance, and this time it lasted
eight weeks. While it lacked something
of the impetuousness which
distinguished
its first visitation, it proved t * be the I
most fatal of all the epidemics we have
ever had.
Since that time the severity of i
the disease lias been gradually declining, |
but the disease itself has never been en- i
tirely eliminated. Until the outbreak in
December the year 181)8 had the record of
the smallest number of deaths of any
j
previous year since the epidemic first ap- !
peared. A distinguished professor of
Vienna, who made a special study of the
disease, declares that it is miasmatic, infectious and contagious.
There is no
specific remedy so far as known, hut the
best cure according to a physician of note
is a week spent in bed.
[Zion’s Ilearld.

The house is composed of Idl members !
12b Republicans and 2d Democrats. The
oldest,
membei is Winfield 1. Crane of
j
I Whiting, who 7fi years old. The youngest niemocr is Charles Jasper Hutchings
of Brewer, who is 24.
Fifty-eight of the
members were born in the towns they now
\ represent, b out of the limuitry and 10 out
of the State; dfi received an academical |
j education; lb a collegiate, and the re-'
I mainder- had only the privileges of the
common schools; 2b have had legislative
!j
experience; lb are single men, 8 widowers;
2d are farmers, 20 lawyers, ltj merchants,
8 farmers and merchants, 0 insurance
! agents, d carpenters, d manufacturers, 4
physicians, 4 hold official positions, 4 j
apothecaries, 4 teachers, 2 each lumbermen, real estate dealers, farmers and man- !
I ufacturers, farmers and teachers, and
farmers and traveling salesmen.
The re1
mainder is divided 1 each among various
24
are Congregationalists, 20
| occupations;
Baptists, 18 Uni versalists, 7 Methodists, 7
Silos and Ensilage.
Unitarians, d each Roman Catholics and
Liberal; 4 Free Baptists, 2 each Orthodox
There are About 1,000 Silos in Maine.
and Christian, 1 each Protestest Church of
The Maine Board of Agriculture BulleGod, Friend, Presbyterian and Lutheran,
tin for December is devoted to Silos and
fib no religious preference.
Ensilage and is an interesting number to
all farmers.
The bulletin introduction
The Merc.iant Marine.
says:
“We have thought to investigate the
The steam and sail vessels built and
nflicially numbered in the United States matter of silos and ensilage in our State,
to that end have secured all the names
during the six months ending Dec. 01, and
ISOS, amount to 1:30,000 gross tons, com- of farmers having built silos as far as nospared with 45,000 tons for the same six sihle.
“So far as can he learned there are 1,000
months in 1807, and 45,000 tons for the j
These figures silos in Maine, sixty-live of which are
some >ix months in 1800.
not
in use.
The average cost of these
do not include large barges. They indicate
( silos is
£49.70; highest cost,£1.70,00; low est
a total construction for the current fiscal
1
£10.00.
Average cost per ton’s
year of upwards of 275,000 gross tons. cost,
Average cost excluNone of the steam tonnage built has been capacity, 77 cents.
Average cost per
for foreign trade, except the four “Ad- sive of labor, £33.00.
There are several
miral’' steamships under postal contract j ton’s capacity, 41 cents.
Four foreign round silos described, and we would comfor the Jamaica service.
built steamships of twelve thousand tons mend this method of building to all who
in all have been registered by act of Con- j contemplate building silos outside of their
barns.
We would also call our readers’
gress, and three foreign built steamships j
of 7,000 tons as Spanish prizes have been attention to the single hoard silos and the
j
claims made for them.
Those owning silos
registered during the six months.
not now in use give various reasons for
them, such as a change of
I Rev. Sam Small’s criticisms of the army abandoning
live stock, an abundance of liay, decay of
I
from experience— silos and failure to repair,expense connect( chaplain—he speaks
seem to have stirred up a hornets’ nest. | ed with growing the corn and tilling the
silo, when all labor is hired, etc., some
We are inclined to think, however, that
1
claiming they should soon use the silo
there is a good deal of truth in what Mr. again. In no instance has any oue mentionj Small says. He had a varied experience ed any evil effects from feeding ensilage,
j as a
but on the contrary nearly every one exjournalist before he entered the pulj
presses the belief that it is a good fodder.
Pit.
“We believe a careful perusal of the experiences of these silo owners, who are
among our best farmers, will he of much
value to all.’’
!
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or urine is

most
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h. w.

uo

ous

in

psssed, while the
The
disease is really due t o a disordered
state of the nervous system.
The kidneys appear to he affected on account
of the additional labor placed upon
them. The cause is directly traceable
to catarrh. Pe-ru-na cures catarrh every
time, so Pe-ru-na will cure Diabetes.
The following case well illustrates
this :—“I will soon he 73 years old and
now enjoy good health, after
having
been nearly dead. No doctor could help
The first bottle
me, but Pe-ru-na did.
did me good.
Pe-ru-na saved my life.
N. M. Geil, Des Moines, Iowa.”
Druggists everywhere sell Pe-ru-na.
ate

appetite is

Litchfield.
Third folder, Louis J. Brann of Gardi-

!

quick

;

choruses the Press-Tribune concludes:
I
Exceeding credit is due Miss McKeen, not I
only for her accompaniments and her registration, but for her direction of all the parts
to produce, as a whole, a work which we are
1
proud to realize can he thus given by musicians of Waltham.
*
For the benefit of many preseut who desire to hear the cantata again, and
especially those who were unable to attend, the
same program will be
repeated at the Vesper service Jan. 8.

ignated by intense thirst, the
skin being dry
and harsh, debility and emaciation, an immoder-

Fisher of Win-

The Halite Legislature,

disease

sults. It is des-

terport.
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a

church, having been published in 1895.
After flattering mention of the soloists and

tremely danger-

Augusta.

better or more convincing
value of ‘-Bismarck’s Autobiography,” published by Jlarper A Brothers, than the fact that over three hundred
thousand copies were sold in Germany
within ten days after publication, aud the
ippearance of these remarkable memoirs
s an event that concerns not
only Gernany; it is one of vast importance to the
world at large.
It gives us, of course,
dmost a complete history of Europe dmMg the last three-quarters of a century,
»ut Mior than that, it gives a clear
insight
nto the private and public life of the man
more
thau
who, perhaps
any other, made
his history.
The sympathy of the world was with
Bismarck when, a few years ago, lie was
.'orced to resign the chancellorship and
retire to his country place at Friedrichsuli with nothing before him but the
dice Hess prospect of an idle and inactive
ild age.
11c had always been in the thick
»f events, and it goes without saving that
he day of his retirement was the bitterest
lay of his long life. But as we now sec
t, that day was a most auspicious one for
lie world.
For had the Iron Chancellor
remained in public life, it is probable that
lis
monumental autobiography would
lever have been written, and we would
lever have known the great
diplomat as
ie really was.
The idea of au autobiogwas
first
to
Bismarck in
apliv
suggested
u Ess'.
but as he was still in active pubic service at that time, it was impossible
'or him to attempt such a task. But after
ie had surrendered the reins of
governnent and had retired to his peaceful repeat at Friedrichsruh, the thought be:ame more and more pleasing to him.
ile
was a man after Kipling's own heart,
lie
to
iked
do things, and with his life behind
lim and the monotony of idleness before,
t was with relief that he turned to the
loing of his last great work, the fit telling
>f the story of his life.
Like Napoleon

refined and interesting one, and is
among
the recent compositions
hy this most eminent of American writers of music for the

its action, painful and ex-
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all.

Th-u-e is to be an industrial exposition
in Farm in the republic of Fran •*.-• either
in 1990 or 1901.
These expositions are
one of the most potent agencies by and
w
hich
the
nations of this world
through
inform each other of their products and
resources, both from the soil and by manufacture.
ne

There is

proof of

Pe-ru-na,
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Speaker, I. K. Stetson of Bangor.
Clerk, W. S. Cotton of Lisbon.
Assistant Clerk, E. M. Thompson

Bismarck, the Man and the Statesman.
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auditor
1
It costs the
trunk
there
are
but
two
states
in
the
be- <
k and replenUnion
that
lo
not
1
with fish, and
this
ofileer. To create this office it
this large game
woil be ne* ssary perhaps to submit an
amendment t-* the state constitution, as
i a i so economlsection 4, article 3. now imposes very
land fish and
manr of the duties of the auditor
upon
have so very
the «inventor and council.
;> enforced the
UKVIs (-11 V STA TI' T1 IS O F M A TXF.
a "ti of fish and
I would also invite your attention to
u;i 1 hunting and
the desirability of providing for another
and in prohibited
revision of the statutes. The last revis>f the state.thereion was in ls8:p an 1 if measures are Liken
to the indiscriminate
at this session with a vi.-y of effecting
aiy and all times,
another, then will be a space of 18 years
•.
t ;a ntit y of game
intervening, as the new statutes will be
a sing, and poachsubmitted t.<* the Legislature that is to
er g of the past.
meet in 1901.
It would also seem emi>«. called, against
nently tilting and proper that we should
a
when it was
mark the threshold and beginning of the
some very strong
29th century with a new n vision.
Not
has been found, only nee-ssitv. hut something of sentiof great value in
ment. am t he placing of a time mark for i
preventing fires future reference points to this as the
and sport sproper thing to b.* done.
•t lmr sin t os. wit li
I trust as to this revision <>f th*- statut guid-o. and all
utes a mi the --reating of rheoffme of state
i
.gni/.e that tIn* audioi)-, yon will give t*-* both subjects
v
wa? a wise step
such eareful considerate-n as their imI ».tubliess 'th-T
p.»rtan -e ami necessity deserves.
will be sought in
LA lb 'LL ETC.
■tf-r
in resi'M-.a to
The best ini'-rests of labor and all law's
!'s o ill more fully
relating thereto. and also to temperance, j
.'•gisla t ion which and all the important industre s and n- !
the people are to a certain j
r to enact X hope
terprises
extent, at least, for the next tw o years. j
ntlv in mind the
to
your care and ju igment. I
possible of com- committed
’.
; ]]<
privileges We m <-d mark* ts. and a demand for >»ur ;
ashing and hunt- Surplus products, if we would 'ii;!iz<- our
r.tribute to the ex- labor and have it constantly ami r- minis-arerativeiy employed. We must m
tiiem as to ? elieve
by to a -o? 11: dish this end inform other
stare in the near
countries
and
what we produce
have to
I r large approdispose of to find the best markets or
ri; and
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arisootta.
Assistant Secretary, Walter B. Clarke of
Nobleboro.

Ivorine

Buck’s cantata was given at the
Universalist church in Waltham, Mass.,
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 25th, with great success.
The Waltham Daily Free Press-Tribune says;
It was not surprising that, after the chorus
had spent so much time in the preparation
Dudley Buck’s ‘‘The Coming of the
King, under the conscientious direction of
the organist, Miss FI >rida
Burgess McKeen,
a congregation so
large as'to require the
opening of the vestry should gather at the
service of even-song in
the Universalis!
church Christmas Sunday afternoon to hear
this beautiful cantata given.
The work is a

Due Generally to a Catarrhal Affection.

Oliver li. Clasonof Gardiner.
Kendall M. Dunbar of Dam-

President,
Secretary,

primarily, then

1

airs and

Then came the election of officers.
The Senate officers are:

E.

M.

Dudley

A Disease Feared, With Good
Reason.

the

haven’t
any

“The Coming of the King.”

DIABETES

began at 10 o’clock in the morning, when
secretary of the Senate and clerk of
the House called the two bodies together.

you

a ion sha 1!
and continue to determine them,
charm*- the aw so as tc
t K pa y.
STATIC A r 1 d T< >11.
In my form,
.iddre- s I
ailed at tenthe fat
that 1 had received comniun'ii-ations from quite a number t

con-

portsman and
rd

How’s that

to carefully inv. stigate as to what surr
in justice should# be paid by the state a<
a
equivalent t*>r ihe str\ices p- rformed, to each orm >.f them, if the state
is to com .inue to pa > liicin, or if you deem

GAME.

I

iThe Legislature Organized.
Under the most favorable auspices the
08th Maine
legislature assembled at Augusta Wednesday, Jan. 4th. The exercises

1

G great credit
lion, through
is
nergry and
ras

to consider and

trate and prove that the money consideration is not the sole compensation, yet
for t hose who devote all their time to the
duties of their office, and especially one
calling for a high grade of talent, there
should he at least reasonable pecuniary
You will be called upon by
payment.
petitions to raise the salaries of the
judges of our supreme judicial court,
and very likely those of very many state
and public officers. In reference to these
stale officers and especially the justices
of the supreme court, whatever increase,
after investigation, you shall determine
to be right and equitable, if any. you will
not hesitate to give.
The salaries of the county officers are.
and should he. largely within the province of the several county delegations.
They are presumed to know what the
people of their respective counties are
willing to pay for the sendees performed.
Hence, all bills and petitions, effecting
in any way their salaries are uniformly,
I believe, referred to the county delegation. where the officers live, and their reports have usually been adopted by the
Legislature. There has grown out of
this, from a misunderstanding of the
facts, a practice to refer any petitions or
bills to increase compensation of a county attorney Up his county delegation,
and so far as T know, a favorable report
has always been forthcoming. This reference. T do not think, is a correct one,
as the county attorney is not a county,
but a state officer, though chosen by the
electors in the county where he lives and
Hi? salary is not paid by the
serves.
county but by the state, and should,
therefore, be determin' d by a committee representing the whole state, in the
first instance.
Th* practice referred to
has produced a marked inequality in the
compensation now rcceh'd i-y the several county attorneys, tested by the services required as based up-on the population of their ec.unties.
1 submit, as I have no doubt you will
hav-> petitions
-f .r• ym fer further increase of the salaries of some of these

d<- inirs in our
here and ohal aid, sorneand in
v-

|

decide.
SALARIES.
Maine has never paid high salaries to
its public servants, yet it has never failed
to obtain competent, faithful and efficient services. It is a principle generally
recognized that all offices'should and do
carry with them something of value beyond pecuniary compensation. It is for
the best interest of the state that this
view should continue. The salaries paid
to tho members of this Legislature, and
also to the executive, sufficiently illusyou
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Honest Doctor:
Determined to restore health
with paralysis, the physician m
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success
case m

u e
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of Pctersville.

worked

Like thousands of others, on arriving at
the age when the strain of toil should
slacken up and rest begin, the grim enemy
paralysis, clutched him.
His cure was so unexpected, so rapid and
that it is a neighborhood wonder.
complete,
H
While gathering a heavy fall harvest,”
he says, u[ worked early and late. My
hired help left me and I finished the fall
work alone, but the end of the harvest
found me exhausted.
}
“About the first of December I had a
i stroke of paralysis. We called in the doctor.
He said overwork had caused my trouble.
My left leg was dead and helpless : my
;
right leg was fast falling into the same condition.
After treating me a week without any

1:ecaroe a-ev.
gain, my doc
...i
something lor which Kan m.-. cv than.'-, hr-u
enough.
“He brought
a f -x of Dr. 'Tuha ns
Pink Pills for rale People
id told me

thing

man.

thu*

•..

'orhers.

a

This is a plain, straightforward account
of a farmer who worked too hard, who
became helpless through a stroke ol
paralysis, but who had the good fortune to
be attended by an honest doctor, who cured
him by prescribing Dr. Williams’ Fink
Pills for Pale People.
T he farr: „r is William Stimpson. His
farm is near Rugby, Ind. Like thousands
of other in •;llige..t, hard-working men of
his vocatio: he owns valuable property and
is consider:i by his neighbors a well-to-do
Like

.•

i

I
need not go over ro. / gradual recovery in
detail, but you must imagine my joy and
relief when, after two mouths of helplessness, I felt life and strength return da
by
day to my dead limbs. When I had taken
the ninth box I was completely cured.
I am hale and hearty to-day, with no
traces of my awful experience, and I
give
all the credit to Dr. Williams' Pink f ills
for Pale People. They probably saved me
from the grave."
Mr. Stimpson, to give more strength :o
his story, made affidavit to its truth before
Abner Norman, a Notary Public at Rugby.
The power of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
for Pale People in Lie vast number of diseases due to
impure or poisoned blood or
to derangement, of the nervous
system, has
been demonstrated in thousands of instances
as remarkable as the one related above.
No
one who is
suffering can rightfully neglect
this way to restore health.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People.

)
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THE GREAT
1

NATIONAL FAMILY
I

NEWSPAPER

j

i

|
j

For FARMERS

j

and VIM-UGSgS.

j

ami your

favorite home paper,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL/"-"r
BOTH

ONE

YEAR FOR $2.00

THE N. Y. WEEKLY TRIBUNE
and World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able editorials,
interesting
short stories, scientific and mechanical information, illustrated fashion articles, humorous pictures, ami is attractive and
of
member
to
every
every
entertaining
family.

Altogether too Previous.
The newspapers have a happy way of !
settling it first glance all questions in the
religious and political world which other- j
wise might give the people a heap of

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL &y"“ai!tl,e,locl1 “T*

Keeps you m close touch with your neighbors
ami friends, on the farm and in the village, inform, you as to local
prices for farm
For example:—It is evident that
trouble.
the
condition
of
and
crops
prospects for the year, an I is a bright, newsy,
when the 1000 census shall be completed products,
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at your home ami fireside.
and a congressional apportionment thereunder is made, Maine must drop one of |
SEND ALLSbUBSCRlBTlONS TO
its four congressmen, as an equitable dis- j
tribution will only give her three seats in j
the House.
To make the cut-down and !
render everybody happy, the newspapers :
aforesaid allow the first and fourth dis- I
tricts to remain intact and consolidate the
second and third.
Then they replace
,
Frye with Uingley in the Senate, and the
work is accomplished! But, but—why not | ~
wait awhile? Somebody may die within
a half dozen years or so!
[liridgton News. \

|

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL RJBIISHING C0„ Belfast. Me.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
is due not

only

to the originality and
simplicity <»1‘ the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the
Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company
—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
j

|

SAN FRANCISCO, C»i.
Ky,
NEW YORK. N. Y.

LOUISVILLE.

FRED ATWOOD

Winterport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

J

A well known stereopticon lecturer,
who visited South Paris recently, had asOver
million Assets
stimed that “the lecture would advertise !
itself;” consequently did not employ the j
ELATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
FIRE,
LIFE,
ACCIDENT,
good offices of the local paper. He found
out his mistake, however, for upon his ar- IEF-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION, m
Security Bonds lor Cashiers, Contractrival there on the date arranged for the
ors. Al.ninistrators and Trustees. I Correspondence solicited. I Real estate
bought and sold.
he
found
lecture,
very few persons knew
about it, and instead of delivering his lecture, he packed up and left upon the next
train.

Representing

WORMS!

Similar ventures in this

vicinity have
A theatrical company
undertook to play a week’s engagement
had like results.

here without advertising, and the proprietors landed in jail and their employes
in the soup.
Hail Death with Joy—I was s great
sufferer from Heart Disease. The disease
was so great I was confined to bed for days.
I often thought I could hail death with joy.
No physician could give me relief. I procured a bottle of Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the
Heart, the first dose gave me almost instaut
relief. I have taken four bottles. I uever
Mrs. Margaret
felt better in mv life.”
Smith, Brussels, Out. Sold by Kilgore &
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—91.

Twenty

1

In Children or Adulta. The safest and
effectual remedy made is

I

In use

j

TRUE’S
PIN WORM ELIXSR
47 years. 35c. Ask
Druggist for it.
Dr. J. P. TRUK *

most

TO LIST

hone o
Church street, with nine lt>mis
Steam Heat, Hot ami Cold Water and Hath lino in'
A

t

Apply

your

CO., Auburn, Me.

TO LET.
FOR SALK

The store in Johnson Block

by H. 11. Johnson & Co.

story house anil barn
of Park and Charles
streets, is offered for sale on favorable terms.
The property is in good repair
location and neighborhood.

a

good

two
corner

Apply

to

HENRY DUNRAR.

Belfast, Dec. 20,1898.

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. (). POOR

The

on

and in

to

J. C. DCItllAM

Helfast, Dee. 2d. I85>s

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Dr. G. P. Lombard will be here next Sat-

urday.
Eggs for the Boston market are; coming
rapidly aud the price is falliug.
Our farmers

are

ding by hauling

improving

royal rss

in

the first sled-

wood and produce.

in their

t

Ship Emily F. Whitney, Capt. A. S. Pendleton, arrived at New York Jan. Pth, 82
days from Aujer.
W.

E.

local

use

Makes the food

COUNTY

A.

Boston

are

looking

to

H. B.

Uphain

after

Rev. J. Washburn preached
at the church last Sunday-Mrs. Diautha
Stevens went to Lowell Mass., last week to
spend the winter with her son-Mrs. O.
W. Colby has gone to Haverhill, Mass., to
visit her son, who is employed there. .Many

of

business there.

Melrose, Mass.,

is

short winter visit here, aud about the middle of the month will start for Florida.

J. W Brock has presented us with a report ->f the doings of the County Commissioners. whieli makes a tine financial show-

ing.
It was announced last Sunday evenipg at
the close of the week of prayer that the
meetings would he continued to and includ-

Wednesday evening.

man, Mass., to visit his
N. Note-Miss Elvena

the legislature, A.
representative
E
Nickerson, was very fortunate iu drawing one of the best seats in the house, it being very near the speaker’s desk.
Our

to

for

N.

Putnam, who

ten weeks ago,

had

was

will

shortly

Library.

be

he

given

his leg brok-

out

at

devoted

I'niuu

Hall;

the

to

The following have been elected officers of
Phineas Pendleton Engine Co.: Foreman,
Geo. A. Bow*u; 1st ass’t., Fred M. Perkins;
LM ass’t., Chas. A. Rogers; clerk, Edson A.
Bunker.

Several members of Sears Lodge, with
ladies, accepted the invitation extended by
Waldo Lodge, Belfast, and attended the
installation of the officers of that lodge

Wednesday evening
Baker, Carver & Morrill of New York
have

sent to numerous friends in town a
handsome calendar for 181*0. The picture at the top is the Atlantic at sunrise,
painted by Edward Moran.

very

a

days

few

school

from

sister,

East Skarsmont. Mr. and
and child, and Mrs.
and two children of Belmont,
with their parents, Mr. and

Grant is at home
She will go to

Marrinei

Bangor.

at

the

There is considerable sickness

now

Mrs. L. A. Robinson and Mrs. E. A

having

are

Hammons lias the general agency

decided

1

a

la

grippe

and

the

in town.
Achoru

latter

is

threatened with pneumonia. .Mrs. L. H.
Jackson, who lives in the edge of Waldo,
slipped on the ice last week an broke her

m

Fred,

<

its -ale.

At the annual

Mrs.

are

other

whose

cases

We say

baby

is

j

Fred A.

>urg.,
1’lie

iu

if on. A. E

Nickerson made a short call at
home from Augusta last

place while at
week.
our

Lincolxville.

Mr.

Austin

Knight left Monday for Boston, where he
employment-- D. B Withingtou of
Camden spent Sunday in town_A. S.

lias

iu town Sunday-Mrs.
daughter Eveline returned last week from Hartford, where they
urday night.
spent the holidays.A very enjoyable
L. D. Junes, Jr., of South Brooks was in
evening was passed by a large company last
town recently, the guest of his uncle, A.
Thursday evening when they met at Mr.
Stinson and family.
and Mrs. A. W. Knight to celebrate the
J. S. Nickerson and family were called to fourteenth anniversary of the birth of
Swanville Jan. 4th to atteud the funeral of their son Aruie. The evening was spent in
his sister, Mrs. Wealthy Crosby.
playing games, singing, dancing, etc. ReErnest Gray, who has been in the employ freshments were served, consisting of ice
of H. P. Towle for the past month, has
j cream and cake. All report an excellent
hired with Ed. Sargent at Searsport village. time-G. D. Spaulding and wife go to
Bert and Fred Scribner have returned Cambridgeport, Mass., this week, where
from Calais, where they have been in the em- they have employment-Will McKennev
ploy of the New England Telegraph and our local agent, has just received a new lot
of blankets. Give him a call_There is to
Telephone Co.

Several members of Granite Grange visited South Branch Grange, Prospect, last Sat-

Heal and wife

were

Lucy Fernald

and

sociable at the Town House Jan. 20th.
Come one, come all-Hattie Hook went to
Sea rsmont Monday to visit her sister, Mrs.

be
Miss Lou Smith of Belfast, who is study
Dr. E. C. Bryant, has returned from a short vacation at her home.
Carl Coffin assisted Dr. Bryant during her
absence. [Pittsfield Advertiser.

ing dentistry with

a

C. G. Hemenway-Melvin Dickey
Belfast Saturday on business.

was

in

I
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BAROA'NSJN Boys’

S3.981 25

Suits.

Knee Pants Suits,
3.98
39 Boys' Knee Pants Suits, XS'
6.90
our

$3.50 and $4 line,

now

Men’s and Boys’ Trousers.

....

Good Wool Working Trousers, worth $1.50, now
Men's Heavy Gray Ulsters, warm and durable coats,
Fine All Wool Trousers, (5"mfer&':I'"'now
.$3.90 and 4 90
regular price #6.50, now,
Extra Fine All Wool Biack Frieze

#14 00,

Ulsters, fully worth

at

Heavy Wool Knee Pants, for Boys, reduced to
Pants, a bargain at

Fine $1 00 Worsted Knee

$9.75

Great Cut in Prices of Suits.
Mens and

Boys'

All Wool Suits,

■■ ism i ickiii

Black

Cape Coat, worth $4.00 now
Cloth, worth $7.00, now
Brown All Wool Covert Cloth, worth $10.00, now
35.85 Men’s Waterproof Duck Coats, heavy wool lined
$8.90 11.50 Lambskin Lined Duck Coats.
S3 98

Men's

Heavy Double Breasted Black Cheviot Suits,
regular #8.00 quality, reduced to
50 Men's Fine Suits, £.™e?fcS?ton.orr'

Bargains in Cans and Gloves.
Heavy Golf Style, Mens'

Boys' just half price,
Heavy Muleskin Lined Gloves, great values.
and

Men's Braces, worth double,

DON’T
1
w

1

Clifton Morse aud Mr.Volney Thompwent to Unity Sunday to attend the

Byron Morse, formerly

Ian. 12th at 2 p. m.,using both the

funeral of Mr.

lower

dent of this place.

rooms.

rapidly

that he has been obliged to pet another
horse and employ a man to care for the two

horses and have, them in readiness for him
at short notice.... Postmaster Murray is just
recovering from quite a severe attack of la
wd
grippe.... M iss Lou Smith, who is enu
in Dr. E C. Bryant’s dental rooms, S|
t
the holidays with relatives in Belfast....
Farwell has
Miss Mute
been ill for a
week past, with the prevailing epidemic....
Miss Lou Emery, an employe in Fitzgerald’s
pant factory, had a severe attack of heart
trouble last week-C arl Coffin, Bates 1900,
has been visiting his aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth
Coffin, on Hartland avenue_N. C. Smith,
who has charge of a crew of Maine Central
carpenters, has been at home sick for a
short time, but has resumed work....Mrs.
Allen Hae! ett, who has been sick for sometime, is getting better.... Miss Ena Tucker
began last, week to take charge of tlie school
in district No. 10, which bad been closed on
account of the illness of the teacher, Miss
Marion Longley, who was obliged to go to
her home in Plymouth_The Pioneer mill
is very busy at the present time.
Besides
their usual work they are making a large
number of heavy weight samples, and have
been obliged to run some parts of the. mill

evenings for the past month.Othello
Goodwin has recovered from a severe attack
of grip and is now able to he out....It is
useless to try to mention all the sick ones,
but all are improving.

a

resi-

Esther Cilley is still on the sick
list.Mrs. A. J. Simmons, who has been
Waldo.

sick

improving.
sick with paralysis of

pneumonia,

with

is

Mrs. Isaac Burns is
the bowels_L. N. Simmons, assistant mail

Representatives, was at
Sunday....J. H. Cilley, general
the King, Richardson Pub. Co., has

carrier, House of
home

over

agent for
au office in Belfast.... Miss Nan Grindle, w ho
has been teaching the Evans school, left Friday for her home in South Penobscot... .The
person or persons who took the hive of bees
from the Levauseller Bros, are requested to
return the hive before swarming time.
W in ter port.

The W.

C. T. U. held

an

interesting service Sunday evening; subject,
Peace and Arbitration.... Mrs. R. A. Milliken has been quite ill, but is slightly imMargaret Kelley is very low,
of recovery.
Miss Marion
Kelley arrived from Hartford last week and
will remain while her aunt lives.... Mr. F.
French came over from Gardiner and spent

proved..
with

no

.Mrs.

hope

Suuday at Mrs. Kelley’s-Capt. Benjamin
Thompson is able to be out again. His
daughter, Mrs. Williams, with her little
daughter Hilda, arrived from Boston last
j Saturday_Mrs. Crowley is very low, and
| her daughters, Mrs. Margaret Atwood of
Boston and Mrs. Clara Merrill of Hudson,
arrived Sunday.. There are still many
cares of grip reported.
XNUK J.Jrl

19c.
9c.

.

Great Trade in Underwear
Heavy Grey and Brown Underwear at
Heavy Fleeced Underwear, very fine goods
Heavy Wool Underwear, worth 75c , closing at
50c.

i5c

ask lor credit At these Pnces- WE CANNOT GIVE IT.
Parties ordering goods bv mail or
given fust as good values as if they came themselves. Money returned it not perfectly satistie

..Mr.
son

19c.

.....

harry w.

MY CLOTHIER,

j

,,

Brown Covert

DOWN FROM $5.00 and $7.00.

sick_

so

*

ULSTERS.

Elijah Five; O. G., Joseph Elliott....

His business has increased

Brag and bluster prove nothing. Merchandise facts pro\
statement with the tacts) that each jrice we quote represents an averae

Kersey Overcoats, worth #10, now
Fine Grades,
Kersey Overcoats, made in an elegant
#12 and #15 line, color Black and Brown,
S9.75 and 11.9Q

manner, our
n»w

Ladies’ Circle will meetiu G. A. R. Hall

scus.

Centre

cur

Extra Fine Men’s

j

was

Instantiate

All Wool Beaver and

1

week visiting at Howard Ward’s.

m

BLACK BEAVER OVERCOATS, small sizes only,
BLUE CHINCHILLA OVERCOATS,

upper and
The ladies are requested to
•ome early and help make a social time at
he lirst meeting of 181*!). Supper will be
ierved in the diniug room from 5 to 7 o’clock,
cleaning.
nine couples were married and thirty-six ;
itid a social
in the hall from <> to 10 p. m.,
IsLKsnoRO.
Old Charlie, a venerable i
persons died as follows:
horse who reached his one score year and consisting of recitations, reading, games,
etc.
All are cordially invited. Per order of
aged yrs.
Jan. d Susan S. George....71 "
ten, has gone to the horse heaven. He had the presidents, Mrs. E. A. Boulter, Miss
Feb.
I. Capt. Augustus A. Larrabee
been a faithful servant, a willing and noble * Frances I. Williams, and Mrs. Inez Bellows,
drowned
at
hostess.... Miss Frances I. Williams comGloucester,
worker in all his undertakings.
He came
Mass.45
pletes a term of school in Moutride this
to this town at the age of six mouths, and
1* Charles Nelson drowned at
week
Miss Pearl Carter,who has been atGloucester..28
then spent three and a half years in peace- tending school m Thorndike, is expected
March ti. Almira J. Crockett.77
ful pastures.
He was a norse of noble char- home this week-Beacon Light Club held
April 2 Junia C. Porter.40
its animal meeting Jan. 2d with Mrs. Reuacter and sterling qualities.
Seldom a Sun- ben
0.
Jane H. Smith. 71
Sibley, and it was one of the most pleas21.
I
“old
Joseph E. Nichols.81
but
Charlie"
ant
could
events of the New Year... .There are
day morning passed
28.
Edith Merriman... ..11
cases of the grip in our village and
many
be seen plodding off to church, and some
May Id Anu G. Sheldon at Boston.(50
vicinty.
one gave him the name of the “Oid Gospel
:*0.
George W. Morrow.‘.Mi
June 2.
Prospect. Isaac and Eugene Partridge
Elr/ahet-h Merithew at BosHorse.” He had several different owners,
were at the dance in North Searsport last
ton .51
but was never off the islaud.
He never i week....Miss Ella Moore has
10.
returned to
Al.iah B. Merithew.70
saw the steam or electric cars, and was very
her home in Frankfort, from visiting rela28.
James Averill.81
tives
in
first
The
C.
good sledding
much excited when the Fourth of July came
Prospect..
Smart.78
Mary
has come and now is the time to haul logs to
July 1. Julia Sullivan.05
with its tire-crackers and noise. But now
15.
Fidelia A. Myers.59
Boyd’s mill.. ...J. A. Haley lias sold his
he is beyond all this, and those who have
pressed hay to parties at Mosquito mountain.
July 15. Annie M. Treat.51
...I. F. Gould is training some of his colts,
20
ridden behind him can think of it as a thing
Joseph B. Bowen.09
20.
Lavinia B. Whitcomb.70
giving occasionally a spin to Blue Wilkes
of the past, like many other pleasures.
for exercise... .Where are the pedlars? It
24.
Elizabeth Colcord.47
has been more than a month now since
Se.pt. 11. Jane Mortland.75
Belmont. George Wilkins is very sick
Arabian Mary or any of the dark skinned
11.
Mary Mortland.01
with the grip-Mrs. W. F. Marriner is
damsels have been around.
14.
Probably they
Mary Young.77
Oct.
8.
Louise Murphy. (5
quite low with throat trouble_The family are waiting for the hens to lay, as eggs and
24.
Martha Chase.02
pensions are about all the money resources
of O. F. Allenwood, who have been sick for
in the country,now... .There is a petition iiv
20.
Henry Pike.87
two weeks, are somewhat better. W.S. Foss
circulation to change the law so that small
28.
Nancy Webber.70
is
able
to
sit
of
the
towns
can have their option to pay in labor
Nov. 17.
John L. Hammons. .81
up part
time_Daisy,
20.
Hiram H. Crockett.71
infant daughter of Miles and Laura Pease, or money lor work on the roads... .Since
the price of hay is so low and future pros20. Ellerson Pattersou at Cois reported better at this writing... .Mrs.
liasett.24
pects unpromising, and with no hay to sell
Alma Tower of Auburndale, Mass and
in Prospect at paying prices, there is hardly
Dec. 14. Mary Flowers.HO
Mrs. William Moody of Hope were in town
28. James N. Carver.78
anything to haul on our sparcely settled
roads, and this talk of w ide tires and macadlast week, called here by the illness of their
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
amized roads, where there are hardly any
Fred E. and A. Stinson are on tlie sick
mother, Mrs. Betsey Patterson... .Two old
people, means higher taxes and ooorer
Mrs.
list.
and
Mrs.
are
people,
Sprague
Clark,
shingles on the house and barn.
dead and ready for burial at this writing_
Pittsfield.
Business is picking up a
Nearly seventy couples attended the j
Those who can are busy hauling up a supply
little in this place. Several of the clothiug
Christmas ball at the Grange hall.
manufactures
have
sent quite large orders
of wood. It is a good time to chop and haul,
Delbert E. Nickerson is rejoicing in the
for w;ork. Smith & Conant were advertisas there is just snow enough_The only
ed to start their mill Monday, sawing spool
birth of a ten-pouml son
born Jan. 5.
question that cannot be answered just now stock. The outlook is said to he good for
There will be a levee and hall at Granite is,
Why don’t the hens lay?....Mr. Geo. the firm to do a large amount of business.
It, has also been announced that the Walker
grange ball, Thursday night, Jan. 19th
Mears has a cow 13 years old that made
Woolen Mill will start this week... .There
Joseph Wallace of Bangor, our Russian 10 3-4 pounds of butter in 8 days, besides is still a large amount of sickness m town.
dry goods peddler, was in town last week.
selling one quart of milk daily and using all Our physicians are all very busy, both day
and night.
Dr. W.O. Maiden, of whom I
that was wanted in a family of three, and
G O. Fernald, Geo. E. Chapin and J. W.
know more than 1 do the others, made
five
cats
which
Mathews have finished harvesting their ice. keeping
George says took
twenty seven professional calls one day
one (piart more every day.
recently, treating twenty-one different perMiss (lassie Curtis of East Belfast

can

Freedom. Owing to the storm Friday,
the installation ot officers of the Dana B
Mrs. Lucy WentCentre Montville.
Carter Post, was postponed one week. The
worth, who has been visiting her daughter
jfficers elect are as follows:
Com., Elander \ Mrs. Stephenson of Portland, has returned
Grant; S. V. C., Hiram Eastman; J. V. C
and is now stopping with her daughter, Mrs.
Marcellos Harding; Chap
Knowles Bangs:
O. A. Ramsay.... Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
3. I>.. Frank Nutt; Q. M
Joseph Brown; Johnson have returned from Massachusetts.

1

town last

(and

OVERCOATS.

in

dangerously

to do so, to close out our entire stock of heavy w.
want to be shown brand new styles each \ ir.
lots of Suits and Overcoats at such low prices that even t!i

policy

Our customers

25 PER CENT. TO PURCHASERS.

Alice Tower

and Mrs. Clark Mardeu are sick with la
grippe.... Mr. J. W. Nickerson made a business trip to Boston recently.

it is

season.

way it can be cone, is to close out the broken
ot values can realize what they are getting.

judge

Mr.

Hallowed closed a successful term of singing school of twenty-one evenings last Thaisj
meeting of the stockliold*
day evening. All were invited, and a grand
vis of the sears port National
Bank, held at | entertainment was rendered
the
teacher
!
by
their banking rooms Tuesd ay afternoon, the 1
;t ml school.... Mrs
Alice Bowler ft*ii down j
following directors were chosen for the en- ! cellar
recently which lamed her quite had-;
suing year: James G. Pendleton, Geo. F.
ly.... Parson Perkins is failing each day. He
Smith, Beuj. F. Pendleton, Joshua B. Nidi- ;
is almost helpless.
His son John is taking
ols, Wm. C. Pendleton. James G. Penalle- i
care of him.
His age is ninety-one years_
ton was elected
(
lias.
and
F.
president,
Hattie Clough of Liberty spent a few days
Gordon, cashier, James A. Colson, assistant
with her cousin, Cora A. Good.vm, recently
cashier. The hank has declared a semi-anand returned home last Thursday.... The
nual dividend of four pier cent.
young folks met at. the Methodist church
Necrology. During the year 1808 there last
Thursday and gave the house a thorough
were born in
Searsport sixteen. Twentysuccess 111

pnly

CUSTOfl,[andwe find

great sacrifice ;t the waning of the

at a

town....Mr. Fred
Curtis, while out gunning the other day, got
a duck in Toddy Pond.... Hon. A. E. Nickerson and Nickerson & Datum have
got in
their year's supply of ice. Mr. J. O. Patterson, Mr. <> B. Patterson and Mr. Wallace
Cunningham are cutting ice now. It should
have read Mr. and Mrs. Bvron Larrahee
were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Charles Walker last week-Clarence Walker and Geo.
llarvey are on the sick list. ...Mrs. Wallace
Cunningham is in Prospect with her sou
there

pocket electric light, which is
veity and is proving very use* J arm.
lul to plumbers, policemen—in fact, to him- j
Palermo. The Ladies’Sewing Circle for
dreds of \ ople. who are obliged to be out in j
the benefit of the Baptist church met last
the dark.
The light is grind for eight tbouweek at Mrs. James Knowles. The proceeds
a.t:.d dashes, an 1 an lie reeharged for asmall I
of the evening were S‘2.90..
Z. S. Parker of
sum.
Mr Hammons is meeting with good ;
.t

a

Mrs. Grace

village, taught by Mr. Hopkins,
held an exhibition at The Grange hall last
Saturday evening with a small admission
fee. There was quite a large attendance....

Sears Lodge, No. 82, I. O. O. F. has elected
the following officers lor the ensuing year:
E J- Wentworth, N. G.; E. A. Buker, V. G.;
C. E. Adams, sec ; John Putnam, Treas. The
date (J the installation has not been anno uneed yet.

of Main.- for

IT HAS BECOME OUR

was

..

later.

Geo. 1,.

which

McAllister,

|

Sears’ Public
A program aud date will appear

to

program,

COME AT ONCE.

I

...

entertainment is in preparation and

proceeds

the

DON’T PUT IT OFF.

--—-• • • •---—

spent Sunday
the last of the week to spend the
Mrs. Austin
with her brother, Mr. Wilber Grant.
Miss Sadie Littlefield is attending school j Marriner-Fred E. Wyman of Northport
was in town Jan. 8th, the guest of his sister,
m Dedham, Mass.... Mr. Warren Benson of
C. Thomas and
Frankfort has moved onto the H. B. Little- i Mrs. Arad Mahoney.... H
field farm.... Mr. and Mrs. 1. F. Gould went ! children spent Dec. 2oth with his brother
..Arad Mahoney was in East Northto Belfast Monday, shopping... .There is to
j Eugene..
be a sociable at the Grange hall Jan. 18th. | port Sunday, visiting his mother, Mrs. Sarah
Mahoney.. Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Arnold
All are cordially invited.... Mr. E. Marden
and (laughter of Belfast are spending a few
is very poorly.
months with his father, Jarvis Arnold.
South Freedom. C. C. Sylvester, the
Mrs. Mary A. Abbott of Camden is with her
blacksmith at this place, has gone to the
sister, Mrs. Eliza Donnell, for a few weeks.
village to work for Mr. Post ...Frank -John
Cunningham of Franklin, Mass.,
Thurston has gone to Pittsfield to school, and
was in town last week-Capt. and Mrs.
Miss Venie Getchell is to go to WaterRodney Witherspoon of Rock port were at
ville to attend school.... Mark Jackson is
Henry Mahoney’s Jau. 4th-Lucy Heald
teaching in the Davis district and Harry and two children of Boston are in town....
Bangs in the new schoolhouse.. Mr. Bick- Miss Eva Dounell of Belfast is at G. E. Donford of McFarland’s Corner is teaching a nell's for
a few weeks.... Francis Gelo fell
singing school here and is said to be a very and broke a rib recently, while
chopping in
tine teacher-We understand that Mr. An- the woods.
drews and family, who left here lately for !
Swanvii.i.e. Hon. A. E. Nickerson came
Washington, have been heard from and were ^ home from
Augusta last week and returned
making the journey all right. They have
train. Mr. Bert Scribner will
let their farm to Hale Sylvester for five Tuesday by
take his team through later_Rev. T. S.
years.
Ford has made a trip by train to Augusta,
Mokkill.
The Morrill Sunday school ! Gardiner and Togus, holding religious serwas re-organized last
Sunday, and officers vices with the soldiers and others, and reelected for 1899 as follows: J. R. Mears, turned home Dec. JO ill after a five days’ abSupt; Grace Bowen, Asst. Supt., Mrs. T. H. sence-School in district No. 1, Miss Julia
Pearson, Secy.; i.aforest White, Collector, Chase teacher, is closed on account of scarTreasureraud Librarian; Mrs.T. N.Pearson, let fever. Both of Edgar Robertson’s little
Chorister-Schools closed last week. The boys are sick with it, and it is feared that

The lire department gave their annual
sociable and clam stew Tuesday evening.
The stew was made by Boweu and Trundy,
audjt goes without saying it was a good one.
An

followed

heartily enjoyed.Harry

Kingman

Monday—a remarkable recovery considering che age of
Capt. Putnam, seventy-three '’ears.
en

time

winter

The magazine issued with last Sunday’s
Bt siou Journal has several cuts showing
the position of pilot boat Columbia, from
which Ellerson Patterson was lost.

Capt. J.

entertaiument

student of the M. <3. I. and a popular young
of the people in this vicinity are sick with the ; man, closed a
very successful term of school
grip.H. M. Vose is suffering with j Jan. Oth.... F. E. Libby is making extensive
rheumatism in his legs-J. E Hall is af- ; repairs on bis barn. He is wintering five
flit ted with a very sore throat.... Rev. J. hundred sheep and six pairs of tine matched
Washburn left for his home last Monday.... ^ oxen-Mrs. John E. Hart was suddenly
C. A. Hall was disabled last week by a large called to Watervillc Saturday morning by
the illness of her daughter, Mrs. Bert Reyboil on his neck.
nolds, and her two children.
.George GilProspect Village.
Mrs. Alice Halev
more
is
harvesting his season’s ice this
and Mrs. Della Harding are on the sick list.
week. He will put in a larger amount this
....Mr. Sanford Libby has gone to Whityear than ever before.

making

a

ing

MONEY.

Saturday evening consisting of recitations, singing, instrumental
music, charades and reading of the Burnham Enterprise by the teacher. A social

IIalldale.

Ross aud George Bullard of
absent on a trip to Jamaica with

CO.,

HEW YORK.

Burnham. The village school, under the
instruction of G. L. Goss, closed Friday,with

CORRESPONDENCE.

an

M.

STILL GOES LIVELY ON. HUNDREDS OF CLOTHING BUYERS
TARiOr
ADVANTAGE OF THIS MARVELOUS OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE

delicious and wholesome

Griunell began harvesting ice for
Monday. It is about a foot in

The following is the list of letters advertised in the Searsport post office: Miss Harriet Nichols, Mrs. Hattie S. Nichols.

a view

more

ROYAL BAKINQ POWDER

thickness ami of good quality.

Capt.

Absolutely Pure

oruiXN^.a.

±

we

iniaci-

ites met at Mr. Win. Smith’s last Tuesday
evening. The program was as follows:
Singing by choir; Bible conundrums, Mrs.
Jennie Marden; reading, “His Mother,”
Inez Maxtield; history questions, Bertha
Partridge; song, “On the Banks of the
Gertie
Mrs.
Clifford; rec.,
Wabash,”
“Christmas,” Jennie Clifford ; reading, “The
Dentist,” Emery Calderwood; song, “My
Mother,” Mrs. Hattie Calderwood; stories
by Mr. Wiy. Smith, Mr. Freeman Partridge,

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.
SAILED.

Jan. S.

alliaven.

Sell P M Bonuey, Burgess, VuiAMERICAN

FORTS.

York, Jan. 4
Ar, brig Mavilali,
Richardson, Pernambuco; sell Arthur V S
Rum
Woodruff,
Cay b, ar, sell Isaiah Hart,
Port Tampa; 7, cld, soli .Etna, Chipuian,
Havana; sld, bark Mannie Swan, Barbadoes; sobs Willie L Newton, Havana; II F
Pettigrew, Philadelphia; 8, ar, ship Emily F
New

Whitney, Hong Kong.
Boston, Jan. b. Ar, ship 1* R Thomas,
Manila, via Montevideo; 7, sld, sell Young
Brothers, Newport News; 9, ar, sell Jose
Olaverri, Baltimore.
Cld, soli Gov Ames,
Philadelphia, Jan.
Waldemar, Havana; 4, cld, sell Olive T

Whittier, Whittier, Turk’s Island; Scotia,
Cabello and Wilming-

Curaooa via Peurto
ton. Del; 8, ar, sell

R

F

Pettigrew,

New

York.
Baltimore, Jan. 8. Cld, sell Yale, Coombs,
Boston; 9, cld, ship Roanoke, A ms bury,

San Francisco.

Portland, Jan. 8.

Sld, sell Charlotte T

Sibley, Round Pond and Charleston. S C.
Apalachicola, Jan 8. Sld, Susan N Pickering, Haskell, Boston.
Norfolk, Jan 4. Ar, sell Massachusetts,
(new) Lane, Wiscasset.
Ar, sell Abbie C.
Pascagoula, Jan 4.
Stubbs, Whitney, Kingston.
Fall River, Jan 4.
Ar, sell Win Slater,
Perth Amboy.
9.
Jan
Sld, sell Daylight,
News,
Newport
Boston.

Feruaudina, Jan
Ar, sell R Bowers,
New York.
Port Royal, S C, Jan 5.
At Bay Point,
wind bound, sell Star of the Sea, for Balti8.

Young,
more.

New London, Jan b
Ar, sell Lucy E
Friend, Patterson, Newport News for Salem ;
7, sld, sell It F Hart, South Amboy for New
Bedford ; 8, sld, sch Harriet
Brooks, New
York for Bath.
Port Reading,

N J, Jan 5, Sld, sch Electa
Bailey, Clay, Providence.
Ar. sch Win E
Brunswick, Ga, Jan (j.
1 bivvnes, Baltimore.
Jacksonville, .Jan t>. Ar, sells Maud Snare,
Lowell, St Vincent, VV I Sal lie I’On, West,
Demerara: 7, ar, sch Mary A Hall, Haskell,
New London ; 9, cld, sch James A Garfield,
Surinam.
New' Orleans,

Jan. b.

Pendleton, Fletcher,
D H

New

Cld, sch Eliza J
York 7. ar, soli

Rivers, Coleord, Vera Cruz.
FOREIGN FORTS.

In port, sen Wesley M
Bermuda, .Jan 2
O’er. Herriman, New Orleans for Boston,
awaiting repairs.
Hinge, N<>v ID. Sid, ship Manuel Llagunn,
New York; 30, in port, slop John McDonald,
for N

w

York.

(.'apt. Frank Marden, Mr. Edward Clifford
Buenos Ayres, Nov 22.
Sid, hark Addie
and others; conundrums and charades, Mr#
Morrill, Anderson, Boston for Rosario.
2D. In port, hark Alice Reed,
Rosario, N>
James Marden, Mrs. Helen Smith ami
for Rio Janeiro
others. Several songs were sung by request,
Sid, ship Cora, Rio
Greenock, Jan 7.
ami F. Percy Partridge and Mrs. Gertie Janeiro.
Clifford gave several harmonica and organ
Anjer, Dee 5. Passed ship State of Maine,
for Boston; »>, passed ship Mary L
duets....Mr. Wilbur Ridley has been quite Manila
Hong K< ng for New York.
Cushing,
ill with the grip for two weeks, hut is now
(Jienfucgos, Jan 4. Ar, sell Alicia B CrosMarden
Jessie
has
I
Bunker,
Newport News.
improving_Miss
gone hy,
Hong Kong, Nov 2D. In port, ship Win
to Med field, Mass., to work in the straw shop.
H Conner, Krskine, from Shanghai, arrived
..Mr. Henry MeCaslin and family of Sears20th, for New York.
port and Mr. and Mrs. George Lathrop of
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Stockton Springs village visited at Capt. S.
New London, Jan 7—Sell. Anna PendleB. Littlefield’s last week.Miss Mattie
ton of Islesboro, Me., Thomas, front Noank
Littlefield has gone to Augusta, where she for New
York, collided in the harbor with
l as employment.Mr. Samuel Holt has sell. Green leaf Johnson and hail spanker
taffrail
torn
(The
where
away; will repair here.
lie has
arrived home from Frankfort,
Green leaf Johnson was last, reported at
been very ill for several mouths... .Mr. and
Norwich for Fernandina.)
Mrs. Arthur Moore of Monroe visited relaBoston, Jan. (>—The two-masted soli CataMr.
tives in town recently....
Eugene warnteak (of Rockland), Capt Outhouse,
while bound down from her berth at the foot
Partridge, who is employed in Prospect, was of K
street, South Boston, where she had
at home last week on account of the grip
discharged her cargo, grounded on a mud
_Mr. Herman Partridge and his sister hank near the L street drawbridge, and ou
Bertha visited relatives in Frankfort, re- the incoming tide she heeled over and tilled.
Arrangements will be made to pump her
cently.
out and float her. The vessel is owned hy
I. L. Snow of Rockland.
Trade Follows the “ads.”
Sch. G. W. Reed, Candidge, sprung aleak
and sunk in Fox Island Thoroughfare, Jan.
The New York Press calls attention to the 3. All hands saved. The vessel was 52 tons
fact that of ten large retail firms that have register, was built at Boothbay in 1851, and
failed in New York city not one was an ad- hails from Rock port. She was loaded (partvertiser in the newspapers.
ly in Boston and partly in Portland) for

clark,

Bluehi 11. Tht' Portland cargo was insured
with Morse «Sj Guptill, The vessel was worth
about >'200 and not insured.
The wreck of the soli.
Rockland, Jan.
W. H. Jones, which has been sunk in the
harbor of Rockland tor sometime, his tiual
l.v been removed under the direction of the
r. S. Engineer's «>tli -e.
The w reck has been
a menace to
navigation and has been blasted
and the debris broken up by a dredg.-.
ft
will be remembered that this schooner wlr.ie
loaded with lime caught fire and afterward
sunk.
Boston, Jan. 0. The Searsport, Me .ship
R R. Thomas, from Manila and Hong Kong,
arrived at. this port to-day.
The Thomas
loaded a cargo of 8,040 hales of hemp at Manila and left that port on April 22
She sailed from there hurriedly and it, was expected
that Admiral Dewey’s licet was near at hand
and that a battle was imminent.
For this
reason the ship sailed without
waiting to
procure provisions for the voyage and was
obliged to put into Hong Kong intake on
stores,
She left the latter port on May 25
and bad a long and trying passage.
On Oct
14th, she was in the south Atlantic with her
and
it
was desupplies rapidly diminishing
luded to bear up at Montevideo.
About, this
time Capt. E. D
Blanchard was stricken
with paralysis and lie died on Oct. 2D.
She
reached Montevideo a few days later and the
remains of the captain were taken ashore
for interment..
With the death of the captain the duties of master devolved on First
Mate Graham.
He communicated with the

reaching Montevideo and was
ordered to bring the vessel to Boston
After
provisioning, the Thomas sailed Nov.
( haktkhs.
Bark John S. Emery, Boston
to Sierra Leone, general cargo, p. t.
Sell.
Olive T. Whittier, Turks Island to Philadelphia, salt, 8 1 2 cents, out in ballast. Sch
Henry Prescott, Norfolk to Trinidad, cord
wood, >5. Sch. J S. Lamprev, Barren Island
to Belfast, fertilizer, $1 75
Sell. Marjorie,
Baltimore to Galveston. oal, si.80 and disSch.
charged.
Vale, Baltimore to Boston,
Sch. Win. B. Palmer, Baltimore
coal, Si 50
to Portland, coal, SI 40.
owners

on

rKfiu.ius,

ne r

reigni

uircuiar oi nrovvn

& Co., New York, reports for the week ending Jau. 7th: Foreign owners of long voyage tonnage are yet opposed to the accept-

ance of current rates for case oil to the far
East and general cargo to t he Colonies, and
to emphasize this fact decline to tender their
vessels for either early or forward loading.
Shippers, though more particularly those engaged iu the latter trade, are urgently in
need of tonnage, and though endeavoring to
secure necessary vessels upon the basis of
17s '',17s. (id. to Sydney and Melbourne,
would really meet some advance upon these

quotations; difficulty, however, is experienced in inducing owners to open negotiations

Just previous to the close the ad-
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vanced rate of '24 cents was paid for a ease
oil vessel to Shanghai. There is no change
in the position of barrel petroleum freights.
Demand is limited, but previous rates are
firmly quoted as representing the market for
prospective tonnage, there being few or no
suitable vessels upon spot. Some few lumber orders are in market for the River Plate,
JvVwnv
In Hampden. 1
but business is restricted m consequence Snow, aned 05
y ars
of the, difference between owners and snipSr1 'id* v r i,. in Kell
pers’ limns. Gulf vessels would readily com- Stoddard, aired 45 \e.
Yo<i
In I lion.ilik,
mand SI2 50 to Montevideo for orders, and
from the Province a considerable advance aired 57 years, 7 months
upon the last rate paid could be obtained to
Buenos Ayres and Rosario, but tonunge molie I fust IV.
mentarily is not available. There is a moderate demand for Brazil, but tounage offers
CORRECTED WKKKI■
sparingly, notwithstanding the higher rates Prodiii> Mark'd.
current.
Outward orders hence to West Apples, | > bn.
5(i a no i!
I
India and Windward ports are numerous,
4./
dried, fcf II.,
.50a
and back business with sugar, salt, logwood,
Means, pea,
-o I
I 5o,« I * o 1
inediuni,
etc is offered quite liberally.
rates
Higher
yel'weyes, 75 a 2 (HI 'I
are generally bid, though the offerings of
i>
vii
Mutter,
It.,
tonnage do not increase, thus the volume of Meet. |5 It,,
5.7/n I
is limited.
There is less inquiry for lumber Mar ley. | bu,
4(\cj lb
tounage from the Gulf to West India ports, Cheese, {;> II.,
11 >■ >
and with a moderate supply of vessels in the
t:- I
Chicken. \' 11,,
l(
50a 75 I
former locality seeking business, no improve- Call Skins,
15
It),
14/7
ment upon recent rates is obtainable.
Very | Duck, |;>
20 "
few coasting lumber orders have appeared in I Kg£S, fc) doz,
8 <r 10. VI
Fowl,
lb,
market during the week. Tonnage for this Geese,
|> lb.
department, however, is scarce, which fact
Retail Price.
serves to sustain firmly previous rates.
ColMeet’, corned. fc* lb, 7aM 1
liers hence to the East are in limited demaud,
is tor
but the market is firm ill view of the light Mutter salt, 14 It, bap;, 50
(b
Corn, |> bu,
tonnage offerings. Philadelphia rates are Crack d Corn,
bu, 5c,t u!
Corn Meal,
50 !
higher, SI 45 to Boston having been paid.
bu,
14 I onCheese,
lb,
Cotton seed, fc> cwt, 1 25 Pi
Codfish, dry,
lb
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Clover Seed,
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